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Preface

Since its founding in 1952, the Advisory Group for Aerospace Research and Development has published, through the Flight
Mechanics Panel, a number of standard texts in the field of flight testing. The original Flight Test Manual was published in the
years 1954 to 1956. The Manual was divided into four volumes:

1. Performance
2. Stability and Control
3. Instrumentation Catalog, and
4. Instrumentation Systems.

As a result of developments in the field test instrumentation, the Flight Test Instrumentation Group of the Flight Mechanics
Panel was established in 1968 to update Volumes 3 and 4 of the Flight Test Manual by the publication of the Flight Test
Instrumentation Series, AGARDograph 160. In its published volumes AGARDograph 160 has covered recent developments in
flight test instrumentation.

In 1978, the Flight Mechanics Panel decided that further specialist monographs should he published covering aspects of
Volumes 1 and 2 of the original Flight Test Manual, including the flight testing of aircraft systems. In March 1981, the Flight
Test Techniques Group was established to carry out this task. The monographs of this series (with the exception of AG 237
which was separately numbered) are being published as individually numbered volumes of AGARDograph 300.

In 1993 the FTTG was disbanded, and the Flight Test Editorial Committee was formed to continue sponsoring and editing
volumes in the AG 160 and AG 300 series.

At the end of each volume of both AGARDograph 160 and AGARDograph 300 an Annex gives a list of volumes published in
the Flight Test Instrumentation Series (AG 160) and in the Flight Test Techniques Series (AG 300).

The present Volume is a sequel to two previous AGARDographs published in the AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series,
Volume 2 on "Identification of Dynamic Systems" and Volume 3 on "Identification of Dynamic Systems - Applications to
Aircraft, Part 1: The Output Error Approach" both written by R.E. Maine and K.W. Iliff. The intention of the present document
is to cover some of those areas which were either absent or only briefly mentioned in these volumes. These areas are Flight Path
Reconstruction, Nonlinear Model Identification, Optimal Input Design and Flight Test Instrumentation.

The theoretical developments are illustrated with examples taken from an actual flight test program.

Acceslir;n'
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Preface

Depuis sa cr6ation en 1952, le Groupe Consultatif pour la Recherche et les R6alisations A6rospatiales (AGARD), a publi6, par
l'interm6diaire du Panel de la M6canique du Vol, un certain nombre de textes normatifs dans le domaine des essais en vol. Le
premier Manuel d'Essais en Vol a 6t6 publi6 entre les ann6es 1954 et 1956. Ce manuel est compos6 de quatre volumes A savoir:

1. Performances
2. Stabilit6 et Contr6le
3. Catalogue d'Instrumentation
4. Syst~mes d'Instrumentation.

Suite aux d6veloppements dans le domaine de l'instrumentation des essais en vol, le Groupe de Travail sur l'Instrumentation des
Essais en Vol du Panel de la M6canique du Vol a 6t6 cr66 en 1968 avec pour mandat de mettre A jour les volumes 3 et 4 du
Manuel des Essais en Vol, sous la forme de la s6rie AGARDographie 160 sur l'Instrumentation des Essais en Vol. Les diff6rents
volumes de l'AGARDographie 160 publi6s jusqu'A ce jour couvrent les derniers d6veloppements dans cc domaine.

En 1978, le Panel AGARD de la M6canique du Vol a d6cid6 d'6diter d'autres monographies sp6cialis6es, couvrant les volumes 1
et 2 du Manuel des Essais en Vol d'origine, y compris les Essais en Vol des systfmes de bord. Au mois de mars 1981, le Groupe
de Travail sur les Techniques des Essais en Vol a 6t6 constitu6 pour mener A bien cette t~che. Les monographies dans cette s6rie,
A l'exception de FAG 237 qui porte un num6ro distinct, sont num6rot6es individuellement dans la s6rie AG 300.

Le groupe a 6t6 dissout en 1993, et le Comit6 de R6daction des Essais en Vol a 6t6 cr66 afin d'assurer la publication de volumes
dans les s6ries AG 160 et AG 300.

A la fin de chacun de ces volumes, un annexe donne la liste des volumes publi6s dans la s6rie "Instrumentation des Essais en
Vol" (AG 160) et dans la s6rie "Techniques des Essais en Vol" (AG 300).

Le pr6sent volume repr6sente la suite de deux AGARDographies publi6es dans la s6rie "Techniques des Essais en Vol"; il s'agit
du volume 2 sur "L'Identification des Syst6mes Dynamiques" et du Volume 3 sur "L'Identification des Syst&mes Dynamiques -
Applications aux A6ronefs" Titre 1: "La M6thode des Ecarts de Performances" r6dig6s par R.E. Maine et K.W. Iliff. Ce docu-
ment a pour objet de traiter certains sujets qui ont 6tW peu ou pas abord6s dans ces volumes, c'est-A-dire, la reconstitution de la
trajectoire de vol, l'identification des modules non-lin6aires, l'optimalisation des 616ments de conception et l'instrumentation des
essais en vol.

Les d6veloppements th6oriques sont illustr6s par des exemples tir6s d'un programme d'essais en vol r6el.
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SYMBOL DEFINITIONS, ABBREVIATIONS AND REFERENCE
FRAMES

Throughout this volume many different variables
are introduced. Often the actual meaning of the CC
symbol follows directly from the context of its use. 06ab
Vectors will be generally underlined. Matrices and V
reference frames (reference axes) are denoted with
capitals. Their use follows directly from the 0ac0
context. a

0.1 Symbols, abbreviations, definitions 0act

a parameter vector; polynomial
coefficient of d(w) in denominator M coefficient of
in T(w) /2p V , cSc

Ax, Ay, A, specific aerodynamic forces along aerodynamic pitching moment
the X-, Y- and Z-axis respectively (nondimensional moment about YB-

b wing span; polynomial coefficient of axis)
n(w) in numerator of T(w) constant part ofxi

Smean aerodynamic chord Cp
C Cramer-Rao Lower Bound; rate of

climb C _____

C•O parameter in angle of attack vane "'APt Ap1
calibration formula I 2

CPO parameter in angle of side slip vane
calibration formula 0Cm

Cýi sidewash coefficient CIq q

C.p upwash coefficient qc
V

CO L ,coefficient of ac.
V2pv 2 Sb C1 2C + __ V

aerodynamic rolling moment

(nondimensional moment about XB- aC1m
axis) CI

c constant part of Ca

aCC lI( 2  a(I 2
P 0 P b aC i l

Cer rb V
2V C acm

IPac: 0  a 6

ilx



C N coefficient of aCx

n½pV
2 Sb Cx .

aerodynamic yawing moment a c

(nondimensional moment about ZB- V

axis) acx

Cn0 constant part of C, CXee

Cn

e Cy , coefficient of
p /pb /P V 2S

2V aerodynamic lateral force

CrC Cy° constant part of C Y
n rb

2V CYp apb

CC a_ 2VCnp 0[3 OCy

OCn a rb

np . 2V

V y

nPa a fib

C
n6,r V

C x , coefficient of a6½ /P V 2S Cy6• 06"

aerodynamic longitudinal force aCy

Cx° constant part of Cx CY6r r6r

OCx CZ Z_ , coefficient of

CXbp a Apt 1 p V 2 S

12 p V 2 aerodynamic vertical force

qCx CZ° constant part of CzC xq 0 C

V CzaI I a Apt

Cx 2Cx0 + a__V 
½ P V

0 V )C z
OCx Czq (JqZ

cx,ý x aqcCxacOt V

C (1 Cx Cz C O+ Cz
at 0 2a-V



ocz n(w) polynomial in numerator of T(w)
Cz ct aN aerodynamic moment about the Z-

axis
acz 0 origin of frame of reference

Cz, p angular rate about the X-axis (roll

O__cc rate)
V Psi static pressure of air

Pt total pressure in propeller slipstream
OCz Po total power of input signals

Cz8 abe q angular rate about the Y-axis (pitch
d dimension of 96t rate); integer
d(CO) polynomial in denominator of T(f) q, impact pressure of air
e polyol resinduenotor of Tegresw)on r angular rate about the Z-axis (yaw
e model residue vector in regression rate)

analysis R radius of hypersphere; multiple
snmodel residual; elementary input regression coefficient
signal; basis vector of RR* partial correlation coefficient

E mathematical expectation operator; Rn n-dimensional Euclidean space
energy U information space

f vector function infors integer
F right handed rectangular reference S wing surface area; sensitivity matrix

frame; linear system matrix S..(() power spectral density matrix of
g gravitational acceleration input signals
G linear system input matrix t time (continuous)
h geometric altitude t* time (discrete)
H matrix in linear system observation T observation time interval; state

model transformation matrix; temperature
I identity matrix T(w) frequency response matrixIemoment of inertia of propeller and Tw rqec epnemti

u component of airspeed along the X-
rotating engine components axis

I, Iy1, Iz moments of inertia about the X-, Y- u vector of input signals
and Z-axis respectively u(k) vector of harmonic signal in input

Ixy, Iyz, Iz. corresponding products of inertia signals
j imaginary number, L.(O) Fourier transform of vector of input

J matrix in linear system observation signals

model; performance index U state transformation matrix

K Kalman filter gain matrix v component of airspeed along the Y-

Kp1  One stage prediction gain matrix axis

L aerodynamic moment about the X- v vector of measurement errors

axis; likelihood function; orthogonal V true airspeed
matrix V(,) covariance matrix

m mass of the aircraft; integer V\, Vww covariance matrices

M aerodynamic moment about the Y- w component of airspeed along the Z-

axis; information matrix axis; measurement noise

M M/N, average information matrix W, Wy, W, components of aircraft weight along

M(k) point-input information matrix from the X-, Y- and Z-axis respectively;
u(k) components of atmospheric wind

9M,/ set of average information matrices xI x-coordinate of the (x-vane in the

from power constrained input body fixed reference frame

signals xP x-coordinate of the 3-vane in the
ninteger body fixed reference frame

xi



XE position of the aircrafts centre of 6, rudder deflection angle (rudder left
gravity with respect to an earth is positive)
fixed reference frame along the X- A increment
axis 6 aerodynamic model error

x system state vector; row vector of 0 pitch angle; phase of a harmonic
independent variables in regression signal in the input signals
analysis 0 parameter vector

X(o) Fourier transform of system state k vector containing bias errors
vector F discrete system input matrix

X aerodynamic longitudinal force P amplitude of a harmonic signal in
along the X-axis; matrix of the input signals
independent variables in regression m
analysis Pb pSb

y observation vector
y, y-coordinate of the u.-vane in the PI m

body fixed reference frame pS•

YE position of the aircrafts centre of v Kalman filter innovation
gravity with respect to an earth
fixed reference frame along the Y- angletof yaaxs_ information vectorz vector
axisrepresentation of M

Y(wo) Fourier transform of observation represetavetrp air density
vector CT standard deviation

Y aerodynamic lateral force along the angle of roll
Y-axis wi angular frequency

zP z-coordinate of the 13-vane in the
body fixed reference frame Superscripts

ZE position of the aircrafts centre of , reconstructible state variable or
gravity with respect to an earth identifiable parameter
fixed reference frame along the Z- A estimated value; normalized value
axis mean value

Z aerodynamic vertical force along the small deviation from nominal value
Z-axis H matrix conjugate transpose

Greek symbols (k) harmonic signal in the input signals
o optimal value

a angle of attack; power ratio of a T matrix transpose
harmonic signal in the input signals derivative with respect to time

CXV angle of attack measured by a vane matrix inverse
3 angle of side slip; cartesian

coordinates subscripts

PV angle of side slip measured by a measured quantity
vane B body fixed reference frame F.

Y flight path angle D datum fixed reference frame FD
6ij Kronecker delta E Earth fixed vertical reference frame
ba aileron deflection angle ba= 6a,,.-6 a FE

6 left aileron deflection (aileron down e engine
is positive) S stability reference frame Fs

br right aileron deflection (aileron 0 nominal value
down is positive)

6, elevator deflection angle (elevator
down is positive)

xii



0.2 Abbreviations aircraft (see fig. 0-1). The XBOBZB plane coincides
with the aircraft's plane of symmetry if it is

cg centre of gravity symmetric, or is located in a plane, approximating
CRLB Cramer Rao Lower Bound what would be the plane of symmetry. The XB-axis
cov a covariance matrix of a is directed towards the nose of the aircraft, the YB-

det A determinant A axis points to starboard and the ZB-axis points
DME Distance Measuring Equipment towards the bottom of the aircraft.
DUT Delft University of Technology The positive directions for the body axis rates (p,
In logarithm to base e q, and r respectively), the body axis velocities (u,
LHS Left Hand Side v, and w), the body axis forces (X, Y, and Z), and
ML Maximum likelihood the body axis moments (L, M, and N) are shown in
NLR National Aerospace Laboratory figure 0-2.
TAS V, True Air Speed
tr A trace of square matrix A Stability reference frame FS

The stability reference frame OsXsYsZs is a
0.3 reference frames special body-fixed reference frame, used in the

study of small deviations from a nominal flight
A number of different reference frames will be condition. The reference frames FB and Fs differ in
referred in this volume. Their definitions will be the orientation of the X-axis. The Xs-axis is chosen
given below. Within this volume, the translational parallel to the true airspeed V. In the case of a non
equations and the rotational equations are both symmetrical nominal flight condition the Xs-axis is
referred to the body axes. The aircraft attitude is chosen parallel to the projection of V on the
defined by the Euler angles ip, 0 and 0 and for this aircraft's plane of symmetry.
reason the vehicle carried vertical reference frame
is introduced. The aircraft position is defined with Earth-fixed reference frame FE
respect to the earth fixed reference frame. The earth-fixed reference frame is a right-handed

orthogonal system OEXEYEZLE, which is considered
Datum reference frame FD to be fixed in space. Its origin can be placed at an
The location of characteristic points relative to the arbitrary position, but it will be chosen to coincide
aircraft - as for instance the centre of gravity - is with the aircraft's centre of gravity at the start of
expressed in terms of coordinates in a body fixed, a flight test manoeuvre. The ZE-axis points downw-
rectangular and left handed reference frame which ards, parallel to the local direction of the
is named here the datum reference frame (see fig. gravitation. The XE-axis is directed north, the YE-
0-1). The XD-axis is in the plane of symmetry of axis east (fig. 0-3).
the aircraft. The YD-axis is perpendicular to this
plane of symmetry and points to port. The Vehicle-carried vertical reference system Fv
direction of the ZD-axis is upwards in normal The origin of the vehicle carried vertical reference
flight. For the particular aircraft used in the present frame is attached to the aircraft's centre of gravity.
flight tests, the origin OD coincides with the Except for this difference, Fv is identical to the
projection on the plane of symmetry of a reference earth fixed vertical reference FE (fig. 0-3).
point on the starboard wing leading edge at 1.4 m
distance from the plane of symmetry. The direction Vehicle carried vertical reference frame FT
of the XD-axis is chosen parallel to a reference The reference frame FT was found to be c6nvenient
wing chord connecting the leading edge and the in the analysis of the linearized flight path
trailing edge at the same distance from the plane of reconstruction problem. The origin is attached to
symmetry. the aircraft's centre of gravity. The ZTaxis points

downwards parallel to the local direction of
Body-fixed reference frame FB gravitation. The X.-axis coincides with the
The body-fixed reference frame of the aircraft is a projection of the XB-axis at the start of a flight test
right-handed orthogonal system OBXUIYBZB. The manoeuvre on the local horizontal plane (fig. 0-4).
origin OB lies in the centre of gravity of the

xiii
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Figure 0-1: The datuin reference frame FJ) and body-fixed refitrence framne FB.

X, U

x 
Y Y, v

Lpp

N, r

Figure 0-2: The body-fixed reference frame Fjý X, Y, Z, L, Ml and N denote the forces along and
moments about the body-axis; a, v, w, p), q and r denote the linear and angular velocities.
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Xv (north)X E(north) • .•

'-•yv (east)

S~ Y• (east)

zV

zE

Figure 0-3: Relationships between earth-fixed reference frame and vehicle-carried vertical reference
frame. The vector r denotes the position of the aircraft c.g. with respect to FE.

YB

YT .

YV 0 Ný
XB.

Figure 0-4: The body-fixed reference frame F8 and the vehicle-carried vertical reference frames Fv
and FT at the start of a flight test manoeuvre.
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Synopsis

This AGARDograph is a sequel to the previous AGARDographs published in the AGARD Flight Test

Techniques Series, Volume 2 on 'Identification of Dynamic Systems' and Volume 3 on 'Identification of

Dynamic Systems - Applications to Aircraft Part - L. The Output Error Approach' both written by R.E.
Maine and K.W. Iliff. The intention of the present document is to cover some of those areas which were

either absent or only briefly mentioned in these volumes. These areas are Flight Path Reconstruction,

Nonlinear Model Identification, Optimal Input Design and Flight Test Instrumentation. Just like Maine and
Iliff the present authors will stay close to those techniques with which they are most familiar. The present
approach to identification is rather different from that presented in the earlier AGARDographs in the sense
that the identification problem is decomposed into a state estimation and a parameter identification part.
This approach is referred to as the Two-Step Method (TSM), although one will find other names like
Estimation Before Modelling (EBM) in the literature. It will be shown in the present AGARDograph that
this approach has significant practical advantages over methods in which no attempt is made to decompose
the joint parameter-state estimation problem. The two-step method is generally applicable to flight vehicles

such as fixed wing aircraft and rotorcraft which are equipped with state of the art inertial reference
systems. The theoretical developments in the present AGARDograph will be illustrated with examples of
a flight test program with the De Havilland DHC-2 Beaver aircraft, the experimental aircraft of the Delft
University of Technology which has been used for almost two decades to test new ideas in the science of
aircraft parameter identification.

1 INTRODUCTION

The primary goals of most flight test programs of enhancement of the fidelity of mathematical
civil and military aircraft are the certification for models for flight simulation. During the last two
air worthiness and the estimation of performance decades, the advent of the digital computer and

and stability and control characteristics. While improvement in flight measurement techniques has
certain characteristics can be measured directly in made a tremendous impact on theory and practice
flight such as rate of climb in stationary rectilinear of aircraft parameter identification. Working Group
flight or damping ratio's and time constants of 11 (WG 11) of the Flight Mechanics Panel of
eigen motions a much more efficient approach is to AGARD has defined as one of its missions to
identify a mathematical model of the aerodynamic stimulate the development and applications of

forces and moments acting on the aircraft from aircraft parameter identification techniques in its
measurements of dynamic flight test manoeuvres. series on Flight Test Techniques. In this series, an
Identification implies the development of an excellent overview of identification of dynamic
adequate mathematical model structure as well as systems has been written by R.E. Maine and K.W.
estimation of the numerical values of the Iliff in volume 2 [1]. In the succeeding volume, the
parameters in the model. When applied to aircraft same authors gave an exhaustive, practical and
this process is often referred to as aircraft elegant treatment of one of the primary parameter
parameter identification. After successful identification technique namely the Output Error

identification of aerodynamic models for different Method used at NASA Dryden for the problem of
aircraft configurations and flight conditions they estimating aircraft stability and control derivatives
may be exploited in numerous different ways. It is [2]. The report examines this one single approach
possible now to compute a variety of performance with lucid presentation of results and discussion

and stability and control characteristics, to compile right from flight test planning to evaluation of
tables and graphs for Aircraft Operations Manuals results carried out at their NASA Dryden Flight
and compare actual aerodynamic characteristics Research facility. This material formed the main
with theoretical predictions or wind tunnel results. theme of part - I of volume 3.
A very interesting application is in the The purpose of the present AGARDograph which
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is part - 2 of volume 3, is to present and discuss in to 14].
detail a successful and practical method for aircraft Between 1967 and 1968, a number of flight test
parameter identification that has originated at the programs were carried out to evaluate the quality
Delft University of Technology. This method is and performance of the flight test methods, the
referred to here as the Two-Step Method, although flight test measurement system and the data
one may find other names like Estimation Before reduction procedures developed for the derivation
Modelling (EBM) in the literature. The report goes of aircraft performance, stability and control
into some detail on the application of accurate characteristics from measurements in nominally
Flight Test Instrumentation sensors and systems symmetric nonsteady manoeuvring flight.
which has revolutionized the identification process Symmetric flight trials flown with the DHC-2
and in particular has made the two-step method an Beaver aircraft of the Delft University of
attractive and efficient identification tool. The Technology yielded most encouraging results.
report also examines and focuses attention on some It was decided to extend these investigations to
new emerging areas of technology namely the high subsonic jet flight. In the early seventies
Optimal Input Design for excitation of aircraft proposals were made for flight test programs with
manoeuvres which can lead to more accurate the Hawker Hunter MK 7 experimental aircraft of
parameter estimates and reduction of expensive the National Aerospace Laboratory. A new high
flight test time. The problems, results and accuracy flight test instrumentation system was
discussions addressed in this report are based built which was small enough to be installed in a
mainly on the investigations at the Delft University wing mounted pod [161. During 1973 and 1974
of Technology (DUT) and the National Aerospace several successful flight tests were conducted. The
Laboratory (NLR), Amsterdam. higher speeds and different propulsion system

required new aerodynamic models. Also, the flight
1.1 Flight Testing and Identification path reconstruction needed an extended model
Background of Delft TU and NLR which included the effects of curvature and rotation

of the earth. This gave birth to a new concept
Since the early sixties the Faculty of Aerospace namely, the calibration of engine gross thrust and
Engineering of the Delft University of Technology mass flow sensor systems in dynamic flight
and the National Aerospace Laboratory, simultaneously with the identification of
Amsterdam have been engaged in the development aerodynamic parameters and independent of any
of methods to derive aircraft performance as well data of the engine manufacturer. An overview of
as stability and control characteristics from the results of these very successful flight tests is
dynamic flight test data. Traditional methods of given in ref. [12].
performance testing employed measurements in
steady straight flight conditions in which the Around 1978, further flight test programs were
aircraft experienced neither translational nor planned to aim at the aircraft model identification
angular accelerations. Attention was focused on the both in symmetric and asymmetric nonsteady
analysis and design of 'hybrid' flight test manoeuvring flight as an international cooperative
manoeuvres consisting of quasi-steady as well as program with DLR in Braunschweig, Germany.
nonsteady flight conditions for the derivation of all The results of these investigations are reported in
aircraft performance- and stability and control ref. [191. The method for parameter identification
characteristics of interest. The emphasis on the developed at DUT was by then dubbed the Two-
simultaneous measurement of performance- and Step Method: in the first step, the flight path is
stability and control characteristics dictated reconstructed, followed by the second step in
development and application of high accuracy which the parameters are identified. Based upon
flight test measurement techniques and transducers, the confidence and experience gained in methods
Key to success proved to be what was called flight and analysis, further flight test programs were
path reconstruction, i.e. the technique to accurately carried out by the National Aerospace Laboratory
reconstruct the time history of the aircraft's state (NLR) to investigate the applicability for the case
during the flight test manoeuvre. The results of of a twin engined transport type aircraft, the
these investigations were reported in references [3 Fokker F-28 Fellowship. Initial results of the
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assessment of performance and stability and control instrumentation system, comprising high
characteristics are reported in ref. [21]. The quality inertial and barometric sensors, see ref.
techniques as developed in the course of these [13].
flight test programs were subsequently applied with 2. Careful calibration of all transducers to be used
high degree of success during the testing and in the flight test instrumentation system, ref.
development phase of Fokker 50 and Fokker 100 [16,17,28].
type aircraft [22]. In 1987 flight simulation models 3. Analytic or computer aided development of
were developed for the Cessna Citation 500 of the optimal manoeuvre shapes, i.e.,optimal time
Dutch Government civil aviation flying school histories for the control surface deflections
(RLS) flight simulator [23]. required to excite the aircraft, so as for
The National Aerospace Laboratory and Delft TU example to maximize the amount of
are currently cooperating in a flight test program information in the measurements, concerning
with the Fairchild Metro II experimental aircraft of the characteristic parameters of interest, ref.
NLR. These experiments have demonstrated that [3,29].
estimation of the aircraft state, as well as the 4. Excitation of the aircraft manually or under
identification of longitudinal and lateral servo control (according to the optimal test
aerodynamic model parameters can be performed signals developed) during test flights flown in
on-board in real time [24 to 26]. In the same flight fine weather.
test program, attention is focused on different 5. Off-line analysis of the measurements recorded
measurement and analysis methods to identify in flight, using advanced state and parameter
propeller thrust in dynamic flight test manoeuvres estimation techniques [301.
[27].

1.3 Motivation for Nonlinear Analysis
Thus, this successful chain of experiments and
analyses amply demonstrated that nonsteady flight Stability and control derivatives are the parameters
test techniques as developed and tested at the Delft in a linear aerodynamic model of the aircraft.
University of Technology and the National Linear aerodynamic models can be represented by
Aerospace Laboratory was a proven, cost effective homogeneous polynomials of the first degree in the
and well established technique for the measurement state and control input variables of the linearized
of performance and stability and control equations of motion. Such polynomials are widely
characteristics as required for the certification of used as linear approximations of aerodynamic
aircraft. The results and discussions of the two-step forces and moments acting on the aircraft in
identification procedure presented in this report are dynamic flight conditions. In general the domain in
based on this nonsteady flight test technique. which linear models are valid is restricted to small

deviations from a nominal flight condition which is
1.2 Requirements for Nonsteady Flight Test stationary.
Techniques

The advantage of using nonlinear models is that
The successful application of the nonsteady flight such models should be valid for a larger range of
test technique developed at the Delft University of flight conditions. In addition dynamic flight test
Technology depends on a well chosen combination manoeuvres are much less constrained with respect
of the aircraft to be tested, the flight test to the amplitudes of angle of attack and air speed
instrumentation system, the signals applied to excursions.
excite the aircraft, the models selected for
identification and the procedure devised to analyze One specific form of representing nonlinear models
test data. The nonsteady flight test technique in is by using higher order polynomials in state and
particular hinges on accurate measurement of control input variables. In principle, the domain of
several inertial- and barometric variables, nonlinear models covers larger deviations from a

given nominal flight condition, as compared to
The flight test method includes: linear models.
1. Utilization of a high accuracy flight test
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1.4 Motivation for Manoeuvre Design In the present volume it is shown that, if certain
conditions concerning accuracy and type of the

The importance of choosing appropriate control variables measured in flight are met, the original
inputs and exciting specific aircraft modes for maximum likelihood estimation problem can be
extraction of stability and control derivatives from decomposed into two separate estimation problems
dynamic flight test data was first noted by Gerlach which can be solved in two consecutive steps. Each
[3]. Subsequent research focused on design of the two separate estimation problems is much
techniques for optimal control input signals. easier to solve than the original estimation
Optimal input signals may be designed to either problem. These two steps are called step I and step
maximize the information contents contained in the 2. In the general case of nonlinear equations of
flight test data or minimize the necessary length of motion, step 1 corresponds to a nonlinear state
the flight test manoeuvre for a specified level of reconstruction problem known as the Flight Path
accuracy of the parameters to be estimated. After Reconstruction problem [7,10]. The next step 2 can
a review of the literature attention is focused in the be formulated as a 'linear-in-the-parameters'
present AGARDograph on two techniques for the estimation problem. This is of great practical
optimization of control input signals as developed importance, as it allows the systematic and step
at the Delft University of Technology. wise development of adequate nonlinear models of

the aerodynamic forces and moments during the
1.5 Two-Step Method flight test manoeuvre.

Analysis of dynamic flight test data, in the sense of 1.6 Organization of the Report
estimating stability and control derivatives from
measurements of the dynamic response of the In chapter 2 we will discuss mathematical models
aircraft to control input signals, can be formulated which will be useful for the analysis of flight path
in the theoretical frame work of maximum reconstruction and aerodynamic model
likelihood estimation theory [531. This requires the identification. The nonlinear equations will be used
stability and control derivatives to be interpreted as for the practical implementations, while the linear
unknown parameters in a dynamical system of a models will be used for the study of
given form. It is assumed that the response of the reconstructibility and identifiability. In chapter 3
system to precisely known input signals has been we will treat flight path reconstruction in a detailed
observed by measuring the outputs of the system at way in its own right. We discuss identification of
discrete instants of time. The measurements are nonlinear aerodynamic models using regression
assumed to be corrupted by additive, mutually techniques in chapter 4. Next we present two
independent and normally distributed random approaches in chapter 5 for the optimization of
errors. It is known that the likelihood function of multi dimensional input signals which can be of
these measurements depends on the parameters as great use in the design of flight test manoeuvres.
well as on the initial state vector components. Practical examples of different types of
Optimizing the likelihood function with respect to longitudinal and lateral control input signals,
these parameters and the initial state vector several of which evaluated in real flight are
components constitutes a nonlinear optimization presented in chapter 6. The detailed aspects of
problem. The optimum values are called the flight test instrumentation, design, execution and
maximum likelihood estimates of the system flight data processing are covered in chapter 7.
parameters and initial condition. In this form the Conclusions drawn from the previous sections are
maximum likelihood method is a so-called Output presented in chapter 8.
Error Method and probably the most frequently
used method to date for estimating stability and
control derivatives from measurements in dynamic
flight test manoeuvres [54,55]. The maximum
likelihood method has been extensively discussed
in the preceding part - 1 of the present volume 3 in
the AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series.
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2 AIRCRAFT AND INSTRUMENTATION MODELS

In this chapter we present some mathematical is focused on the modelling of aircraft performance

models which will be used in the later chapters. characteristics, e.g. see Mulder and van Sliedregt

These models can be broadly classified as [12].

Kinematic models, Observation models and Although nonlinear forms of kinematic and

Aerodynamic models. Kinematic models are in fact observation models are used for actual flight path

a special form of the customary equations of reconstruction, linearized versions of these models

motion in which specific aerodynamic forces (the are developed also below to allow discussion of

outputs of 'ideal' accelerometers in the centre of certain state reconstructibility topics in chapter 3.
gravity) and angular rates serve as inputs. The linearized forms of aerodynamic models

Kinematic models can conveniently be written in shown below serve the same purpose in a

state space form. Observation models describe the fundamental discussion of identifiability in chapter

relations between several observed variables as 4. In addition the design of optimal input signals

airspeed and side slip angle and the state vector for dynamic flight test manoeuvres as discussed in

components of the kinematic model. Kinematic and chapter 5 is based on linear forms of all

observation models are instrumental for flight path mathematical aircraft models.

reconstruction.
As discussed in chapter 3 flight path reconstruction 2.1 Kinematic Models
refers to techniques to compute the time histories
of the components of the state vector (including the 2.1.1 Aircraft Equations of Motion
'flight path') from onboard inertial, barometric and
other sensors. In this volume we restrict ourselves to the

Aerodynamic models describe the aerodynamic simplified case of rigid and symmetrical aircraft

forces and aerodynamic moments which act on the moving through an atmosphere which moves with

aircraft during the dynamic flight test manoeuvre to uniform constant speed over a flat earth. Using a

be analyzed. In the linearized form of the equations body fixed reference frame with origin in the

of motion the models of these aerodynamic forces centre of gravity this results in equations of motion

and moments are also linearized and contain well as presented below.

known sets of parameters called stability- and In flight path reconstruction, see chapter 3, the

control derivatives. It is possible to apply the quality of the sensor systems employed may in

identification techniques discussed in chapter 4 to some cases warrant accounting for the effects of

estimate the values of these stability- and control curvature and rotation of the earth, ref. [13].
derivatives from dynamic flight test measurements. Aircraft equations of motion take the form of three

The two-step method as discussed in the present sets of first order differential equations for

document, however, allows also the estimation of respectively translational velocities, angular

so called aerodynamic derivatives in nonlinear velocities and attitude angles, e.g. Etkin [57].

aerodynamic models, be it that these nonlinear Using the customary body-fixed reference frame FB
models should be of a special form in which the the equations for the components u, v and w of

derivatives appear linearly in the output (the true air speed V, along the body axes XB, YB and

aerodynamic force- and moment coefficients). A ZB take the following form:

question of theoretical and practical interest is
whether one should estimate stability- and control

derivatives at all flight conditions of interest (as X = I(.(u + qw 1rv) + igsinO

defined by nominal angle of attack, Mach number, Y --= II(v + ru - pw) - mgcosOsin4 (

power setting, etc.) or estimate aerodynamic Z =- m(w + pv - qu) - mgcosOcos ,
derivatives in one nonlinear aerodynamic model
valid for the same set of flight conditions. In any where p, q and r denote the rates of rotation about

case nonlinear aerodynamic models become the axes of FB; 0 and p denote pitch and roll angle

mandatory when linear models turn out to be respectively; m denotes aircraft mass and g denotes

inadequate, and in those applications where interest the local acceleration due to gravity. X, Y and Z
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represent the components of the total aerodynamic of differential equations as they should appear as
force, including the aerodynamic effects of independent variables in the aerodynamic model.
propulsion systems. The solution consists of the time histories of

translational and angular velocity components u, v,
The rotational dynamics of the aircraft are w and p, q, r, and the Euler angles 0, 0, Vp. Next
represented by a second set of first order we will write the model in a slightly different form
differential equations for the angular rates p, q and and define a set of alternative input signals.
r about the body axes XB' YB and ZB respectively.
For an aircraft with a geometrical plane of 2.1.2 Nonlinear Kinematic Models
symmetry, these equations are given by:

Kinematic models of aircraft motion consist of a

L = IxP -(y-I)qr -•I(r+pq) set of first order ordinary differential equations in
IY )which not the 'physical inputs' but rather measured

M = Iyq -(1z -IJ)rp -_i,(r 2 -p 2) +Ie r , variables as specific aerodynamic forces and body

N = Ir -(1, -Iy)pq -'1×(p -qr) - ronq rotation rates appear as forcing functions.
A specific force is defined here as the external

(2.1-2) non-gravitational field force per unit of mass.
where L, M and N denote the total aerodynamic Specific forces are the variables measured by
moments (including again any aerodynamic effects 'ideal' accelerometers in the body's centre of
of the propulsion system) about the body axes XB, gravity, irrespective of whether the body is
YB and ZB. Ix, Iy and Iz denote the moments of influenced by a gravitational field or not. In flight
inertia and Izx the only (due to symmetry) non-zero tests such ideal accelerometers would measure the
product of inertia in FB. Gyroscopic effects of specific aerodynamic forces according to:
rotating propellers or turbines can easily be taken
into account. For the case of a spin axis parallel to X = A. in
XB this leads to additional terms with lewe as Y =-Ayn (2.1-4)
shown in (2.1-2). Z

Z - Az I

The orientation of FB with respect to the earth- in which Ax, Ay and Az denote the specific
fixed vertical reference frame FE is governed by a aerodynamic forces along the body axes XB, YB
third set of first order differential equations for the and ZB respectively. Substitution of (2.1-4) into
Euler angles ip, 0 and Ap: (2.1-1) and dividing by m leads to the following

set of relations:
= p + qsinptanO + rcosotan0O

(2.1-3)
0 = qcosp - rsinp , u = A, - gsin0 - qw + rv

V = qsinpsec0 + rcososec0 . v = A + gcos0sinip - ru + pw (2.1-5)

The three sets of equations (2.1-1), (2.1-2) and
(2.1-3) may be written in standard state space form

by solving for the derivatives with respect to time As mass m has been eliminated we may take the
and defining a state vector with u, v, w, p, q, r, ip, view point that (2.1-5) represents a set of what
0, Vp as components. By adjoining an aerodynamic might be called kinematical relations. The two sets
model (a set of models of the total aerodynamic of equations (2.1-5) and (2.1-3) may again be
forces X, Y, and Z and the total aerodynamic solved numerically if now the specific aerodynamic
moments L, M and N) these equations can be forces Ax, Ay and A, and the angular rates p, q and
solved by means of numerical integration given the r are taken as input variables. The solution consists
aircraft mass, moments and product of inertia and of the time histories of the translational velocity
an initial value of the state vector. It is worth components u, v and w and the Euler angles ip, 0,
noting here that the 'physical' input variables such 1p.
as control surface deflections and engine thrust or The position of the aircraft's centre of gravity
power changes also serve as inputs to the above set relative to the earth fixed frame of reference FE can
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be computed as well by numerically integrating the Equations (2.1-5), (2.1-3) and (2.1-6) represent a
following set of equations simultaneously with kinematic model for the motion (speed, attitude and
equations (2.1-5) and (2.1-3): position) of FB with respect to a flat and non

rotating earth. If the effects of the curvature and
rotation of earth are to be included then we must

XE [ XWE express the geographical positions in terms of

= uB + ](2.1-6) longitude and latitude and decompose the local
YE -- I-B V+ WYE , atmospheric wind along the axes of the vehicle

WzE carried vertical reference frame Fv or FT [13]. In
ZEJ the case of flexible aircraft, the specific

where LEB denotes an orthogonal matrix of the aerodynamic forces and the quantities sensed by
form: accelerometers can in principle no longer be

assumed identical. Even then, however, the

COSOCOSIP sinosinOcosip cososinOcosip kinematical relations (2.1-5), (2.1-3) and (2.1-6)
- coso sinifp + sinosimp would still be valid. To see this, we might interpret

LEB = sininosinOsiimp cososinOsimp equations (2.1-1) as equations of motion of just an

+ cosý cosiJ - sinocosVp inertial reference system fixed at the centre of

-sinO sinp cosO cosO cosO gravity. Then the components X, Y, Z would
represent external suspension forces. A,, Ay and A,

(2.1-7) in (2.1-5) would represent specific suspension
and WXE , WYE and WzE denote the components of forces and still be identical to the quantities sensed
a constant atmospheric wind vector WE along the by ideal accelerometers.
axes of FE.

We may now interpret (2.1-5), (2.1-3) and (2.1-6)
Remark In cases of relatively long flight path's in as to represent a dynamical system, and define a
particular during climb or descent as in typical state vector x and an input vector u as follows:
performance flight tests, it can no longer be
assumed that the atmospheric wind components are x = col(u, v, w, 00, AP, XE, YE, ZE) I (2.1-8a)
constant. For the case of varying wind components u col(Ax, , A, , p, q, r)
Eq. (2.1-5) may still be used if u, v and w are
replaced by the corresponding components UE, VE The system state equation may be written as:
and WE of YVE, speed with respect to the earth fixed
reference frame FE. Eq. (2.1-6) then takes the form: (2.1-8b)

x f-(XU)

f denoting a nonlinear vector function of x and u.
XE UE While accelerometers and rate gyro's serve to

YE -LEB VE measure the components of the input vector u,
barometric and other sensors may be used to

E WE measure the components of an observation vector,
Next the components u, v and w of VX follow from see section 2.3 below.
X•=YE-WE. It may be attractive from the
estimation theoretic point of view to add a model 2.1.3 Linearized Kinematic Models
of the varying wind components to the kinematical
model. The reason is that a model will have much In the present section we derive a set of linearized
less parameters than the total number of unknown kinematical relations starting again from equations
values of the three components of the wind at the of motion as in section 2.1.2 above, but this time
(discrete) time instants of the flight test manoeuvre, in their linearized form.
A simple model which seems to work well in The linearized form of the equations of motion is
practice describes the wind components as a linear derived in two steps. First the nonlinear equations
trend in time and proportional to altitude. A more of motion (2.1-1) and (2.1-2) for variables in the
sophisticated alternative would be a stochastic body fixed reference frame FB are written in terms
model driven by 'white noise'.
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of variables in a (body fixed) stability reference
frame Fs. Next we may linearize these equations Xs Axs M
for small deviations from a nominal flight

condition of steady, rectilinear flight with side slip Y - A r , (2.1-11)
angle equal to zero. It is readily ascertained that in -

the nominal flight condition the components of air Zm = A,, in

speed along and the rates of rotation about the axes The linearized forms of the kinematical relations
of FS have the following values: for the Euler angles of Fs are:

-- Vo , -- =0

U0S= VS W0 S =0

pos = 0 , = 0 , r0 s = 0 , s = Ps + tan 0o rs

while the nominal pitch angle is equal to the 0 s qs, (2.1-12)
nominal flight path angle:

ors
0os~V -- ¥oc°

the subscript 0 referring to the nominal flight
condition. The linearized versions of the equations Now it is convenient to express the geographical
of motion (2.1-1) and (2.1-2) may now be written position in terms of coordinates XT, YT, ZT along
as: the axes of the vertical reference frame FT.

Equation (2.1-6) is then written as:

s = mus + mgcosY0o5 I

YS = -(vs + V 0rs) - nigcosy 0os (2.1-9) XTj (Us' WXT (2.1-13)

Z --n-(ws - Voqs) + mgsinyoOs Y T WL S WYT

Ls = IxsPs -zxs r, - I (osinto q s , where the transformation matrix LTS can be written

= as:
MS = IYsqs + Ie'eSinlo0Ps + e(OeCOS(X -rs I

~1 r- Pq - sinPsin5 sO cosp cospssinOscosy
zs zx s - le)ecss (2.1-10) coS0sC°Sos - cosp5ssinis• + sin 5ssin s

where the superscript indicates small deviations L eS sinpbsin0ssimps cos=ssin ssinWs
from the steady, rectilinear nominal flight condition cos0siliv + cospscosvps - sinýscoOSVs
mentioned above. The side slip angle in the -sin05  sinoscosO5  cosos
nominal flight condition is defined to be zero.
(This means that if the nominal aerodynamic flow Linearization of (2.1-13) results in:
field is asymmetrical due to for example propeller
slipstream swirl the nominal roll angle will have a
value different from zero. Below, this value is XT = cOsY0 Us + sinyoWs - VosinyOs + WxT
assumed to be small enough to be negligible.)
From section 2.1.2 it follows that we may write the YT = Vs + VocosYOip + WYT
external aerodynamic force increments Xs, Ys and

Zs in terms of corresponding increments of ZT---siny°Us + cosy'Ws - Vcos° 0 s +WzT

accelerometer readings according to: (2.1-14)
Because of the definition of the nominal flight
condition given above, it follows that:
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2.2 Aerodynamic Models

vs = VS , WS WS
Aerodynamic models are defined in the present

Ps s PS s = qs rs rs context as mathematical models of the aerodynamic
ýs = s• force- and moment components in a body-fixed or

wind-axes reference frame. The development of
with: aerodynamic models from (dynamic) flight test

data requires an initial 'guess' of the mathematical

~ Ws Vs structure of the model. This initial guess is referred
cc ' , -- • to here as the a priori model, indicating that no

V0V 0 flight data was yet incorporated in the model. A

Equations (2.1-9), (2.1-12) and (2.1-14) may be priori models can be based on physical knowledge,
written as the following sets of linear first order (semi) empirical databases, results from
differential equations for the longitudinal variables: Computational Fluid Dynamics or on wind tunnel

measurements.

The form of the a priori model will strongly
s -__cos0  + As depend on the ultimate goal of the flight test0 AS program. If the goal would be to develop an in

-gsinY 0 0 + Az ~ essence phenomenological model, to be used in for
+ qs , example control system design or simulation it

V0  would 'suffice' to select a set of suitable variables

Os = qs 'explaining' the observed phenomena (the time
histories of aerodynamic force- and moment

XT =- cosY0uS + V0siny0a - V0siny0O + WXT, components). If, however, the flight test program
- is aimed at an analysis of aircraft performance

ZT = sinY0 US + VocosY0 X - V0 cosY0 0 + Wz, characteristics, a physical model would be needed

showing minute details in (sub)models of thrust,
(2.1-15) lift and drag, e.g. Mulder and Van Sliedregt [12].

and lateral variables: If the atmosphere is in uniform motion with respect
to earth and the effects of elastic deformations of

~ ~ +the airframe are neglected, the total aerodynamic
= gcYs¥s + Ays force and moment depend on not only the present= V0 values of variables such as control surface

deflections, angle of attack and side slip angle but
S___rs (2.1-16) also on the past trajectory with respect to the

COSYo surrounding air mass. This leads to aerodynamic

models consisting of integrals of 'indicial
-- Ps + tanor ,functions' [581. A more practical and well proven

Y T--V0 + VoC°S0P + W YTalternative is to expand each of the above
yVs Wmentioned variables as a (truncated) Taylor series

Eqs. (2.1-15) and (2.1-16) are a linearized form of backwards in time. This results in aerodynamic
the nonlinear kinematical relations (2.1-5), (2.1-3) models in the form of (nonlinear) algebraic
and (2.1-6) derived in section 2.1.2. As said above, functions of the above mentioned variables and
they will not be used in actual flight path their derivatives with respect to time.
reconstructions but rather will serve to analyze the Below in section 2.2.1 an example is given of an
reconstructibility characteristics of flight path aerodynamic model for the case of a low-subsonic,
reconstruction problems in chapter 3. propeller driven aircraft. The model consists of

three polynomials for the aerodynamic force
components, three polynomials for the components
of the aerodynamic moment and an expression
relating engine power to a measure of propeller
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thrust. The linearized version of the model, which changes of Ap/½pV2 . Consequently, the effect of
will be referred to in chapter 4 and 5, is derived in true air speed and engine power setting can be
section 2.2.2. represented by one single variable Ap/1pV2 in the

list of variables above [195]. Assuming that the
2.2.1 A Nonlinear Aerodynamic Model for Low aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are
Speed Propeller Driven Flight analytic functions of the remaining variables then

they can be expanded in the form of a Taylor
In this section an aerodynamic model is developed series. If the effects of the lateral variables 3, p, r,
for the case of low speed propeller driven flight. (3, 6a and br on the longitudinal coefficients Cx, CZ
The first part of the model describes the and C.. and vice versa, the effects of the
(dimensionless) aerodynamic force and moment longitudinal variables Ap,/½pV2, at, q, & and 6e on
coefficients while the second part expresses a the lateral coefficients Cy, C, and Cn are neglected,
measure of propeller thrust in terms of engine then first order models for the longitudinal and
power. lateral aerodynamic force and moment coefficients
For a given aircraft configuration the components can be written in terms of dimensionless variables
of the aerodynamic force and aerodynamic moment in the following form:
depend on the present flight condition as defined
by variables as angle of attack, side slip angle, Apt
body rotation rates, control surface deflections, Cx + Cx +C Ap Cxc a+C Lc_+
engine power setting, dynamic pressure, true air CX° xAp ½pV 2 

r. rq V

speed, Mach number and Reynolds number. By C
considering dimensionless force and moment + Cx--- + Cx6,
coefficients dynamic pressure disappears from the
list of variables. On the other hand, in Cz C +C Ap1  + •• q V_

nonstationary flight conditions the past values of in 1/ ½pV2  a V

particular the angle of attack and the side slip C
angle are known to also have a nonnegligible effect +Cz,- + z6,
on the force and moment coefficients. This is
usually accounted for by including derivatives with C = C + C A + C c + C . +

respect to time in the list of variables. In the 0 p ½pV2  m, mq V

present case of low speed flight we may assume C C
the effect of compressibility to be so small that it Ma C V 'be

can be neglected. Also, scale effects can probably
be ignored, as Reynolds number variations (2.2-2)
occurring in flight are relatively small in the and:
present case.
If the propeller is represented as an ideal pulling b rb
disc, it is possible to derive the following relation: Cy = Cv0 + Cy[ + CYp 2-- + CT +

Apt = a + b P (2.2-1) + CY.L.bv + C, 6 + C 6rPV Yb
½pV2  12pV

2

where Apt denotes the increase of total air pressure CI + CIP + C ±k + C .r1- +

in the propeller slip-stream and P denotes engine =P p2V r2V

power. It can also be shown that Apt/½pV2 is a +C Lb +q6+C6
direct 'measure' for propeller thrust 131. In the case P ._ a a r
of propeller driven aircraft, neglecting b rb
compressibility and scale effects, variations of air C = C. 0 + CnI P C pbL + C - +~p2V n•r2V
speed V and engine power settings (engine speed
and manifold pressure in the case of a piston + C.n +C Lrba +C br

engined aircraft) affect the aerodynamic force and P V ba + r

moment coefficients only indirectly through (2.2-3)
In cases where an aerodynamical plane of
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symmetry exists (coinciding with the geometrical lateral aerodynamic cross coupling. Finally, from
plane of symmetry) it follows that these 'cross Fig. 2-1(c) it follows that the lateral control
coupling' effects can be neglected in first order derivatives with respect to br depend on Apt/½pV2.
aerodynamic models. In retrospect this is not surprising since at least
It can be seen here that the relations (2.2-2) and part of the vertical tailplane is submerged in the
(2.2-3) result in nonlinear relations for the propeller slip stream.
dimensional aerodynamic forces and moments. For The wind tunnel results can be exploited next to
example, using equation (2.2-1) in the model for extend the a priori model with additional terms
Cx in (2.2-2) we get: accounting for the observed (static) nonlinearities

and cross coupling effects. However, as we are
Ax =pVa + inclined to add only a limited number of additional

Cx (Cx0 + aCxAp ) + bCx terms for reasons discussed in chapter 4, the
/ Presulting a priori model will still only be capable to

+ C cc + C q + Cx U + c xbb. approximate the observed static aerodynamic
7 a characteristics. The resulting a priori model

For constant engine power P the expression for the accounts for the nonstationarity of actual flight
dimensional aerodynamic force X: conditions with simple terms containing first order

derivatives of cx and 3. We must expect this to lead
X = Cx½pV2 S to rather crude approximations of the actual

may then be written as the following nonlinear complex aerodynamic phenomena of nonsteady
expression: flight.

Finally, the resulting a priori model describes only

X = Xv2V2 + X v-, V + ÷ XV2 + the deterministic components of the aerodynamic
force and moment coefficients. This means that

+ Xqv q V + X,•v V + Xev, 6,e V82  stochastic contributions as generated by turbulent

boundary layers, turbulence in the propeller
In line with what was stated above concerning the slipstream and local flow separations are not
development of a priori aerodynamic models included. The effect of such random fluctuations on
systematic wind tunnel evaluations were made to aircraft motion is discussed in Jones [63].
verify the postulated relations between the force
and moment coefficients and the following 2.2.2 Linearized Aerodynamic Models
variables in the right hand side of (2.2-2) and
(2.2-3): ca, P3, Apt1/Y2V 2, 6e, o, and br. The For small deviations from a stationary rectilinear
evaluations were made in a high quality low flight condition, well known linear models may be
subsonic wind tunnel with a 1:11 scale model of derived of the aerodynamic force and moment
the De Havillland DHC-2 Beaver [14]. The model coefficients [57].
was equipped with an engine driven propeller to The linear nondimensional models of the
simulate slipstream effects. Some of the results are longitudinal force and moment coefficients Cx, Cz
shown in fig. 2-1. These wind tunnel results and C,, may be written as:
indicated that the a priori models (2.2-2) and
(2.2-3) would fail to describe several significant
nonlinear characteristics. For example, it follows u/V0
from fig. 2-1(a) that Cx and Cm depend in a Cx Cx Cx Cx C
nonlinear fashion on ct. Further, a pronounced Cx C
lateral to longitudinal aerodynamic cross coupling Cz Cz,, Cz Czq CZ. Cz6 q'/V0
exists in the sense that C,, also depends on f3. Fig.
2-1(b) shows that while the Cy-P3 and C,-[ 3 relations C1 U C C C C C XC/V 0

are approximately linear, this is certainly not true
for the relation C1-P3. In addition the same figure
shows that Cy, C, and C, all depend on (2.2-4)
Apt/½pVand cc, an example of longitudinal to where:
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½p0 Vo 1S ' Vo

z= Z (2.2-5) C - L (2.2-8)
P 0 Vo2S '½ooS1/2vQ '2 p0 V2 S b

C = __ _C = _
2nC

poVo S7 ½p 0VoSb

and Cx , Cx , etc. denote the longitudinal stability and CY , C , etc. denote the lateral stability and
and control derivatives in the body fixed reference control derivatives in the body fixed reference
frame FB. The models in the stability reference frame FB. The corresponding models in stability
frame Fs can be written as: frame of reference FS can be written as:

u S/Vo ?

c' Psb/2V°
q ss/ (2.2-6) [Cys1

z = [Cxm] . (2.2 s- rsb/2Vo (2.2-9)

ani j~/ VO isa5  [c,,,]. Is 3b/V 0

where: 6

where:Cx Cx Cxy Cx Cx6

S7 - CZus CZ Csqs CZs CZ6eS C3S PS Cyr s . s C YaS CYrS
CCC,,sCCn Ce [ 1in]- Ci Ci C C1.- C C1sr

"1 u)s ma 5 $ q Ca 5  "I [yids ms 1 3S PS 5s 1
3 S Ca5  s

Cn C C C.s C IS" Cpl

The linear nondimensional models of the lateral ' C, pS ",s "is C,6 r6
force and moment coefficient CY, Cl and Cn may
be written as:

Some computer programs are available for the
linearization of aerodynamic models. In particular
NASA Dryden has developed an interactive Fortran

- pb/2V0  program 'linear' that provides the user with a
C CY P Cy,, P b C powerful and flexible tool for the linearization of

y r /2V, aircraft aerodynamic models [64]. The program
CPlP bý b , numerically determines a linear system model from

13 P Cia• Cr' jb/V0  a nonlinear aerodynamic model supplied by the

Cn C. P o C, , C'P C.C Cnr user.

2.3 Observation Models

(2.2-7) Observation models relate certain measured
where: variables such as airspeed and barometric altitude,

to the components of the state vector and input
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vector as defined in (2.1-8). Observation models and ZB axes are taken into account, the side slip
take the form of nonlinear algebraic relations vane angle is:
between the observed variables and the state- and
input vector components, see section 2.3.1. A = arctanv + x13r - z13P + Ci+ C , (2.3-5)
linearized version, used in the reconstructibility u
analysis of chapter 3 is given in section 2.3.2. where x, and z, are the coordinates of the wind

vane relative to FB, Csi is the sidewash coefficient
2.3.1 Nonlinear Observation Models of the wind vane and Cp. accounts for the vane

being positioned outside the aircraft's geometrical
In this section the models are derived for plane of symmetry as well as for any asymmetry of
observations of true air speed V, angle of attack ot, the air flow due to for example rotation in the
side slip angle P, barometric altitude variations and propeller slipstream. The aircraft induced part of
geographical position measurements. the measured sideslip angle is assumed to be a
True air speed V can be derived from differential linear function of 3. The quantities CQl and C,,
and absolute barometric and temperature should either be given or estimated from the flight
transducers. The observation model for V follows test data.
directly from its definition as the resultant of the
air velocity components u, v and w along the axes Altitude variations can accurately be measured with
of FB: differential pressure transducers as long as the

flight condition is 'quasi stationary'. The

V = Vu
2 

+ v
2 

+ W . (2.3-1) corresponding observation model is:

By definition, the angle of attack is: Ah = -zE . (2.3-6)

In principle any navigation system (e.g. inertial
wx = arctan , (2.3-2) platform, doppler radar, OMEGA or DME) may be
u used for the measurement of the geographical

which is different from cx,, the angle of attack position. In the case of a flat earth approximation,
measured by an angle of attack vane. This is due to it is often convenient to express the geographical
a number of effects, such as aircraft induced air position in terms of coordinates xE and YE in a
velocity components, the rotation of FB about the vertical earth fixed reference frame FE.

XB and YB axes, vane dynamics and boom
bending. The first two effects can be described by: V, Ah, ot and [P, are components of an observation

vector .y_
w - x,•q + YaP

a,, = arctan w-xq+yp+ Cu (X + o (a 1)237atya = col V, Ah, cc,,, 2v3

(2.3-3) The observation vector y_ above reflects the
where Cup is the upwash coefficient and Ca is the configuration of the flight measurement system as
zero shift of the angle of attack vane. It is assumed used in the flight test program discussed in the
that the measured angle of attack depends linearly following chapters. If for example the measurement
on cc [361. In practice, the actual upwash may also system would include an Inertial Reference System
depend on engine power settings. (IRS) then pitch, roll and yaw attitude angles could

have been included in y as well.
The side slip angle is defined as: Equations (2.3-1) to (2.3-6) may be written in the

form of the following observation equation:V

P = arctan (2.3-4)
•/2 + 2

y = h(xU) 
(2.3-8)

which is again different from what a side slip vane
would measure, as shown in fig. 2-2. When the
vane axis of rotation is parallel to the Z. axis and
the effects of an aircraft induced side velocity
components and the rotation of FB about the XB
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2.3.2 Linearized Observation Models
Vo

In the stability reference frame Fs, the equation for 0,0 + •, = ar0tan U +

resultant velocity V is given by: 0

/ 2 2 2 (2.3-9) 2 U + r - p

Us +Vs) Ws. (_o + no U+ )
1 + __

The corresponding linearized from is: Uo

, - (2.3-10) + Csi(3o + + CoV 
X=us

The linearized form of the observation model of - + K- Ž.p + Csi + C
U 0  U 0  U 0

the angle of attack vane for small deviations from

thie nominal stationary and rectilinear flight since v0=f3 0=0. Substitution of u0=V 0cosao0 and
condition is given by: transformation of x,, Z•, i and ý from FB to Fs

results in:

- Wo
Xvo + cxv = arctan- +u ~ 13S

+t 1a ( + P V V oc°S( (2.3-13)
+ wo' no u o +S

0
uO 0  0 U - 0sps + Coo

U0

+ +in which:+ c up ( a + a) + C 0ý

(1 + C)C o + (1I + 1 Ci

XQCo s +L
0

,
--. 0qs + -V- 0Ps It is very difficult to determine C• in flight. This

can be seen as follows. Assume first a stationary
(2.3-11) rectilinear flight condition with roll angle equal to

In the nominal flight condition, the vane angle is: zero. Then, for a strictly symmetrical airflow

condition, the sideslip must be zero. For propeller
0(1 + Cup) 0 + driven aircraft, however, the airflow cannot be

Subtraction of cot from both sides of equation assumed to be symmetrical due to the rotation in
(2.3-11) results in the following linearized the propeller slipstream. Consequently, a stationary
observation model: rectilinear flight with zero roll angle does no

longer imply a zero sideslip angle (in addition, if

c( S- Y (2.3-12) the side slip vane is not mounted in the aircraft's
I 0 = Is + V0Ps symmetry plane, there will also be an offset in P3v).

VV Let the side slip then be equal to P30 and the vane

where: indicate a value P, in this condition of zero roll
angle. In the nominal flight condition with zero roll

Cu = (1 + CoP) angle mentioned above it then follows from

equation (2.3-13) that:
The observation model of the sideslip vane can be
linearized in a similar way resulting in: CP0 = 13v0 - C 01 0f3,

and because f3o is unknown, C 0 is unknown also.
The consequence of this is that the linearized
observation model of the side slip vane, comprises
an unknown constant Cp. according to:
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be corrupted only with random measurement errors.

The bias of these differential barometric
PV = C pip rs - ZiPs + measurements can be measured by short circuiting

V0coscC V0cosc- s of the pneumatic sensor systems prior and posterior
(2.3-14) to each flight test manoeuvre, which allows an

where jv indicates a deviation of the vane angle accurate post flight compensation of the bias errors.
with respect to kVo. The fact that C,1 is unknown The absolute static pressure measurement defines
actually affects the reconstructibility of the sideslip the reference condition and therefore its bias is
angle. This is discussed in detail in section 3.1.2. usually not important for parameter identification.

2.4 Models of Measurement Errors Usually, the bias and scale factor errors in the vane
angle transducers are small enough to be

The outputs of the sensors used for measurement negligible, because these transducers are relatively
of the system input and output signal components stable and can be calibrated very well before flight.
are corrupted with time dependent errors. In addition in flight these transducer errors are

indistinguishable from the much larger upwash and
The components of the input vector u are measured sidewash calibration coefficients discussed in
by the accelerometer and rate gyroscopes. These section 2.3. Therefore only random errors are
measurements are assumed to be contaminated with assumed.
constant bias errors as well as with random errors.
By careful pre-flight calibration the scale factor and In summary the measurement errors of the
misalignment errors can be neglected, although observation vector y are all assumed to be:
these can become important for recordings of long
duration. The error model is expressed as: Y - + V (2.4-3)

where the measured variable is denoted by y,, and
Ax(i) Aj(i) y is assumed to be free of bias errors. The

stochastic measurement errors v are assumed to be
Ay/i) Ayi) additive, zero mean and uncorrelated according to:

u A zji) A zfi) (2.4-1)ui = A() -- A(i - - w(i) (24-) E{v(i)} -- 0

p(i) p(i) (2.4-4)
q(i) q(i) E{v(i)v()} iJ

r(i) m r(i) The final set of measurements are not in the
where the index i refers to a discrete time ti, observation model presented in section 2.3, because

they are not used in flight path reconstruction, but
. -- Col(kxy, k, ?, •q,•r) in parameter identification.

represents a vector of bias error corrections which
are unknown but assumed to be constant during The total pressure increase Apt in the propeller
each dynamic flight test manoeuvre and: slipstream was measured with a differential

pressure transducer of the same type and quality as
w = col(wx, Wy,I Wz, Wp, Wq, Wr) used for the measurement of V and Ah. Therefore,

represents a vector of additive stochastic zero mean and uncorrelated measurement errors
measurement errors. These errors are assumed to can also be assumed for this variable. The control
be zero mean and uncorrelated, i.e.: surface deflections b,, , and br transducers are

also stable sensors, which can be well calibrated on
- (2.4-2) the ground, so again zero mean and uncorrelated

E{w(i) w T(j)} = Vw "i • measurement errors can be assumed.

The measurements of the observation vector are the The above modelling of the measurement errors is
barometric and the vane measurements. The only valid if the utmost care is devoted to the
barometric measurements V and Ah are assumed to quality of the transducers as well as of the data
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logging part of the instrumentation system and to
careful and repeated calibration of all measuring
channels. The typical accuracies of the
measurement system used in the flight experiments
is shown in chapter 7 by the results of extensive
laboratory calibrations.

In the design phase of the above measurement
system much attention was given to the 'quality' of
the transducers to be used in the system. Perhaps
one of the most significant benefits of using such
high quality transducers is that models of the
measurement error characteristics can assume
relatively simple forms, a typical example of this
are the inertial measurement errors.

2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, different kinds of mathematical
models were presented, namely kinematic,
aerodynamic, observation and error models.
Nonlinear as well as linear versions of these
models were derived. The nonlinear versions of the
models are used for the actual analysis of dynamic
flight test measurements. Their linearized
counterparts are used in chapter 3 and 4 for
analysis of state reconstructibility and identifiability
of stability and control derivatives, and in chapter
5 for the optimization of control inputs of dynamic
flight test manoeuvres.
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Figure 2-1(a): Longitudinal aerodynamic force and moment coefficients of the DHC-2 Beaver aircraft

as a function of angle of attack a and side slip angle P for three different values Ap/'/2pV2 as

measured at a Reynolds number of O.47x106 on a 1:11 scale model in the wind-tunnel.
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Figure 2-1(b): Lateral aerodynamic force and moment coefficients as a function
of side slip angle P~, for three different values of Ap/,½p V2.
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Figure 2-1(c): Lateral aileron and rudder control derivatives as a function
of angle of attack a, for three different values of Ap/1/2pV2 .
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Figure 2-2: Definition of side slip angle P3 and side slip vane angle ,
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3 FLIGHT PATH RECONSTRUCTION

The problem of flight path reconstruction from using the identified aerodynamic model [5,11].
onboard measurements studied in this volume
centres around properly combining the kinematic Historical Background
model of the aircraft's state trajectory (and so The first application of state estimation to post
implicitly the aircraft's flight path) as discussed in flight data analysis was made by Gerlach around
chapter 2, with a compatible set of transducers 1960 at the Delft University of Technology. While
such as inertial, barometric and flow angle early attempts to measure aircraft performance in
transducers for the measurement of the input and quasi-steady and nonsteady flight conditions
output signals, see chapter 7. The calculation of the suffered from inadequate instrumentation, he
aircraft's state trajectory from the recorded input- applied high accuracy instrumentation techniques
and output measurements is what is called a state and showed that the need for direct measurement
estimation or state reconstruction problem in the of the angle of attack could be eliminated. This
system theoretical literature. The term estimation is stimulated research in and development of so
used if the calculation of the state vector is based called flight path reconstruction methods.
on the measurements up to and including the This early invention was primarily concerned with
present time. The term reconstruction indicates that the accurate determination of the angle of attack
all available measurements of a complete flight test and airspeed during dynamic symmetrical flight
manoeuvre are used to calculate the state vector, test manoeuvres. The difficult problem of
Reconstruction can only be used for post- measuring the angle of attack directly in dynamic
manoeuvre data analysis. However, as a flight conditions by means of vanes was
'reconstructed' state vector is based on past as well circumvented by deriving it instead as the
as future measurements it will be intuitively clear difference between the pitch angle and the flight
that reconstructed state vectors are in principle path angle. Airspeed and flight path angle could be
more accurate than 'estimated' state vectors, derived from horizontal and vertical speed. Pitch
The earliest aircraft state reconstructions used angle, horizontal and vertical speed as well as
barometric airspeed and altitude output altitude were all obtained by integrating functions
measurements, e.g. Gerlach [3]. As airspeed and of measurements from a high accuracy pitch rate
altitude measurements define a 'flight path' the gyro and high accuracy normal and longitudinal
aircraft state reconstruction problem was accelerometers. The initial conditions for the
subsequently called 'flight path reconstruction' by integration were determined from airspeed and
Jonkers [6]. altitude measurements at the steady state initial part
The initial motive behind the development of flight of the manoeuvre. It soon turned out that the
path reconstruction methods was to reconstruct results of the integration suffered from imprecise
certain variables which are difficult to measure initial conditions and the effect of small unknown
directly in dynamic flight conditions. One typical bias errors of the pitch rate gyro and the
examples of such a variable is the angle of attack. longitudinal and vertical accelerometers. This led to
It soon followed that several transducer bias errors the idea to 'compare' computed airspeed and
could be (and in fact had to be) estimated altitude with high accuracy barometric
simultaneously. measurements of these variables. Regression
Following a flight path reconstruction, the techniques were used next in an iterative loop to
reconstructed state variables are used for the compute least squares estimates of the initial
identification of the aerodynamic model as conditions and of the unknown bias errors, see [4,
described in chapter 4. Several performance and 5,66]. Later, Jonkers [6] used the Extended Kalman
stability and control characteristics of interest may Filter and Kalman Smoother to solve the same
subsequently be derived either directly from the problem. Since the barometric airspeed and altitude
aerodynamic model or by correcting the measurements define a flight path he introduced
reconstructed aircraft states of the actual flight the name flight path reconstruction. Mulder [10]
condition of nonstationary flight to a compared Maximum Likelihood solutions with
'corresponding' stationary flight condition, also those from the extended Kalman Filter and Kalman
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Smoother. (usually the current best estimate of the trajectory
is used) and bias and scale fiactors can be estimated

Except for probably being the first to demonstrate by including them as undriven states with unknown
the feasibility of flight path reconstruction methods initial condition, see section 3.1 below and Jonkers
Gerlach also pointed out that these methods may [6].
serve also to provide a check on instrument
accuracy and data consistency apart from Output Error - This method applies in the case

generating estimates of unmeasured or poorly where all errors are assumed to be in the

measured variables. These items were the primary observations, i.e. there is no state noise. In
objectives in most of the studies that followed principle the method compares a simulation of the
Gerlach's original work [3 to 5]. All results of actual system with the measurements, while

Gerlach were obtained in low speed symmetrical integrating so-called sensitivity functions, which
flight conditions. Subsequently the technique was describe the influence of the model parameters on
applied successfully to high speed flight and the state. After one simulation run, a
asymmetrical flight conditions. Gauss-Newton (or alternative) optimization
Subsequently, probably the earliest uses of state algorithm is used to find new estimates of the
estimation techniques for flight path reconstruction model parameters. In practice this process has to be
elsewhere were Wingrove [31 to 33] at NASA repeated for several iterations, which makes this
Ames, Eulrich and Weingarten [34] at Calspan, and method relatively expensive in computer time. In

Molusis [35] at Sikorsky Aircraft and later Klein addition the number of sensitivity equations can be
[36] at JIAFS, NASA Langley. Over the past few large, which adds to the computer memory
years, the work in this field has been evolving requirements. The sensitivity equations can be
towards the use of more detailed kinematic models, derived analytically. An alternative is compute
the development of more sophisticated algorithms, sensitivities directly via finite differences. This
and new applications [31]. results in very flexible software programs.

The flight path reconstruction problem can be Filter Error - This method solves in principle the
solved by a number of different methods. Several same problem formulation as the Extended Kalman
important techniques are: Filter/Smoother i.e. with system state noise as well

as observation noise. In principle it is a

Weighted Least-Squares - This method solves the combination of a Kalman Filter and an Output
case where the random error is assumed to be Error method. The Filter Error method is the most
present only in the inputs of the kinematic model expensive with respect to computer time of the
as used for flight path reconstruction. This means above methods. In addition it is the most complex
that only system state noise is considered. The with respect to implementation and therefore

resulting algorithm, which is of the so-called seldomly used for practical flight path
Equation Error type, see Maine and Iliff [1] and reconstructions.
chapter 4 later, is relatively simple and very
efficient from the numerical point of view. Flight path reconstruction as a means of checking

instrument accuracy and data consistency is now

Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother - A standard used by many flight test groups [37 to 49] and
Kalman filter [190] estimates the state of a linear [235]. Once a consistent, smoothed set of time
system with an error model which allows noise in histories is obtained from the data, other analyses,
the inputs (system state noise) as well as noise in such as estimation of aerodynamic model
the observations. The Kalman algorithm is a parameters can be readily performed, see chapter 4.
recursive formula, which proceeds sequentially The data consistency application is now more or
(filters) through the data. For a fixed time interval less a routine matter and has been extensively
a substantial improvement in accuracy can be treated in the literature. Some of the various other
obtained by adding a smoothing step in the reverse applications of flight path reconstruction have been
time direction. Nonlinear kinematic equations are in the area of aircraft accident analyses [50],
handled by linearizing around a nominal trajectory estimation of wind vector components from high
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altitude turbulence measurements [51], testing of 3.1 Nonlinear Flight Path Reconstruction
high performance aircraft involving high angle of
attack and spin manoeuvres [52], aircraft modelling In this section, extended Kalman filtering and
[9 to 12,61,119] and stall speed determination. A smoothing algorithms are applied to the solution of
good number of additional citations on this subject the nonlinear flight path reconstruction problem.
can be found in the papers of Chapman and Yates First we will discuss the basic linear Kalman filter
[189]. in section 3.1.1. Subsequently in section 3.1.2 it is

shown that the problem must be re-formulated to
A number of computer programs are available for fit the Kalman filter model. The application to the
state estimation, but a particular reference must be nonlinear flight path reconstruction is discussed in
made to the package SMACK (SMoothing for section 3.1.3 and the estimation of the unknown
AirCraft Kinematics) [69] developed at NASA parameter vector is discussed in section 3.1.4. For
Ames research centre, DEKFIS (Discrete Extended convenience a summary of the Kalman filter and
Kalman Filter Smoother) developed at the Systems smoother algorithms is given in appendix C,
Control [44], FTDA (Flight Test Data Analysis) together with a description of the application of
[30] developed at the Delft University of Maximum Likelihood estimation to deterministic
Technology and FPR (Flight Path Reconstruction) nonlinear flight path reconstruction. Finally section
package developed at NLR Amsterdam [217]. 3.1.5 describes how some additional quantities,

which are needed for aerodynamic model
Although it is possible in principle to apply any of identification, can be derived from the
the methods discussed above to the solution of the reconstructed flight path.
flight path reconstruction problem a choice is made
in the remaining part of this chapter for the 3.1.1 Basic Kalman Filter
Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother for the following
reasons. First the Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother This subsection discusses the basic linear Kalman
allows to account for system noise as well as filter as first published by Kalman [190]. This filter
observation noise. The second reason is that this is based on the linear stochastic differential
method has been well proven in many actual equations:
applications to flight path reconstruction problems.
We first start discussing the application of the _(t) = F'x(t) + Gu.1U(t) + G w'(t)

Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother to the flight path
reconstruction problem in section 3.1, and then y(t) = 1-x(t) + J.u(t) (3.1-1)
analyze some of the reconsiructibility y, (i) - y(i) + v(i)
characteristics in section 3.2. This analysis is
based on the linearized form of the kinematical In practice all measurements are sampled with a
model for flight path reconstruction as derived in fixed time step At and the data processing is done
section 2.1. We continue with a practical example by sequentially processing these samples. This
in section 3.3 and conclusions in section 3.4. means that the discrete form of (3.1-1) is required.

The discrete form of the linearized state equations
The Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother algorithms is:
used for flight path reconstruction are listed in full
in appendix C. More details can be found in the x(i+l) = C.x(i) + Fu.u(i) + ÷ (3.1-2)
extensive Kalman filter literature, for instance Sage xy (i) = H 'x(i) + J "u(i) + v(i)
and Melsa [71] for theoretical background or
Brown and Hwang [234] for practical In which the transition matrix (, the deterministic
implementation details, input distribution matrix ru and the stochastic input

distribution matrix rw can be calculated from F, Gu
and Gw as shown in appendix C. The process noise
w(i) and the measurement noise v(i) are assumed
to be zero mean and white gaussian noise with
covariances Vww and V, respectively.
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The Kalman filter that produces the optimal 3.1.2 Treatment of Input Noise
estimate of the state of this system is described in
the following. When the estimate of the state at The standard Kalman filter is based on the linear
time step ti, _(i I i), is known, the estimate at time stochastic differential equation given by (3.1-1). In
step ti+, j(i+11 i), is: section 2.1 a set of differential equations was

derived that relates the aircraft state vector to theA Ax(i+lli) A •'x(i~i) + F'u(i) (3.1-3) input vector of specific forces and angular rates(2.1-8b), repeated here:

This is called the propagation step. The covariance
matrix P(i+1 Ii) of the state at time step t÷1j follows fu(3.1-9)
from a known P(i Ii) as: _1_x(0) -- x0

p(i+1 i) = (P(i i)iDT + FwVww'T (3.1-4) where the state vector and input vector were
At this moment the measurements at ti+1 can be defined in (2.1-8a) as:
used in the update step to improve the state
estimate at time step tj+1 by: x = col(uv w,0 ,OpIXE,YEZE) (3.1-10)

A A +i l=Col(A._AYIA,,p qr~
x(i+l li+l) = x(i+l li) + -

A

+ K(i+1) [ym(i+1) - Hx(i+ IIi) - Ju(i+ 1), If the input vector u and the initial value of the
(3.1-5) state vector _x0 are precisely known then the state

where the gain matrix K(i+1) is calculated from the vector can be reconstructed by simple integration.
covariance matrix P(i+1 Ii) by: In reality not all components of the initial value of

the state are measured and the measurements are
K(i+l) = P(i+1 ji)H T [HP(i+lli)HT + V . corrupted with errors. The input vector u is usually

completely available, but its measurement is
(3.1-6) corrupted by errors such as bias error and random

The covariance matrix of the improved estimate noise.
P(i+1 Ii+1) is calculated as:

In sections 2.3 and 2.4 observation models andP~i~ [il) - [I- Ki+IH] Pi~lli) (3.1-7)
P(i+1Ii+1) = [I- K(i+•)H] P(i+1 i) measurement error models were derived leading to

These relations are applied recursively, starting equation (2.4-1) for the measurements umn of the
from the first time step to by using the initial input vector and to equation (2.4-3) for the
values for the estimate and the covariance matrix: measurements of the state vector. The total

observation vector is then:

x(010) 0 (3.1-8)

P( 0O) - P0 • -m -- h'(xu,_) + (

The estimate of the state vector at the final time tN z
_(NIN) is based on all measurements between to where the vector 0 includes all the unknown

and tN, but for all earlier times the estimate i(i Ii) parameters like biases, scale factors, vane
is based on only a part of the available calibration coefficients, wind components, etc. The
measurements. The filter estimate can be improved vector w accounts for the noise on the
by adding a Smoother step to the algorithm. One measurements of the input vector u,, and v
implementation of a Smoother is to start at the accounts for the noise on the measurements of the
final time tN and then work backwards towards to, observation vector
all the while correcting the estimates for the
information contained in the measurement after the The problem with this formulation is that the 'true'
current time, resulting in a smoother estimate input vector u is not available for use in equation
ý(ijN), which for all t1 has a lower covariance (3.1-1). It is therefore convenient to transform the
P(i IN) than the filter estimate ý(i Ii) with P(i ji). formulation into an equivalent form by not using
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the 'true' but the 'measured' input vector Un, in equation are linearized around a nominal steady-
(3.1-1). Using (2.4-1) this means that the system state flight condition. The problem is usually
error model is now considered to be driven by defined in the stability axis system using
u,,+w+k instead of by u., where perturbation variables referred to the steady-state

condition. This necessitates the calculation of the

cA is , ) (3.1-12) matrices of partial derivatives FG G, H and J
which in this case are constant. This approach is

and k is the bias error error correction on the assumed in appendix C.1 and is also used in the
measurements of the original u. (It should be noted reconstructibility analysis in section 3.2. This
that k forms part of 0.) The new input vector u.,, is approach is not used for practical flight path
by definition known exactly, but the noise vector reconstruction, because for linearity reasons only
w and the the bias error correction are now seen to small deviations from the steady-state flight
be driving the system, e.g. that w is treated as condition are allowed.
system noise in (3.1-1), as was already implied by
choice of name. The system differential equation In the second approach it is assumed that there is
now becomes: a nominal trajectory xn"n which is close to the true

solution and in addition satisfies the system
( ) Idifferential equation. This can be done by
x -- fx - ', , (3.1-13) integrating (3.1-9) using u!, instead of u. If the

x(0) - 0 errors in um are small this will be reasonable. Then
the perturbation x_ can be defined as:

and the observation equation becomes:
=X- Xo (3.1-15)

= h(x, u 0) + V . (3.1-14) X - -X - (3 1-.

The observation vector y, now no longer includes By linearizing the system equations we obtain:
direct measurements of the input vector u,, but u..
is still needed in the observation equation, because - G
the angular rates and specific forces still appear in x -x + G 'w (3.1-16)
the observation models derived in section 2.3. - + v

The equations are now in a form which is suitable where F, Gw and H now are time-varying matrices
for the application of Kalman filter theory. It of partial vector derivatives of the functions
should be added here that there are other f(xu,) and hx,u.) with respect to the state vector
approaches for this problem, see for instance Bach x and the noise vector w. Since the nominal
[40 to 43]. trajectory satisfies the differential equations urn

does not affect the perturbation R and so no longer
3.1.3 Linearized Kalman Filter appears in these equations.

This approach has been succesfully applied to the
Now that the system equations are in the proper updating of inertial navigation systems. The INS
form the implementation of the nonlinear Kalman output can be directly used as a nominal trajectory,
filter will be discussed. Initially, the estimation of which will be reasonably close to the true
the unknown parameter vector will be postponed to trajectory, because the sensor errors of an INS are
the next subsection. very small, see Brown and Hwang [234].

The general flight path reconstruction problem is In order for the linearization to be accurate, it is
nonlinear. However, in order to apply Kalman filter important that the nominal trajectory x_` is close
techniques, the differential equations describing the to the actual trajectory. This is very difficult to
errors must be linear. Three approaches will be achieve with flight test sensors. The third approach
discussed in the following. is then to use the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF)

where in each update step the nominal trajectory is
In the first approach the kinematic and observation set equal to the last estimate of the state vector and
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the error estimate is reset to zero. In practice the to the differential equations. If one (or more) of the
update correction is applied directly to the unknown parameters is not constant, but varies
prediction of the actual system state _(i+1 i) with time in an unpredictable manner, this
instead of to the estimate of the perturbation component Ok can be modelled as a Markov
I(i+l Ii), see equation (C.2-8). Because the error process:
estimate is reset to zero, the propagation equation
(3.1-3) now becomes trivial and it is possible to 1 +(3.1-19)

directly integrate the system differential equations k -- k +-(. Wok-

to the next time step using (C.2-2). This has the k

additional advantage that it is no longer necessary Here "t k is the correlation time that governs the
to pre-calculate a nominal trajectory before starting temporal evolution of Ok. If TUk is large with respect
the Kalman filter procedure. to the observation time the evolution of Ok will

approximate a random walk. These models have
When the solution has converged this will ensure been used to describe accelerometer and gyroscope
that the linearization will remain valid. However, drift, where -tk turns out to be large (1 to 10 hours),
the EKF may diverge when the estimate of the see Brown and Hwang [234].
state is too far from the true solution, for example
because of a poor initial estimate for the state x. The same Markov model can also be used to

describe the variation of the wind vector
In all the presented approaches, it is necessary to components with time and the change in the
calculate matrices of partial derivatives. Analytical barometric pressure reference. In combination with
differentation can be done by hand which must be absolute position measurements (e.g. GPS) this
done with extreme care to prevent human errors. allows succesful Flight Path Reconstruction in less
Here it is preferable to use a symbolic algebra favorable wheather conditions, for flight tests with
package such as Maple or Mathematica, which will large changes in altitude and for longer flight
give correct answers, as long as the problem is recordings.
entered correctly. A good alternative to analytical
differentation is to calculate numerical derivatives Adding unknown parameters must be done with
during each step of the algorithm. Although this is great care, because too much added parameters will
expensive in computer time, this has the advantage soon lead to nonreconstructible components in the
of much flexibility if the system equations are augmented state. This is analyzed in detail in
changed frequently, because it can eliminate the section 3.2. Furthermore, adding many constant
need to change the software. parameters makes the Extended Kalman filter very

prone to divergence. The reason for this is that
3.1.4 Estimation of Unknown Parameters when a parameter is modelled as a constant, the

Kalman filter covariance of this parameter will
As stated earlier the system equations also contain converge to zero and this will cause the gain
a vector of unknown parameters 0, which includes matrix K(i) also to converge to zero. In effect the
biases, scale factors etc. If this is taken into Kalman filter will start to ignore the observations
account the flight path reconstruction problem after a certain amount of time. This can be avoided
becomes a joint state and parameter estimation by adding some artificial noise by using a Markov
problem. This can be handled in the Kalman filter model instead of a constant parameter, since now
approach by augmenting the state vector with the the filter covariance and consequently the gain will
unknown parameter vector as: no longer converge to zero.

x (2 (3.1-17) For convenience the prime on the augmented state

- x will be dropped in the following discussions.

and adding The Extended Kalman filter and smoother gives a
solution of the nonlinear system state

S = 0 (3.1-18) reconstruction problem, which takes the stochastic
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measurement errors of accelerometers and rate A

gyros into account. However, in practice these X = im(Axm + k
measurement errors are very small. If these errors A

are assumed equal to zero (i.e. w=0_ the flight path Y =- m(AYM + XY) (3.1-23)

reconstruction problem becomes an Output Error A
Z -- ln(Azm X •),

problem. This makes it possible to formulate the
flight path reconstruction problem in terms of the and subsequently, the dimensionless aerodynamic
problem of calculating Maximum Likelihood force coefficients Cx, Cy and Cz are calculated by
estimates of the unknown parameters. This is division by ½2pVý2S.
described in more detail in appendix C.3. Aerodynamic moments can be calculated with

(2.1-2). This requires differentiation of the
In earlier work [10], extended Kalman filtering and measured angular rotation rates since angular
smoothing solutions of the nonlinear flight path accelerations are not measured directly.
reconstruction problem have been compared to the Furthermore, the moments and products of inertia
corresponding solution resulting from the Output must be known. The relations used for the
Error method. For the case of a flight test calculation of the aerodynamic moments read:
measurement system which was (with respect to
accuracy) equivalent to the system used in the L = I - (I -*+ X)r, -
present study, both solutions proved to be virtually

A A

identical. IZX(r, + (Pro + kp)(q%, + kq))

The actual application of the extended Kalman M AxrPq

filter and smoother to flight path reconstruction in M Iyq1 + -Y -

an actual flight test program is presented in section 2 A A

3.3, together with some characteristic results. - Izx(rm - (Po + p)2) + Iewe(rln + r)'

A A

3.1.5 Calculation of Additional Quantities N -Izr 1 - (Ix - Iy)(P1m + )Xp)(ql + kq) -
A A

The results of the flight path reconstruction are - Izx(Pl - (q11 + Xq)rmn) - Iwo(q 1m1 + )Xq)
used for the calculation of quantities needed for (3.1-24)
aerodynamic model identification as discussed in The dimensionless moment coefficients C, C, and
chapter 4. C,, are calculated by division by ½pV Sc and

IpV-Sb respectively.

With (2.3-1) airspeed is calculated as:
For aerodynamic model development, see section

A A A A (3.1-20) 4.2, it is necessary to know the time histories of &
V u2 +v 2 + w2, and 3. These variables can be calculated by

in which the superscript ^ indicates a reconstructed numerical differentiation from & and ý. Alternately,
variable. Angle of attack and side slip angle are these variables can also determined by
determined with (2.3-2) and (2.3-4) as: differentiation of (3.1-21), resulting in:

A A A A A A

= arctan w (3.1-21) = uw - wu (3.1-25)A =X =rt n z A Ax =

u- + w2

and by differentiation of (3.1-22), resulting in:
A

= arctan v (3.1-22) A A A A AA A A

A AA A Au w2  = (u2 + w2 )v - v(uu+ + ww) (3.1-26)
Reconstructed bias error corrections are used to (u

2 
+ v

2 
+w

2  U2 
+ v

2

correct A, , p,, and qm" Aerodynamic forces are
calculated 'according to (2.1-4) as: With (2.1-5), u, f and w, can be found according

to:
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concept can be used to analyze more realistic
A A A A A configurations.
u = A gsinO - (q + Xq)W + r v ,

A A A A A A 3.2.1 Reconstructible Subspaces
V = Ay + y + gcosOsin4 - (rm + .r)U +

Let us discuss the reconstructible andA

+ (p + ký)w , (3.1-27) nonreconstructible subspace of state vector from

A A A A A A input and observation measurements [70]. Consider
w = A + k,+ gcosfcos4 - (pro + kp)v + the linear stochastic system:

A A (3.2-1)

+ (qm + q)U .x = F'x + Gu'u + Gw'W ,

with the observation model:

3.2 Reconstructibility Analysis
--X (3.2-2)

In the case of 'small' perturbations the kinematic = HYx + J'u + v

system model and the observation models for flight
path reconstruction as developed in chapter 2 may in which x, u and y denote the state, input and
be linearized, see (2.1-15), (2.3-11) and (2.3-13). In observation vector of dimension n, s and m
this case, flight path reconstruction constitutes a respectively. The vectors w and v denote system or
linear reconstruction problem. Furthermore it process noise and additive measurement noise
follows that in the linear case the reconstruction of respectively. The elements of the system matrix F,
the longitudinal and of the lateral state vector the input matrix G and the observation matrices H
components become independent reconstruction and J are known. Starting from an initial condition
problems. In general, it may not be possible to x(t0)=xO which is unknown, the system is excited
reconstruct all components of the state vector. The by a known input signal u(t), tE[t0 ,tl]. In order to
ultimate objective of the present analysis will be to find a basis for the reconstructible subspace of x,
determine which 'parts' of the state vectors are the so called reconstructibility matrix Q is formed
reconstructible whether longitudinal or lateral. according to:

In section 3.2.1. it is shown how to derive the H

reconstructible subspaces (so called the H.F
reconstructible 'parts' of the state vector) Q = H.F 2  (3.2-3)
corresponding to a particular linear system and
observation model. Reconstructibility depends of
course on the number and particular type of H.Fn-1
transducers used in the reconstruction, and so Assume that the maximum number of independent
depends on the 'observation configuration', as rows in Q is equal to n1. Then the dimension of
expressed in terms of an observation model. The the reconstructible subspace is n1 and a set of
results are applied in section 3.2.2, resulting in independent rows of Q forms a basis for this
reconstructible subspaces for the longitudinal and subspace. Now it is possible to construct a matrix
for the lateral flight path reconstruction problem U of rank n, which can be partitioned as:
for different observation configurations.

It is to be noted here that the analysis presented in U ...... (3.2-4)
this section is a tutorial introduction meant to
explain the principles of reconstructibility analysis.
In the actual practice of flight testing, the in which U 1 contains the independent rows of Q.
instrument configurations can be much more The matrix U2  forms a basis for the
elaborate than the simple configuration described nonreconstructible subspace. The matrix U
here. Nevertheless, the same reconstructibility transforms the state vector x into a reconstructible
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part x and a nonreconstructible part x. accordingto: Us =-gcosy0 * 0 xs + k xs + m wxs'

, g "sinyo. _.1 + 1
0 0 T-0

x ....... x (3.2-5)

x) U21 + qS. - *wZ "Ws + W qS
The compo can be reconstructed to a high

precision from exact recordings of the input signal 0 kq + qs + ws

u(t) and observation signal y(t), tE[t0 ,tl] [70]. The Z
obvious choice for an algorithm to solve the linear XT = cOSy0"us + V0siny0 "a - Vosinl.o' + Wx T
longitudinal and lateral flight path reconstruction
problems is a Kalman filter and smoother [70 and ZT = -sinY°Us + V0cosy0c - VoSY"0 + WzT

71]. (3.2-7)
We study now the linear flight path reconstruction The unknown bias error corrections kxs, kXz and
in the context of state reconstruction. The kqs, and the longitudinal components o? the
associated system and observation models (3.2-1) atmospheric wind Wx and Wz *, are assumed to
and (3.2-2) are derived from the linearized be constant in the course o1 one flight test
kinematical model of section 2.1.3. This model can manoeuvre. This assumption may be expressed in
then be divided into two independent models, terms of the following constraints:
governing the longitudinal and lateral motion
respectively. This means that for the linear case, )x = 0
the reconstruction of the longitudinal motion is xs

independent of the reconstruction of the lateral ?.zs = 0

motion. x =0 (3.2-8)

3.2.2 Longitudinal Case W T = 0XT

In the stability reference frame Fs, the longitudinal Wzv T- 0

and vertical accelerometer and pitch rate gyro Eqs. (3.2-7) and (3.2-8) may be interpreted to
measurements can be written as: represent the following linear dynamical system:

=A -X S - w x = F-x +G .u +Gw- (3.2-9)

x S xS x

AZs =A - ?z S - Wzs __z(3.2-6) where x represents a so-called augmented state
zs " ZS Zvector, composed of the variables fis, &ý 0, RT and

qs = q s - kqS - W T of equations (3.2-7) and the parameters kxs, k,
where the superscript denotes deviations from Xqs' WXT and WZT of equations (3.2-8):

nominal values belonging to the nominal flight
condition of steady straight flight, k denotes
(small) bias error corrections and w denotes x-col us, (., 0, x , Z.F... (3.2-10)

random measurement noise. Substitution of Axs, kX, kz , W, I W'..)
"As and 4s in the linearized kinematical relations of s q S

the longitudinal motion (2.1-15), results in: u represents the input vector to the system:

u = col(Axs,, qsm) (3.2-11)

Note that lower case w is used to indicate
measurement noise, while upper case W is used to
indicate atmospheric wind components.
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and w represents system noise [70]: observation configurations, i.e. combinations of
elements of y, with respect to the resulting

w-col(wXs, s Wqs) . (3.2-12) reconstructible subspace of x_, as shown below. For

From section 2.3 and the list of measured variables example, the reconstructibility matrix Qi
given in table 3-5, it follows that the available corresponding to a particular row Hi is:
observations pertaining to the system (3.2-7) and
(3.2-8) are airspeed, angle of attack, geographical Hi
position and altitude variations with respect to a H.
nominal altitude. The corresponding observation
vector is: Qi Hi F 2  (3.2-17)

us= (u X T. (3.2-13) HF 1CoH 
i)-F n-i

From section 2.3.2. it follows that the

corresponding linearized observation model may be Let U1. denote the matrix of independent rows in
written as: Qi and'x 1.=U1 .'x the corresponding reconstructible

state vector. The reconstructible state vector of an
y = H.x + J .u (3.2-14) observation configuration consisting of a set of two

For reasons explained below, the observation or more rows of H, i.e. two or more elements of I,
matrix H is partitioned into 4 matrices of may then be constructed from the independent
dimension lxn, n denoting the dimension of the rows in the corresponding set of matrices U1.. This
augmented state vector defined above: procedure allows a comparison of different

observation configurations with respect to the
HI corresponding reconstructible subspaces of the state
H2, vector.

H - (3.2-15) The system matrix F of the linear longitudinal

H3  flight path reconstruction model (3.2-7) and (3.2-8)

H4 is rather sparse. This makes it easy to derive the
analytical form of the reconstructibility matrices Qi

It may be ascertained that H is empty except for corresponding to each of the elements yi of y. The
the following non-zero elements: matrices Qi are shown in Appendix B for the case

of a nominal flight condition of stationary,
la, =-1, rectilinear flight. Using these matrices, it is

h2,2 =c possible to determine the set of independent rows
(3.2-16) U1. and the corresponding components of x.i for

h3,4 = 1 each of the matrices Qi. The reconstructible parts

h4,5  1. of the state vector x are shown in table 3-1, for the
case of nominally horizontal flight conditions., i.e.

Now it is assumed that the angle of attack vane has Yo= 0 .
been calibrated prior to the flight tests, so that C Next, the reconstructible state vectors X1 for three
is known. For each individual row of H, it is different extended observation vectors are shown in
possible to define a corresponding reconstructibility table 3-2. It is seen from the first column that an
matrix. This leads to the reconstructibility matrices observation configuration consisting of airspeed
Qi, for each row Hi of the observation matrix H. It and angle of attack observations results in an error
is possible to derive from each matrix Qi the 1 in the reconstructed trajectory of 6. The
reconstructible subspace of the state vector x which -- iscxs

gcorresponds to a scalar observation yi. Knowledge cause for this error is that .xs cannot be
of the reconstructible subspaces of x corresponding reconstructed. Because of the assumption made in
to individual elements yi of the observation vector (3.2-8) this error is constant. Inspection of the
L, allows an easy comparison of different feasible second column shows that the same error is also
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present in an observation configuration consisting calibration to dynamic flight conditions.
of airspeed and altitude observations. Addition of From the third column, it follows that addition of
observations of the longitudinal geographical longitudinal geographical position measurements in
position, as in the observation configuration of the the observation model does not change the
third column, has no effect in this respect. reconstructibility of the angle of attack & of the
It appears that for any observation configuration, observation configuration of the second column.
x. is nonreconstructible. The practical implication Although iT and Wx have become reconstructible,S i T .

is that the quality of the longitudinal accelerometer they are not of interest for aerodynamic model
should be such that ý.xs is small enough to be identification, see chapter 4.
negligible. The above arguments show that the use of second

observation configuration is more appropriate than
At first sight, the second column of table 3-2, the other two configurations for flight path
corresponding to the observation configuration with reconstruction of actual flight test data, see sections
airspeed and altitude observations, seems to 3.2 and 3.3. The above analysis should also lay
compare unfavourably to the first column, some foundation to derive criteria for the
corresponding to airspeed and angle of attack formulation of observation configuration.
observations, because of an error

1 1 in the reconstructed trajectory 3.2.3 Lateral Case
-~ Vo + z --W
g S V0  I'

of the angle of attack &. This is because X-x as Analogous to (3.2-6) the lateral accelerometer, roll

well as Wz cannot be reconstructed. As mentioned and yaw rate gyro measurements along and aboutT

above, however, the effect of X•' can be kept small the axes of Fs respectively, may be written as:"xS
by using a high quality accelerometer, see section
3.3. The magnitude of WzT, on the other hand, Aysl = Ays - W -w

depends on atmospheric weather conditions. In y ys1
general, dynamic flight tests are made in fair Ps, = Ps -p -W ,

weather dominated by anti cyclonic atmospheric - -
pressure patterns. In such weather conditions, rsi -- rs [ -s Wrs

vertical winds are associated with a downward Again, the superscript denotes deviations from a
motion of the atmosphere called subsidence, which nominal flight condition of steady rectilinear flight.
is of the order of 0.1 to 0.2 m/s. Consequently, in Substitution in (2.1-16) results in:

general, the term .WZ can be neglected when
V0  T gcosY0. 1 +..1. _

V0 is not too small. 0 -- V0 Y Xrs V 0  Y S

The advantage of using the observation 1
configuration of the second column, rather than the r + V0 Wys
observation configuration of the first column, is
that while altitude variations can be accurately 1 1 1
measured with barometric pressure transducers, it •4 - _ .__ s + -rs +_ .w
is much more difficult to measure the angle of cosy0  cosy°0 si COSy 0  s'

attack. In general, angle of attack measurements - +

must be corrected for aircraft induced air velocity PS + tany°'*,rs + PSm + tanyo~r +

components. This necessitates a time consuming
and cumbersome calibration of the angle of attack + WPs + tany rs

sensor in a series of strictly stationary rectilinear
flight conditions. Furthermore, the results of such YT = V0 "[ + V0 cOsY0.1p + WYT

a calibration apply, at least in principle only to
stationary flight conditions. This means that (3.2-19)
additional and unknown errors may be associated Equation (3.2-19) represent a linear system with
with the extrapolation of the results of the state vector components i', s and YT* in

principle the bias error corrections kys, XPs and kXrs
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and the lateral component of the atmospheric wind sideslip vane angle, yaw angle and lateral
W Y are unknown, but may be assumed to be geographical position. The corresponding linearized

constant in the course of one flight test manoeuvre, observation variables constitute the following
This assumption can be expressed in terms of the observation vector:
following constraints:

• = 0 
= C O l( [3 V I I Y T ) (3 .2 -2 6 )

Using equation (2.3-14), the corresponding
PS = 0 (3.2-20) linearized observation model can be written as:

X, s = 0 , = H-x + J.u (3.2-27)

YT =-0. Analogous to equation (3.2-14), the observation
matrix H may be partitioned into 3 matrices of

An additional parameter C0 appears in the dimension lxn, n denoting the dimension of the
linearized observation model of the side slip vane, augmented state vector defined above:
see equation (2.3-13). This parameter is also
assumed to be constant in the course of one flight H,
test manoeuvre, resulting in the following (3.2-28)
additional constraint: H = H2l.

C P° = 0 . (3.2-21) The obseration matrix H is empty except for the
following non-zero elements:

Analogous to the longitudinal case discussed
above, an augmented state vector may now be hi, 1 -CP1
composed of the variables P, {p, ýs and YT in
equations (3.2-19) and the parameters X) , •s k,-- (3.2-29)
WYT and C P" in (3.2-20) and (3.2-21) according to: h2,2 = 1

h3, 4  I 1

x - co1([3, i', I YT,X kys I ps, IXr s' C PO' W YT) The reconstructibility matrices Qj corresponding to

(3.2-22) the rows Hi in the observation matrix H, have been
Next, equations (3.2-19), (3.2-20) and (3.2-21) may derived in appendix B. Subsequently, analogous to
be interpreted to represent the following linear the longitudinal case discussed above, the
dynamical system: components of the reconstructible state vectors xi.

can be determined. The reconstructible parts of the
x F-x + G .u + Gw., (3.2-23) state vector are shown in table 3-3, for nominally

horizontal flight conditions, i.e. Yo0 0. The
in which u denotes the following system input reconstructible state vectors xj. for three different
vector: feasible extended observation configurations are

shown in table 3-4.

u1 = col P r(3.2-24)
Yu11 , -Sillm Siml From table 3-4, it follows that all these observation

and the vector w represents again system noise, configurations generate a constant error in the
accounting for the effects of input signal reconstructed side slip angle. In this respect, there
measurement errors: is no improvement as compared to the first column

of table 3-3, where only the sideslip vane
w= cow 'sws) (3.2-25) observations are employed. The only advantage of

From section 2.3 and the list of measured variables adding yaw angle and lateral geographical position
shown in table 3-5 it follows that the available observations as in the third column of table 3-4, is
observations pertaining to the time dependent the reconstructibility of the bias error correction
variables and constant parameters in equations \.s . In the flight path reconstruction of actual flight
(3.2-19), (3.2-20) and (3.2-21) respectively, are
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test data, however, no attempt was made to measurement errors of different variables are
estimate kr, and only sideslip vane observations uncorrelated. This means that Vww and V, are
were included in the observation model, see section diagonal, see also section 2.4. Their elements can
3.3. be estimated from the residuals of laboratory

calibrations.
3.3 Practical Flight Path Reconstruction

Perhaps one of the most important design
The analysis in section 3.2 of the longitudinal and considerations of the flight test measurement
lateral flight path reconstruction problem was based system was the minimization of parasitic
on linearized versions of the kinematic and the sensitivities of recorded flight test data to
observation model. The significance of this analysis 'environmental factors' which occur in actual
lies in the possibility to determine reconstructible flight, such as mechanical vibrations, temperature
subspaces in the augmented state space for and pressure variations and electro-magnetic
different observation model configurations. For interference [16 and 17]. It is impossible, however,
actual flight path reconstruction, however, the more to build an instrumentation system which is
precise nonlinear kinematical relations (2.1-3), completely insensitive in this respect. Parasitic
(2.1-5) and (2.1-6) are used. In addition these sensitivities lead to additional contributions to the
relations are extended to include the effects of the measurement errors of the instrumentation system
curvature and rotation of the earth, see ref [13]. during flight. In the present application of the

Kalman filter and smoother these extra
In this section the results of the reconstructibility measurement errors were taken into account by
analysis are applied in 3.3.1 to define the model substituting for the diagonal elements of the
for an example measurement configuration. covariance matrices Vww and V, substantially
Subsequently the initialization of the Kalman filter larger values than the corresponding estimates
is discussed in 3.3.2. Finally some actual results obtained from laboratory calibrations.
from flight tests are presented.

The values as used in the present state
The example of a successful flight path reconstruction problem are listed in table 3-6 in
reconstruction and the associated high accuracy terms of standard deviations, i.e. square roots of
flight test measurement system is taken from a the diagonal elements of Vww and V,.
flight program of the DHC-2 Beaver [14,16]. A list
of measured variables is shown in table 3-5. 3.3.1 Flight Path Reconstruction Model

Flight path reconstruction may be interpreted as a The system and observation model for the
particular example of the reconstruction of the state nonlinear flight path reconstruction problem is
vector of a nonlinear, dynamical system model. derived as follows. With (2.4-1) the specific
Table 3-6 presents the elements of the state vector aerodynamic force along XB can be written as:
x, input vector un and observation vector y of the
system model. Ax -Ax, ÷ +w, ÷ (3.3-1)

Similar expressions hold for the specific forces Ay
Application of the extended Kalman filter and and A, as well as for the angular rates p, q and r.
smoother requires a priori specification of the Substitution in (2.1-5) defines with (2.1-3) and
covariance matrices of the process noise Vww and (2.1-6) a nonlinear stochastic system with state
the observation noise V, In flight path vector x as defined earlier in (2.1-8):
reconstruction, process noise is due to random
errors of accelerometer and rate gyro x = col (u, v, w,v p , ,I ,XE, YE, ZE (3.3-2)
measurements. input vector urn:

The flight test measurement system consist of u= col Ax A, Ay) , Az,,Pm , qm , r,,, (3.33)
separate channels for each of the variables to be
measured. It may therefore be assumed that and process noise w due to the stochastic
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accelerometer and rate gyro measurement errors as These variables may, therefore, be removed
defined in (2.4-2): from the system and observation model.

wV = col(Wx Wy ,W,Wp, Wq ) , (3.3-4) 2. The reconstructibility analysis of section 3.2 is
From inspection of the list of variables determined based on the assumption that the angle of
in flight as given in table 3-5, it follows that the attack vane is calibrated in separate
most complete observation vector would include measurements in stationary rectilinear flight
airspeed, change of altitude, angle of attack, side conditions. Here, the parameters of the angle of
slip angle, yaw angle and geographical position: attack vane calibration model (2.3-3) have been

included as elements of x to indicate that this
Scol(V,Ah, xv, Pv ,AP)XE' YE" (3.3-5) calibration can in principle also be made in

The corresponding nonlinear system and nonstationary flight conditions as part of a
observation models contain a relatively large flight path reconstruction. In the context of the
number of unknown parameters: the components of present section, however, following the
the constant atmospheric wind in (2.1-6), the arguments in section 3.2, otv was removed from
accelerometer and rate gyro bias error corrections the observation model. This implies of course
in (2.4-1) and the parameters in the observation also removal of the parameters Cu, PC, x,
models of the vane measurements cxv and P,. This and y, in x.
results in the augmented state vector to consist of
26 elements: 3. As mentioned in section 3.2, the quality of the

heading gyro in terms of rate of drift was low
x = col(u ,v,w,Ap,1 0,1XE,YEZE, ... compared to the quality of rate gyros in terms

W , , of bias error corrections. For this reason, Vp is
xE'WYE' zE ' ' ' removed from the observation model.

C,, ICsi CP0 , x, z). 4. The position coordinates x and z can be

(3.3-6) interpreted as unknown parameters in the
Additionally one can think of scale factors for vane calibration model of the sideslip vane (2.3-5),
measurements, accelerometers, rate gyros to be and be determined as part of a flight path
included in the state vector. Because of its high reconstruction. However, these coordinates can
dimension, the reconstruction of this augmented also be calculated directly for a given location
state vector would be rather expensive in terms of of the aircraft's mass centre since the position
computing time. Furthermore, as shown in section of the vane is known.
3.2, x is not completely reconstructible, at least for
the case of small amplitude flight test manoeuvres Now, the resulting observation model configuration
for which linearized kinematical and observation corresponds to the second column of table 3-2 and
models are valid. For aerodynamic model the first column of table 3-3:
identification, however, not all elements of x need
to be known. This leads to the possibility to reduce y col(V , Aa, 1. (3.3-7)

the dimension of x as shown below. This means that, at least for small amplitude flight
test manoeuvres, it is impossible to reconstruct the

1. If the horizontal distance traversed in the bias error corrections -x, ky and k,. This has the
course of a flight test manoeuvre is small effect of introducing bias errors in the
compared to the scale of the prevailing reconstructed angle of attack (x, pitch angle 0 and
atmospheric pressure pattern, and if the flight roll angle p. However, the quality of the
test manoeuvre is executed at some nominal accelerometers and rate gyros is such that these
altitude, then WxE. and WYE, the components of bias error corrections can be assumed to be very
the horizontal wind can be assumed to be small. Consequently, the corresponding bias errors
constant. It is shown in section 3.2 that in this in the reconstructions of cc, 0 and 0 are small
case, neither W and W nor the enough to be negligible. Since the angle of attack"XE YE

geographical position coordinates xEand YEare vane observations are discarded, the vertical
needed for aerodynamic model identification.
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component of the atmospheric wind is also not tj. The corresponding covariance matrix is denoted
reconstructible. The corresponding error in the by P(i j). The reconstruction of the state vector is
reconstructed angle of attack can be relatively large started from an a priori estimate of the state vector
as compared to the bias error introduced by the ý(010) with covariance matrix P(010). In the case
nonreconstructibility of kx. If the vertical wind is of a nonlinear system model, as in flight path
due to subsidence and anti-cyclonic (high) reconstruction, the accuracy of j(0 10) determines
atmospheric pressure distributions, a representative to a certain degree the magnitude of the
value is 0.1 m/s. At a nominal TAS of V0 =45 m/s linearization errors in the extended Kalman filter
the corresponding error in the reconstruction of cc and smoother. For this reason, it is advantageous to
is of the order of 0.1', which is approximately 10 start each flight test manoeuvre from a condition of
times the error introduced by k, nominally stationary and rectilinear flight. As

shown below, in such flight conditions it is
In section 2.3.2 it was argued that CP0, the constant relatively easy to calculate fairly accurate values of
term in the sideslip vane calibration model, cannot the components of the state vector x mentioned in
in principle be determined directly in stationary table 3-6, from the stationary outputs of the
rectilinear flight. Furthermore, according to section instrumentation system. Nowadays accurate
3.2, CP0 is also not reconstructible. This means that measurements of the attitude angles can be
CPO must be set equal to P3v0, the sideslip vane obtained from the Inertial Navigation Systems or
angle in the nominal flight condition preceding the Attitude Heading Reference System, but if these
flight test manoeuvre. are not available the following procedure can still

be used.
The state vector resulting from the discussion
above is: The yaw angle ip cannot be calculated from the

stationary outputs of the instrumentation system.
x = col(u,v, w,p,0, ,zE,pz, dp, Xq , C) . So a direct measurement of ip is always necessary,

if only to provide an initial value. It is based on
(3.3-8) the integration of the angular rate measurements. It

In order to avoid the introduction of different bias plays no direct role in the aerodynamic model
errors in the reconstructed time history of the side identification and its main importance lies in the
slip angle, one value of CPO was used in the flight calculation of the centripetal and coriolis terms in
path reconstruction of all flight test manoeuvres at the full kinematic equations.
each nominal flight condition. A good choice for the a priori estimate •(0 0) of
An important remark is necessary at this stage. The ip is its measured value at time t=t0 :
state vector (3.3-8) and the observation vector
(3.3-7) may look very simple. In practice much A (3.3-9)
more measurements are available for example, V(010) = V.0)

attitude angles, geographical positions, etc. which Although not measured directly by the
obviously improve the reconstructibility. However, measurement system, it is nevertheless possible to
the additional measurements also introduce derive a priori estimates for the remaining two
additional noise, bias and scale factor errors thus attitude angles, i.e. the pitch angle 0 and the roll
complicating the analysis. For the purpose of the angle p, as follows [66].
current exposition, a full analysis would go too far.

Since the initial flight condition at time t=t0 is
3.3.2 Filter Initialization nominally stationary and rectilinear, the

components u, v, and w of airspeed V are constant
Next, an a priori estimate of the state vector at the in time, i.e.:
start of the flight test manoeuvre and the
corresponding covariance matrix must be specified. u ( (3.3-10)
Let _(i 1j) denote an estimate of the state vector at u(0) = v(0) = w(0) = 0

time ti, as calculated from the set of all measured and furthermore, the three body rotation rates p, q
observation vectors yl, from the start of the flight and r, are zero:
test manoeuvre at time to up to and including time
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p(O) =q() r(O) =0. (3.3-11) in the initial flight condition, is zero, i.e.:

Substitution of (3.3-10) and (3.3-11) in the v(0A0)--0. (3.3-18)

equations of motion (2.1-5) results in: The remaining two velocity components could
readily be estimated from Vm(0), the measured

gsin0 -Ax, (3.3-12) airspeed at time t=t0 , and &(010), the a priori

estimate of the angle of attack, if this latter
gcos0sin•---Ay, (3.3-13) estimate were known. Fig. 2-2 shows that in

symmetrical flight conditions, u and w can then be
gcos0 cos --- -AZ . (3.3-14) estimated with the following relations:

Elimination of 0 in (3.3-13) by substituting for
cosO from (3.3-14) results in the following u(010)-- V(0)'coscu(0 0) (3.3-19)
expression for 4):

A A A (3.3-20)
c- arctan AY (3.3-15) w(0o0) V,(0)'.sincX(0 0) .

Az

Equations (3.3-12) and (3.3-15) show that in The angle of attack is measured directly in the
stationary rectilinear flight conditions, it is possible measurement system by means of a vane, see table
to estimate the attitude angles 0 and ,) from the 3-5. The use of this measurement as an a priori
specific aerodynamic forces Ax, Ay and A,. The estimate of ot(0), however, depends on C. and
specific aerodynamic forces are measured in flight CUp, the parameters in the vane calibration formula,
with accelerometers. This makes it possible to see (2.3-3). These parameters can be determined in
calculate the a priori estimates 0(010) and 4(0j0) a separate flight test program consisting of
of the pitch and roll angle respectively, from the measurements in stationary rectilinear flight
accelerometer outputs A, (0), Ay.(O) and A,,(0) conditions, e.g. ref [9]. It is possible, however, to
according to: avoid execution of such an additional flight test

program by calculating an a priori estimate of ot(0)

A A. (0) (3.3-16) in an alternative way as follows. From fig. 2-2 it
0(010) = arcsin_ , can be deduced that in strictly symmetrical

g rectilinear flight conditions the following relation
exists between the angle of attack ci, the flight path

A Ay (0) (3.3-17) angle y and pitch angle 0:
Az0(0) = -- 0 - y. (3.3-21)

Next, the a priori estimates of the three velocity Using (3.3-21) the a priori estimate &(0 10) follows
components u, v and w of airspeed V must be from:
determined. Much like 0 and 4) above, these A A A

velocity components are also not measured directly (0010)2= 0600) - (0 10) . (3.3-22)

in the measurement system. It is possible, however, In (3.3-22) 0(0 10) is calculated with (3.3-16). The
to estimate these velocity components in an a priori estimate of the flight path angle can be
indirect way as follows, based on the following relation, see fig. 2-2:

In the initial nominal flight condition, the roll ¥ arcsin C (3.3-23)
angle 4 is kept equal to zero as closely as possible. V

The flight condition is, therefore, nominally in which C denotes the rate of climb. Assuming for
symmetrical, see section 2.3.2. This means that the the present C(010) to be known and substituting
velocity vector V is approximately parallel to the the measured airspeed for V, then the a priori
plane of symmetry, see fig. 2-2. estimate ý(010) can be determined with:

Due to the absence of additional information, the • C(0o0 (3.3-24)
only rational estimate of v(0), the component of V y(010) = arcsin ._0(32

Vn,(0)
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Rate of climb belongs also to the group of stationary flight condition, introducing additional
variables which is not measured directly in the errors in the estimates of the components of the
measurement system, see table 3-5. It is possible, initial state vector. A more refined estimation of
however, to calculate rate of climb in stationary the initial condition, taking into account possible
flight conditions from altitude measurements at deviations from the nominally stationary flight
different instants of time according to: condition is given in [13].

C(0) = Ah(At) - Ah(O) (3.3-25) 3.3.3 Results

At

in which Ah denotes the change of altitude with Some results of an actual flight path reconstruction
respect to a certain reference altitude and At are presented in figs. 3-1, 3-2 and 3-3.
denotes a suitable time interval with a length in the
order of seconds. As can be seen from table 3-5 Fig. 3-1 shows the time histories of the difference
the altitude variation Ah is not directly measured, between the measured values V,, thm and Pv. and
but it can be calculated from static pressure and the corresponding extended Kalman smoother
total temperature measurements. By substituting the estimates.
results at time t=t0 and t=t 0+At in (3.3-25), an a The dynamic longitudinal and lateral flight test
priori estimate of C(0) can be calculated with: manoeuvres, with a length of 10 and 16 seconds

respectively, are preceded and followed by sections

C(0 10) Ah0(At) - Ahm,(O) (3.3-26) of quasi-steady flight. It can be seen in fig. 3-1,
At that the accuracy of the V and &h measurements

The change of altitude as derived from static during these dynamic sections of the flight test
pressure and total temperature measurements manoeuvre, is generally considerably lower than in
constitutes the best-possible a priori estimate of the remaining quasi-steady sections. This
ZE(0), the vertical distance from the horizontal phenomenon is thought to be caused by the
plane corresponding to the static pressure at the dynamic response of the air in the pneumatic
start of the recording: pressure tubes connecting the total and static

pressure orifices with the pressure transducers. Due
AZE(00) -Ahm(0) . (3.3-27) to the complexity of these responses, they can onlypartially be accounted for in a practical way. As a

Finally, due to lack of any information, the initial result, the remaining measurement errors are no
estimates of the bias error corrections k., Xp and Xq longer expected to be uncorrelated in time.
and of the sidewash correction factor C~i, see This problem was circumvented by discarding all
section 2.3.1, are set equal to zero. total and static pressure measurements in the

dynamic sections of the flight test manoeuvre. This
According to table 3-6, the diagonal elements of means that in these sections the V and &lh
P(010) were given numerical values which were observations are not used, which reduces the
approximately two orders of magnitude larger than observation vector to y=f3v. In simulation
the values resulting from taking account only of experiments with uncorrelated measurement errors
the errors of the measurement system. The reason in every section of the flight test manoeuvre, such
is that the assumption of stationarity of the initial a temporary reduction of the observation
nominal flight condition, on which several of the measurements proved to result in only a small
above estimates of the components of the initial increase of the theoretical Kalman smoother
state vector are based, is - in general - not fully estimation variances.
satisfied in practice. This means that these
estimates are corrupted by errors which depend on Fig. 3-2 shows the reconstruction of the bias error
the 'degree of stationarity' of the initial flight corrections and the side wash correction factor by
condition. The large numerical values of the the extended Kalman filter. The estimated bias
diagonal elements P(0 10) above, are a reflection of error corrections Xp(N IN) and kq(N IN) at t=tN, N
the possibility that in some cases the initial flight denoting the total number of observation vector
condition might deviate significantly from a measurement and tN denoting the time instant of
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the last measurement, of the roll and pitch rate except yaw angle Vp, are shown to be very small.
gyro respectively, are in the order of 0.004 deg/s. Since only side slip vane measurements were used
This is equivalent to 1 mV, the resolution of the here as lateral observations, the lateral observation
data logging part of the instrumentation system. model corresponds to the first column in table 3-3.
The estimated value of k, the bias error correction According to section 3.2, this will leave Vp
of the vertical accelerometer, at t=tN is nonreconstructible. It is not surprising, therefore,
approximately equal to 0.036 m/s2 . This is that the a priori estimation error of Vp remains
considered to be an extremely large value for high approximately equal to the a priori value during
quality force balance type accelerometers as used filtering as well as smoothing. Since Vy is not used
in the present instrumentation system. Our quantitatively further on, this does not affect the
experience is that large bias error corrections of results of the second step of the data analysis
such accelerometers can be caused by microscopic procedure. It must be remarked that the use of yaw
defects in the pendulum bearings in the transducer. angle measurements, see table 3-5, and side slip
The accelerometer in question was subsequently measurements as lateral observations, does allow
replaced. reconstruction of the yaw angle Vp. In addition, it is

also possible to reconstruct the bias error correction

The reduction of the bias estimation error variance kr of the yaw rate gyro, see table 3-3.
with time confirms the validity of the linear
reconstructibility analysis as carried out in section Figs. 3-3(a), (b), (c), (e) and (g) clearly show time
3.2. In this analysis the reconstruction of the side intervals during which standard deviations of the
wash correction factor C.i had to be left out of extended Kalman filter increase, rather than
consideration since it would imply a nonlinear decrease with time. These time intervals correspond
reconstruction analysis. Fig. 3-2 shows that, again to the time intervals of the longitudinal and
although Csj is reconstructible, the accuracy of its lateral dynamic manoeuvres during which airspeed
reconstruction remains relatively low. and altitude observation measurements are

discarded. However, in the standard deviation

The time intervals of the longitudinal and lateral curves of the extended Kalman smoother, these
dynamic manoeuvres during which the airspeed time intervals become virtually indiscernible from
and altitude observation measurements are the quasi-steady sections of the flight test
discarded, are evident particularly in figs. 3-2(a) manoeuvre. This shows clearly the great advantage
and (b). During these time intervals there appears of the Kalman smoother step.
to be virtually no reduction of the standard
deviations of the bias estimation errors. Finally, it In general it can be said that experience with the
must be noted that smoothing cannot improve the extended Kalman filtering and smoothing
accuracy of bias estimates. This is the reason that algorithms for flight path reconstruction of the
Fig. 3.2 only shows filter results. flight test manoeuvres as carried out in the course

of the present flight test program has been very

Characteristic examples of the theoretical extended good. All manoeuvres to which the algorithms
Kalman filter and smoother reconstruction were applied could successfully be reconstructed in
accuracies of the dynamic state vector components the sense that the residuals were of approximately
are shown in Fig. 3-3. They are expressed in terms the same magnitude as shown in fig. 3-1. In
of standard deviations. These standard deviations addition, the estimated bias error corrections were
are the square roots of the diagonal elements of of the same order of magnitude as during the
P(i li-i) and P(i IN), i.e. the covariance matrices of laboratory calibrations.
estimation errors resulting from the Kalman filter
and Kalman smoother respectively. 3.4 Conclusions

Fig. 3-3 also confirms the conclusions of the linear Flight path reconstruction is an important tool for
reconstructibility analysis of section 3.2. The the analyst of flight test data. This is true
theoretical reconstruction errors of the extended irrespective whether one applies it as a first step of
Kalman smoother of all state vector components, the two step method, as an independent
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compatibility check as a precursor to the one step There are other aspects involved in the application
method or just as a method to reconstruct of flight path reconstruction, not the least among
trajectories. which is the choice of the instrumentation error

model. Some of these aspects will be further

The emphasis in this section has been on the discussed in chapter 7.
detailed analysis of one relatively simple
measurement configuration. There are no reasons This concludes our discussion of the first step in
why this configuration cannot be extended with the two step method. Now that we have an
any number of additional transducers and this is in accurate estimate of the state trajectory of the
fact what is being done in most flight test projects. aircraft, we will turn our attention in the following
However, in the present exposition there are some section to the determination of the aerodynamic
good reasons for our emphasis. model.

Firstly, the measurement configuration treated in
this section is the minimum necessary for
aerodynamic parameter identification. As such it is
essential to be familiar with its characteristics and
limitations.

Secondly, under normal circumstances there are no
additional measurements which will dramatically
improve the accuracy of the parameter
identification results achievable with this minimum
configuration. This is not always the case,
however. For example the addition of absolute
position (e.g. GPS) to the observation vector will
improve the accuracy of the reconstructed wind
vector, which can be of great importance in less
favourable weather conditions (varying winds). It
should be noted, however, that GPS will not help
much for the vertical wind component. To estimate
the vertical wind component one could in principle
us an angle of attack vane, at the cost of having to
identify the vane calibration coefficients as well.

Finally, all the essential characteristics of the flight
path reconstruction problem are exhibited by the
configuration treated in this section. This is true in
particular for the reconstructibility analysis. It
should be no problem for the reader to apply this
analysis to his own perhaps more extensive
measurement configuration.

As noted before, flight path reconstruction has
many more applications than just for aerodynamic
model identification, such as stall speed
determination and accident analysis. Ideally a flight
path reconstruction software package should be
flexible enough to handle these other applications
as well.
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Table 3-1: Reconstructible state vectors, x4. of individual observations yi of the linear
longitudinal flight path reconstruction problem, applicable to horizontal nominal flight

conditions.
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Table 3-2: Reconstructible state vectors x* for three different observation configurations
of the linear longitudinal flight path reconstruction problem, applicable to horizontal

nominal flight conditions.
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Table 3-3: Reconstructible state vectors x, of individual observations yi of the linear
lateral flight path reconstruction problem, applicable to horizontal nominal flight

conditions.
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Table 3-4: Reconstructible state vectors x1 for three different observation configurations
of the linear lateral flight path reconstruction problem, applicable to horizontal nominal

flight conditions.
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1 Axspecific force along X-axis

2 Ayspecific force along Y-axis

3 A•specific force along Z-axis

4 proll rate

5 qpitch rate

6 ryaw rate

7 yaw angle

8 n engine speed

9 Tt total temperature

10 be elevator angle

11 bai1 port aileron angle

12 bar starboard aileron flap angle

13 br rudder angle

14 b~fl port wing flap angle

15 b•r starboard wing flap angle

16 bte elevator trim angle

17 btr rudder trim angle

18 ct.% ce-vane angle

19 [313-vane angle

20 Apt increase in total pressure behind propeller disc

21 Ap1  variation in static pressure

22 qcimpact pressure

23 p•engine manifold pressure

24 P~t static pressure

25 DME Distance Measuring Equipment

26 Tea,.b carburettor temperature

Table 3-5: List of measured variables.
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state vector:

2 = col(u,)v,Iw, ,O~ ,ZEXZ,XP, X2 Csl)

input vector:

u41n = col(A. , A y, Az, pII , q, ri)

observation vector

I = col(V, Ah, P)

square roots of diagonal elements of Vw:

aA = 0.0032 m/s2

Y1)A = 0.0014 m/s2

aA z = 0.0056 m/s 2

"C = 0.0032 deg/s

C7 q = 0.0032 deg/s

r = 0.0032 deg/s

square roots of diagonal elements of V v:

°v M = 0.30 m/s

rAh = 0.40 m
All11,

T P = 0.86 deg

Table 3-6: State, input and observation vectors, and covariance

matrices of process and observation noise of the extended
Kalman filter and smoother.
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(b) Residual of altitude variation Ah

Figure 3-1: Residuals of the extended Kalman smoother. Results

of the reconstruction of an actual flight test manoeuvre.
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(c) Residual of side slip vane angle

Figure 3-1: Continued.
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(a) Estimate of bias error corrections XkP of roll rate gyro
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(b) Estimate of bias error correction Xq of pitch rate gyro

Figure 3-2: Extended Kalman filter estimates of bias error corrections XP, X Xk
side wash correction factor C . and corresponding standard deviations.

Results of the reconstruction of an actual flight test manoeuvre.
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(d) Estimate of side wash correction factor Csi of the side slip vane angle

Figure 3-2: Continued.
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(a) Standard deviations of t(iji-i) and ii(iN), the estimates of the component of airspeed along the
XB-axis of the extended Kalman filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively
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(b) Standard deviations of i(iji-1) and ý(i[N), the estimatesc of the component of airspeed along the
YB-axis of the extended Kalman filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively

Figure 3-3: Theoretical standard deviations of the extended Kalman filter and -smoother. Results of
the reconstruction of an actual flight test manoeuvre.
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(d) Standard deviations of 'i,(iji-1) and ip(iIN), the estimates of the yaw angle of the extended Kalman

filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively

Figure 3-3: Continued.
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(e) Standard deviations of O(ili-1) and k(iIN), the estimates of the component of the pitch angle of the
extended Kalman filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively
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(f) Standard deviations of ý(iji-1) and 4(ijN), the estimates of the roll angle of the extended Kalman
filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively

Figure 3-3: Continued.
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(g) Standard deviations of zE(ili-l) and 2E(iIV), the estimates of the vertical displacement of the
extended Kalman filter and the extended Kalman smoother respectively

Figure 3-3: Continued.
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4 AERODYNAMIC MODEL IDENTIFICATION

Aircraft aerodynamic model identification is the derivatives with respect to time and the control
process of developing 'adequate' mathematical input signals to be known functions of time. This
descriptions of the aerodynamic forces and enabled him to estimate parameter values by
moments acting on the aircraft from measurements minimizing a criterion in the form of a sum of
in flight [1,2,78,125,189,199]. Model identification squares of equation errors. For some variables, for
encompasses the selection of a mathematical model instance the angle of attack, this would require

structure as well as the estimation of the numerical computing derivatives with respect to time, which
values of the parameters in those models. Model Shinbrot avoided by transforming the measured
identification is often also referred to as parameter responses by means of so called Method Functions.
identification. Parameter estimation is the narrower After the transformation the equation error is still
problem of just estimating the numerical parameter a linear function of the unknown parameters, a
values given the form or structure of the remarkable fact which holds true for both linear as
mathematical model. well as nonlinear forms of the equations of motion.
The model identification procedure which is the
subject of the present volume is the so-called two- The advent of fast digital computers and also the
step method, see chapter 1. In the first step, called rapid progress in system theory paved the way for
flight path reconstruction, time histories are substantial improvements and refinements in
reconstructed of variables as airspeed, angle of aircraft parameter estimation techniques towards
attack and side slip angle. In addition to that, the the end of sixties and more so in the beginning of
occurrence of (small) zero shifts may be detected seventies. These techniques were generally
in transducers such as accelerometers and rate classified into equation error methods [4,80] and
gyros. The outputs of these transducers may output- and prediction error methods [2,81 to 113,
subsequently be corrected using estimated values of 115,122,126,200]. Shinbrot's method mentioned
these zero shifts, see chapter 3. above is a typical example of an equation error
The identification of the aerodynamic model is the method.
second step of the two step method and is Output error methods use numerical solutions of
discussed in the present chapter. This second step the equations of motion to compute the time
uses the results of the first step, which histories of observed variables. Now parameter
consequently must be executed first. estimates are computed by minimizing the sum of

squares of the differences between these computed
Historical background variables and the corresponding measured values.
The aircraft model identification problem has been Prediction error methods use 'Kalman Filter
the interest of several researchers since more than representations' [95] of the system dynamics to
four decades. allow and account for process- or system noise
Perhaps one of the first approaches to the resulting from measurement errors of the input
identification of aircraft dynamic response models signals (control surface deflections) or external
can be traced back to the work of Milliken in 1947 disturbances (e.g. atmospheric turbulence). The
[77]. His analysis centred around the use of highlights of the progress were in the areas of
frequency response data and simple graphical algorithms for the estimation of parameters in
methods. Several years later Greenberg 178] and linear as well as nonlinear aerodynamic models and
Shinbrot [79] established more general and the determination of 'adequate' aerodynamic model
rigorous ways for determining aerodynamic model structures.
parameters from transient manoeuvres. They
introduced parameter estimation methods based on As a result, the estimation of stability and control
application of linear and nonlinear least squares derivatives (i.e. parameters in a linearized form of
methods. Shinbrot interpreted the equations of the equations of motion) of fixed wing aircraft has
motion (a set of ordinary differential equations) as now become more or less a routine procedure. This
algebraic equations and assumed all of the is not the case, however, tfr those flight regimes
variables in the equations of motion including where nonlinear aerodynamic effects are significant
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and aerodynamic characteristics cannot be measurement system which sampled measurements
described in linear terms only. The main problem at discrete times. Now if a quadratic criterion for
becomes then to determine the 'adequate' form of the equation error is minimized with respect to the
the aerodynamic model for a 'proper' description parameters in the aerodynamic model, it becomes
of the observed airplane motion. In the literature a possible to apply the well developed mathematical
number of methods have been proposed for techniques of regression analysis [3]. He applied
determining adequate models from dynamic the concept of minimizing equation errors, not to
response measurements. Unbehauen and Gohring the equations of motion as Shinbrot had done, but
[141] proposed a simple statistical method to select rather directly to the equations of aerodynamic
the order of linear models of single input, single model. This in fact marked the beginning of
output (SISO) systems. Genesio and Milanese continuous investigations into what became known
[1421 describe more advanced statistical methods as the two-step method for aircraft parameter
for order selection of models of linear multiple identification at the Delft University of Technology
input and multiple output (MIMO) systems. In and the National Aerospace Laboratory, NLR. In a
aircraft parameter identification of fixed wing rigid sense, flight path reconstruction, the first step of
aircraft the order of the system model is known the two step method, may be seen as to have a
from the equations of motion. The problem of similar function as the transformations in
determining an adequate model structure is strictly Shinbrot's method in that they both prepare for
related to the models of the aerodynamic moments application of equation error methods. The
and the aerodynamic forces acting on the aircraft objective of the present chapter is to go into the
during the flight test manoeuvre at the particular details of the second step of the method using
set of nominal flight test conditions. Klein [1431 equation errors for aerodynamic model
may have been the first to use formal statistical identification.
techniques to test the correctness of models of
aircraft responses. He formed an appropriate The second step exploits regression analysis to
statistic as the ratio of two variance estimates from determine the model structure and model
residuals and repeated measurements of frequency parameters in the aerodynamic model. The model
response curves. Klein [144] also recommended the determination phase consists of selecting a
analysis of residuals for checking the accuracy of restricted number of variables from a finite set of
the model and suggested the sensitivity of a so-called candidate variables. This leads to the
response to parameter changes for finding the selection of an adequate model structure.
important parameters in the model. Stepner and
Mehra [145] gave a criterion for fit error which The organization of the present chapter is as
combined the sum of squares of residuals and the follows. In section 4.1, we first discuss the issue of
number of parameters in the model. Later Taylor identifiability of the parameters in linear
Jr. [146] developed a criterion for the optimal aerodynamic models (stability and control
number of unknown parameters satisfying the derivatives) from flight test data. This is an
expected model response error. Hall, Gupta et al analogous effort to what we discussed as the issue
159,1481 gave a comprehensive treatment of model of state reconstructibility of linearized kinematic
structure determination based on stepwise models in section 3.2. Next we present the general
regression and their use in real flight data was then regression technique, a model development
investigated by Gupta and Hall [131], Vincent, procedure based on residual analysis and also
Gupta et al [202], Stalford [203] and Klein et al briefly touch upon the collinearity problem [751 in
[150,1511. section 4.2. In section 4.3 a practical investigation

of nonlinear aerodynamic model identification from
The DUT approach flight test data for both the longitudinal and lateral
In the middle of the 1960's, Gerlach of the Delft case is conducted. Flight tests with the DHC-2
University of Technology realized that for high Beaver aircraft are used again for illustration.
parameter accuracy, the customary technique of
analogue recordings of measurements in continuous
time would not suffice. He developed a digital
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4.1 Linear Aerodynamic Model Identification could come from atmospheric turbulence, propeller
slipstream or jet interference effects or fuel

The purpose of the analysis in this section is to sloshing, etc., all of which can add unmodelled
determine the identifiable part of the parameter contributions to force and moment coefficients. All
vector of linearized aerodynamic models. This is in of these errors are rather heuristically accounted for
fact the case in which only 'small' perturbations by e(i), a stochastic random variable with the
from a nominal steady flight condition are following properties:
considered. The parameters in our model
correspond now to the so-called stability and E{e(i)} 0 (4.1-2)
control derivatives. Since the equation error E{e(i)e(j)} = Ve(6ij.

method is used in the second step of the two-step For N different sets of y(i) and x(i) it is customary
method the estimation problem reduces to a linear to write (4.1-1) in the form:
parameter estimation problem. Well established
regression techniques may be used to solve this -- +

linear estimation problem. These techniques will be in which Y=col[y(1),y(2),...,y(N)], ercol[e(1),
discussed in section 4.2 e(2),...,e(N)J and X denotes the following matrix of

independent variables:
In section 4.1.1 we define parameter identifiability
and show as to how to construct the identifiable x(1)
sub space of the parameter space. In section 4.1.2 x(2)

we develop the appropriate aerodynamic model X -

equations by taking account of the results of the
reconstructibility analysis of chapter 3. Finally we x(N)

analyze the identifiability of the parameters in the The least squares estimate a may readily be
resulting equations in sections 4.1.3 for the calculated from Y and X as the solution of the so
longitudinal case and in 4.1.4 for the lateral case. called normal equations [73]:

A

4.1.1 Parameter Identifiability [X T.X] = X T.y (4.1-3)

If small perturbations from nominal flight
conditions are considered, then from chapter 2, the If the matrix [XT.X] is invertible, i.e. has full rank
aerodynamic forces and moments can be expressed r, then X has rank r and ý is the unique solution of
in terms of homogeneous polynomials of first (4.1-3). If the actual rank of X is r1 <r, then it is
order. A natural question is, can we estimate all impossible to compute independent estimates of all
parameters in these first order polynomials from of the components of the parameter vector a.
the available flight test measurements. This Completely analogous to the definition of
question is answered in section 4.1.2 using the reconstructible subspace in system state
notion of parameter identifiability, reconstruction problems as discussed in chapter 3,
If aerodynamic forces and moments are expressed identifiable subspaces may be defined in parameter
in terms of polynomials, then the corresponding identification problems as follows.
aerodynamic models may be written in the
following form: If X is of rank rl, it is always possible to arrange

and partition X as:

y(i) = x(i)a + e(i) 
(4.1-1)

in which i refers to a time instant ti, y(i) is a scalar X = [x, X2 ] = [x, xI-c] (4.1-4)

dependent variable representing measured in which C denotes a constant rfx(r-r1 ) matrix. The
aerodynamic force or moment, x(i) is a 1 x r Nx(r-r,) matrix X, contains those columns of X
matrix of measured independent variables, a is the which are dependent on the independent columns
vector of parameters to be identified and e(i) contained in the Nxr1 matrix X 1. Substitution of
denotes a stochastic equation error due to (4.1-4) in (4.1-3) results in:
measurement and model errors. The model errors
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independent columns, then the parameter vector a

T C A T is completely identifiable.

....... ........ ........ Y. 4.1.2 Linear Aerodynamic Model Equations
CTx 1 Tx 1  CT xTXC a CTxT including Reconstructibility Analysis

(4.1-5) In the present section, the linear aerodynamic
There exists no unique solution for j, and j- in model presented in chapter 2 is developed further
(4.1-5). The minimum norm solution is found by by including the results of the reconstructibility
selecting one of the solutions, indicated as a1 , ^ by analysis of chapter 3.
setting:

In the linear case, the parameters to be estimated
a* -- 0 (4.1-6) are the stability and control derivatives of the
-2 longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic force and

If the value of any parameter in a, or a relation moment coefficients. In the stability reference
between parameters involving components in Li are frame Fs, used in the present section, these models
known, it may be preferable to use this knowledge are listed in (2.2-6) and (2.2-9).
instead of simply putting i to zero. The
components in ii may then be calculated as: Application of the least squares method of section

4.1.1 requires the availability of all variables in the
A [XT.Xp]-l XTy (4.1-7) equations (2.2-6) and (2.2-9) be known. That is to
a I say, all the aerodynamic force and moment

It is instructive to determine the expected value of coefficients as well as all variables in the right

hand side, i.e. fis/VX, a, etc. to be known at
discrete instants of time. These variables must

A T ]-I either be measured directly or be reconstructed as
E(£[) =[xIT'xpI x1T'E(Y) part of a longitudinal or lateral flight path

[X [ 1TX ]_,X 1- ([X, X,] C." (4.1-8) reconstruction.

[I C] a = a + Ca 2. The measured time histories of the specific
] --aI aerodynamic forces and body rotation rates in Fs

Equation (4.1-8) clearly shows that ,_ is a biased may be used to compute the aerodynamic force and
estimate of al, but it can be interpreted as an moment coefficienLs in the left hand side of
unbiased estimate of the new parameter equations (2.2-6) and (2.2-9). The results are
a,=aL+C,_2a. Analogous to the treatment of the indicated by subscripts m. For example, Cxs and
reconstructible part x, of the state vector x in Cs, are obtained as follows.
section 3.2, a1 is called the identifiable part of the

parameter vector a. In the same way as in section Division of both sides of the first relation in
3.2, we can now find a matrix U1 which constitutes (2.1-11) by 1/2POVZS results in:
a basis for the identifiable subspace of the
parameter space and a matrix U, which constitutes m -A(
a basis for the unidentifiable subspace of the Cx (4.1-10)

parameter space. The linear transformation: s ½P0 V02S S

in which aircraft mass m may be assumed to be

a. U1 known. The same may be assumed for the

. a(4.1-9) reference wing area S and the nominal values of air
"density p0 and true airspeed V0 .

,a* U2-a2 Using (3.2-6), Axs can be written as:

transforms the parameter vector a into an

identifiable part a and unidentifiable part a;. If the -+ - (4.1-11)
matrix X contains the maximum number of r ssil W s
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where Xxs denotes an unknown bias error obtained from flight path reconstruction. As a
correction and wxs an unknown random result of actual flight path reconstructions using
measurement error. Substitution in (4.1-10) results high accuracy instrumentation techniques, the
in: stochastic estimation errors of the reconstructible

parts of the state vector are relatively very small.
Therefore, these errors are neglected in the present

C C 's s (4.1-12) analysis and only the bias errors are taken into
½P0V2S ½p0V0S - account. According to section 3.2, table 3-2, Us is

Similar expressions holds for Cys. and C(Zs1. reconstructible. However, c& and P have been
shown to be non reconstructible. For the

Division of the first line in the moment equations observation configuration analyzed in chapter 3 it
(2.1-10) by I2p 0V2Sb results in: follows from table 3-2 and table 3-3 that:

~ s - lz , (4.1-13) 1X -X + I 'X W
Ci ssbr g X V0  zT (4.1-16)

'/½p0 V Sb '/ 2 POVýS
Ci "P - CI3 P C PO

where, for simplicity, the effect of rotating Differentiation of both sides of these relations
components, such as propellers or jet engine results in:
turbines have been neglected. The wing span b is
known. The moment of inertia Ix and the product -
of inertia 1, can be calculated by book-keeping (4.1-17)
methods or estimated from free-oscillation rig - -
measurements, ref. [223].

The angular accelerations Ps and rs are not All remaining variables in the right hand side of
measured directly but derived by numerically equations (2.2-6) and (2.2-9) may be obtained from
differentiating Ps and is. Since the rotation rate direct measurements. For example, according to
measurements are assumed to be contaminated by (3.2-6):
constant bias and random errors, differentiation will
result in: q= +Xq +w , (4.1-18)

and according to section 2.4:PS =PS. P
- -r (- = 4e) (4.1-19)
rS = r SID + rS '

in which w PS and wi.s denote random errors in Ps in which v6 denotes the measurement error of theand is respectively. Substitution of (4.1-14) in elevator deflection angle 6e.

(4.1-13) results in:
Substitution of the relations derived above in the

I- linear aerodynamic models (2.2-6) and (2.2-9)

cis. = CI results in models which may be used for estimation
Cs0 S- 0 b "(4.1-15) of linear stability and control derivatives. For

example, substitution of (4.1-12), (4.1-16),
+ I '' (4.1-17), (4.1-18) and (4.1-19) in the linear

½1PV02Sb r aerodynamic model of Cxs in (2.2-6) results in:
Similar expressions can be derived for Cs and
Cns"

In the right hand side of equations (2.2-6Q and
(2.2-9) several variables like Us, & and P are
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mX~U1qS a*ZC (4.1-21)
ms +1C . x W Us+ ' a s VC0 1;V 0  e

c/20 v0 s sPz V - -100
In the remaining part of the present section an

+ q su,*Us + index m indicates the presence of an unknown bias+ Cx" + Cx " + Cx~'t +
qs V0 us V error in an otherwise perfectly measured variable.

q sill.At any particular instant of time, these variables

+ qS' Cx +CX 6 , - constitute one row in the matrix X of independent
q ) as V0  es variables as defined in section 4.1.1.

- m w + C .qS w - Cx6s The variables 6s/V0 , &, 0 and Csj/Vu are state

½poV2S Ss qs V0  vector components of the longitudinal linear
which can be written more compactly: equations of motion [57]. It may be verified that

these equations of motion with elevator control
deflections 6e as input signal represent a

+ US CxU 's + CX,( + completely controllable system [70]. This means
Cs -X + S Xs that in principle it is possible to design a

qsc ( * (4.1-20) longitudinal flight test manoeuvre such that the
+ C + • + time histories of s/V0 , &, 0 and 4s'/V 0 areqs V0  US V0  linearly independent. This implies independence of

+ Cxbs. 6  +6Cx 1, us/V 0, c , qs5 c/o and 6, in (4.1-21).
S' sAccording to the linearized kinematical model in

The last term 6Cxs in (4.1-20) represents the (2.1-15), the remaining variable 6&c/V 0 can be

equation error resulting from several time-varying written as:
measurement errors. However, if high accuracy

measurement techniques are used, these -4 ~e + qsc (4.1-22)
measurement errors are too small to explain the __•-_qgesino0 (.A1-2 +2
order of magnitude of equation errors found when V0  2 20o

analysing actual flight test data. Therefore, where:
aerodynamic model errors rather than measurement
errors are the cause of time-varying equation 21

errors. Relations similar to (4.1-20) maybe derived Azs ½p- V 0- CzS

for CYsl, CZsm ,CIS,, CmS and Cns5 . The

difference with the relation (2.2-6) and (2.2-9) are The linear aerodynamic model of Czs may be

supplementary constant terms accounting the written as:
existence of measurement bias error corrections and

unreconstructible components in the longitudinal
and lateral state vectors and terms representing Czs = Czu . + C + Cz • qs___
equation errors. qs V0

.( .6
4.1.3 Identifiability of Linear Longitudinal + C +Cz
Aerodynamic Model

To begin the discussion, it may be seen from It is clear now that a/V0 depends linearly on the
equation (4.1-20) that the linear models of the variables sV 0 , EE, 0, 4s'/V 0 and 6e in the

longitudinal aerodynamic force and moment following fashion:
coefficients contain the following set of
independent variables:
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Cxas=Cz.s=C . =0 the remaining estimates will be
biased as shown in equation (4.1-8).

ctc 1 U s

-- 2 -- 1 Z - + Cs -c - The existence of unidentifiable longitudinal
V0  2/uc-Cz s stability and control derivatives was noted earlier

" qby Gerlach [3]. The linear dependence exists only
- 2,u, ELsing 0 0 + (2,u,, + CZqs c + in horizontal nominal flight conditions. This means

V0 0 that in principle non horizontal nominal flight
C conditions (i.e. climb or descent) allow complete

÷ Czbes' identifiability of all longitudinal stability and
S control derivatives. In normal practice, however,

(4.1-23) nominal flight path angles are too small to result in
In general the stability derivatives Cz.s and CZ an effective elimination of the above identifiability
are small compared to 2,u, [57]. Equat'ion (4.1-211 problem. If a large flight path angle is chosen, the
may, therefore, be simplified by neglecting Cz.,s engine power setting will be very different than in
and CZqs. horizontal flight, which may affect the aerodynamic

model through interference effects and may
In the reconstructibility analysis of the linear introduce errors due to the limited accuracy of the
longitudinal flight path reconstruction model, it thrust calculation.
was shown that the selected observation
configuration of the actual flight tests led to a Another possibility is to consider a manoeuvre in
constant error in the reconstructed version ct of the rolling or turning flight. This will also remove the
angle of attack ji, see equation (4.1-16). This linear dependence in equation (4.1-24) via the
constant error vanishes after differentiation, see previously dropped term g/cosqp0 -sinp0 "p at
equation (4.1-17). the linearization of the kinematical equations
Using equations (4.1-16), (4.1-17), (4.1-18) and the (2.1-5), see [103,21]. The success of this approach
simplifications above, (4.1-23) may now be written is limited by the effect of the rolling or turning
as: flight condition on the aerodynamic model, which

can be very important, especially for aircraft with
- - 1 propellers.

Ct*C us -, s" , 6e C -

V- T'0 [1 V-- (4.1-24) 4.1.4 Identifiability of Linear Lateral
g- . Aerodynamic Model

V0  To begin the discussion, it can be seen that the

in which C denotes a 5x1 matrix as defined in independent variables in the models of CYS., CISm
(4.1-4), with elements: and Cns are:

CT = P s II pb r) sb b - (4.1-26)
X';g V" TWJ + 1_ _.

xSg • V.V 1 , •," 2-oo ' -V o ' a'

1 The variables f3, p, fsb/2V0 and isb/2V0 are
Czus Cs Z. _Z6 s components of the state vector of the linear lateral
2I I ,- . equations of motion [57]. Analogous to thelongitudinal case discussed above, it may be

(4.1-25) verified that these equations represent a completely
If the nominal flight condition is horizontal then controllable system with aileron and rudder control

Yo=O and consequently the term with 0 vanishes. deflections 6 , and 6, as input signals. This means
According to section 4.1.1 this means that no that lateral flight test manoeuvres can be designed
unique solution exists for the longitudinal stability such that the time histories of P, 0, ýsb/2V0,
and control derivative estimation problem. If one of isb/2V0, 6, and 6 are linearly independent. This
the solutions is selected, for instance by setting
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implies independence of 1, 1*, Psjib/2V0, is b/2Vo,
6a and 6, in equation (4.1-26). b

L Pb [-- p5 b r5 bI
Next it must be investigated whether 13 b/V is V-" 1  , 2 , 2 , 6a, 6r ÷

independent. This could be checked by rewriting

fb/V0 using equation (2.1-16) as: + TO, Os (4.1-29)
V0

ebogb b0 rb -.-_ cosy + A (4.1-27) in which C denotes a 6xl matrix as defined in
Vo V0  V02 2V° (4.1-4), with elements:

where: Cy C X b Cy
CTW _ 13S CIO _ rs 5

~ 1 2 4 2[2G C3 4Vo ' 2j '"
UP 0 .Ay = ..... P0 V0 S Cy,, (4.1-30)

ys in

The linear aerodynamic imodel of CYs from equation 0 , 1 0 , 2Ybr]
(2.2-9) inay be written as: ',U

~ C -Y + c.. + Psb + The controllability of the lateral equations of
YC P V0  yp"2V0  motion guarantees the existence of flight test

manoeuvres for which the time history of ps is
+ C rsb 6 .a + C .6r linearly independent of the time histories of the+Cr" 2V° + b Cvaa Y ba

O a r remaining variables in (4.1-29). L.
Substitution for Ays in (4.1-27) leads, for the case of a Consequently, the same holds true for P3 b/V0 . This
nominally horizontal flight condition, i.e. y 0=0, to the means that in principle, all lateral stability and
following expression for Pb/V0 : control derivatives in the chosen model are

identifiable.

Pb I 1 + g + 4.2 Nonlinear Aerodynamic Model

"•0 2-b Y'C s V°2 Identification

p C (c 'rsb Nonlinear aerodynamic models are preferred to
CPys. 2Vo + ÷CYrs -4A) 2V0 + linearized models for analysis of actual flight test

aC a C data. The obvious reason for this is that the validityCybaS' "a + YbrS "r/ of nonlinear models, as for instance in the form of

relations for the aerodynamic force and moment
(4.1-.28) coefficients (2.2-2) and (2.2-3), is not restricted to

In equation (4.1-28) the terms Cy finýb/2V 0 and small deviations from a nominal flight condition.

CY&S 6ba are relatively small and may be neglected. Furthermore, in the context of the two step method,
Also CYPs and CY's are usually negligible the aerodynamic model identification problem can

compared to 2
jib and 4

/tb respectively, be formulated as a Linear Regression problem.

Model identification implies the development of an
According to the reconstructibility analysis ofo adequate model structure. Since linear regression
lateral flight path reconstruction model it follows tcnqe r sd eoyai oe

fro euaion (.116 an (.117)tht he techniques are used, aerodynamic model
from equations (4.1-16) and si 1-17) that the development can be based on residual analysis in
reconstructed angle of side slip fe has a constant subsequent steps starting from a relatively simple
error which vanishes after differentiation. Using model structure.

equations (3.2-18), (4.1-16), (4.1-17) along with In section 4.2.1 a brief outline is given of classical

the simplifications above, equation (4.1-28) may be regression analysis. section 4.2.2 discusses the

written as: properties of simplified models. The subject of

section 4.2.3 is model development via residual
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analysis. In section 4.2.4, we briefly touch upon
the sources of collinearity problems, their detection E { v(i)} 0 (4.2-4)
and treatment. For a detailed introduction to E{v(i).v(j)} I V, .ij
regression analysis the reader is referred to the
books of Draper and Smith [73], Montgomery and The problem of regression is to calculate an
Peck [75], Sen and Srivastava [228]. estimate of the parameters ak given N sets of

values of the independent variables Xk(i) and
4.2.1 Principles of Regression Analysis measurements of the dependent variable ym(i).

Models of aerodynamic force and moment Equation (4.2-1) can be written in terms of a
coefficients, as for instance in equations (2.2-2) parameter vector a=col[apa 2,...,arl and a lxr matrix
and (2.2-3) can be restricted to the following X(i)=[Xl(i),X2 (i),...,Xr(i)] according to:
general form: y(i) = x(i) -a + E(i) , (4.2-5)

y(i) -- ak'xk(i) + (i) , (4.2-1) for i=1(1)N.
k=i

for i=l(1)N, in which y(i) denotes an aerodynamic Equation (4.2-5) can be substituted in (4.2-3)
force or moment coefficient, ak, k=1(1)r denote which may then be written in the following
aerodynamic model parameters to be estimated and compact form:
xk(i) are airplane state and control variables. The
variable E(i) denotes modelling errors accounting Y X -a + e + v (4.2-6)

for all unmodelled effects like turbulence in the where:
propeller slipstream and in the boundary layer, fuel
sloshing, atmospheric turbulence, etc. These errors Y - col(y,(1), y,(2), ... ,(N))
are treated as stochastic contributions to the force
and moment coefficients and satisfy

E e(i)} -= 0 , (4.2-2) v -col(v(1),v(2) ... , v(N))

E{ e(i) .e(j) } = V .6ij . and X denotes a matrix of independent variables:
That is to say that we postulate some assumptions
that the equation error diagnostics are of the type: x(1)
• F(i) is a stationary vector, X x(2)
• •(i) is uncorrelated with Xk(i), X =

* E(i) is identically distributed and uncorrelated
with zero mean and variance ci2, Lx(N)J

• E(i) has normal distribution so that confidence The vector of residuals corresponding to a
intervals for the estimates can be found and particular estimate ý of the parameter vector a is
regression hypothesis tests can be employed, defined as:

The integer i in equation (4.2-1) refers to a
particular time instant t=ti during a dynamic flight e - Y - X-a . (4.2-7)
test manoeuvre. Models of this form are the subject - -

of classical regression analysis. The variables Xk(i) The least squares estimate ý minimizes the sum of
are called independent variables. These variables the squares of the residuals e(i), i=1(1)N,
are assumed to be known exactly while y(i), called
the dependent variable, is assumed to be measured A N

with finite accuracy according to: a: rain C e2(i) = nin e T-
a =1 (4.2-6)

Y (i) = y(i) + v(i) (4.2-3) A ^) a A) (4.2

ain X, -Xa) X -X.a)
where v(i) represents a random measurement error a

whose characteristics are similar to E(i) with: The necessary conditions for the existence of a
minimum are:
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A(eT-e 2 -. e = 0 (4.2-9) Aym(i) = Yi) - y
A A

aa aa Ay(i) = y(i) -57

Substitution of e results in the so called normal N

equations: Y - yN i)
A

[X T'X] a = X T.y (4.2-10) Then the multiple correlation coefficient R follows

- -11 from:

A unique solution exists if and only if [XT'X] is
positive definite. That is if its inverse exists. Then: N 2

A (Y Y() -)(y (i) _

a = [X T.X]1- X T.y (4.2-11) R 2 = i=1
-m N N A

An unbiased estimate of the variance of (V,+Vv) • (y'(i) _Y)2 E (y(i) -Y)2 (4.2-16)

can be calculated with: A- i=1

- A~yT.AY)2

"A eTe (4.2-12) A A

V - (AyT -AY ) AY.AY)

It is not difficult to show that under the where:
assumptions made above the least squares estimate
in (4.2-11) is unbiased: AY =-col(Ay (1) Ay (2) Ay (N)

A (4.2 -13]-A.E_ (.21) AY --col(Ay (1) Ayf(2) , . y,(N))
E(a) = [X .X]T'x X) (4-2-3) Al = Col.(Ay() , Ay(2), ... Ay(N))

The covariance matrix of parameter estimation It may_ easily be verified with (4.2-7) that
errors is: AY =AY+e. Substitution of this result in (4.2-16)

and using the fact that e and AY are orthogonal,
A A A A A i.e. e TAY=0, R2 can be written as:V L = EJL- ()-2 - E() •T

Substitution of (4.2-11) and (4.2-13) results in: R 1 -I L T. (4.2-17)

AY T "AY
V(a) = V [X T-X]-l (4.2-14)

based on the assumption that _=_0.
Since Ve is usually unknown, it is customary to
substitute instead V, as calculated with (4.2-12). A general remark about the least squares at this

stage is necessary. In an actual experiment, the
The goodness of fit of the perfect model: above assumptions may not be generally met.

Because of the measurement errors in the
r.i , = akxk(i) (4.2-15) independent variables, the least squares estimatesy(i) E a

k=1 are asymptotically biased, inconsistent and
to the measurements ym(i), i=1(1)N may be inefficient [157,1591. However, as a result of high
expressed in terms of the simple correlation accuracy instrumentation used and independent
coefficient between y (i) and 9(i)=x(i),. This variables reconstructed from state estimation, the
correlation coefficient is usually referred to as the experience shows that these errors are quite small.

multiple correlation coefficient R and R2 is called The computed least squares estimates are accurate
the measure of fit. and comparable to those obtained for example from
Now define Aym(i) and Ab(i) as deviations of y (i) an output error method.
and 9(i) from the mean y, i.e.
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4.2.2 Characteristics of Simplified Models

In Equation (4.2-1), each term akXk(i) corresponds E(_) = [xIT.XI]-
1 XT E(Ym)

to one term of a multiple Taylor series expansion T[ ]-I X'T (X1 2- X

representing the aerodynamic model (section 2.2). [Xi "x ( +

Under certain conditions these Taylor series xTx -l T
expansions can be assumed to be close a1+ 1 212

approximations to the actual aerodynamic It can be shown that:
phenomena.

Let r denote the corresponding number of terms. In [X 1T.X 1]' X1T. 2j

practice, the maximum number of parameters where the index j refers to the j-th column of C
which can be estimated from a given set of and X2 respectively. The expected value of ^ is
measurements is much smaller than r. Let r1 denote therefore:
this a priori number of parameters. The
corresponding model is: E(a) a + Ca . (4.2-22)

rI y~~Ei)* = a aIxki + (4.-18

yOi) = axk(i) (4.2-18) In general ,22;0 and C•O, thus a is biased.
k=1

It is important to note here that this bias is not
constant but rather depends on the structure of the

Since (4.2-18) probably contains only a small matrix X. This means in the case of dynamic flight
subset of the set of parameters in the perfect model test manoeuvres, the parameter estimation bias of
(4.2-15), it is called a simplified model. A simplified models depend on the form of the flight
characteristic property of simplified models is that, test manoeuvre.
in general, their parameter estimates are biased.
This can be shown as follows. For a given set of N The covariance matrix of • is:
data points, the perfect model (4.2-15) can be
written as: A ( . A A

V (a•) = _ .)-(*'a -E T
Y = X a = 

-(4.2-19)La 1

- 1 - ' X2 "a2  Substitution of (4.2-21) and (4.2-22) leads to an
in which a, denotes an r1 dimensional parameter expression similar to (4.2-14):
vector of the simplified model and a2 an (r-r1 )
dimensional vector of the remaining parameters. A -. l

Each column of the matrix X2 can be decomposed V(-) = vý Lxi x
in a vector contained in the column space of X,
and a vector perpendicular to this column space. 4.2.3 Model Development via Residual Analysis
This means that X2 can be written as:

In aerodynamic model iduntification it is often
2 = X1.C + AX2  (4.2-20) possible to specify an a priori model containing

in which C denotes an rqx(r-r,) matrix. Let , those terms which are known to be indispensable
denote the least squares estimate of al in the from experience or from theoretical considerations.
simplified model Y=X-a1. According to (4.2-11): Next, the model fit is improved by selecting

additional terms from a set of so called candidate
"A [ J ]-l xT.y (4.2-21) variables. This can be done in successive steps via
L residual analysis.

From equation (4.2-19), it can be shown that this
estimate is biased: The procedure described below is called forward

selection in the literature, because at each step one
variable is added to the model. An alternative
procedure is backward elimination where one starts
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with a model with many variables already included in which c denotes a column vector. By
and at each step the least important variable is substituting equations (4.2-27) in (4.2-25) it is
eliminated. Finally one can combine the two noticed that if AX2=0, then also $i=0, and from
procedures and at each step include the most equation (4.2-26) we get e=e1. That is, adding this
important variable and subsequently eliminate the candidate variable does not improve the goodness
least important variable, this procedure is called of fit. In general, ,!•0 and with equations (4.2-26)
stepwise regression. In actual practice all and (4.2-25) the following expression may be
procedures work well, but they need not derived for .;T -:
necessarily lead to the same model. For instance, it
may occur that one variable has a high correlation e -T2e eT.e - e-X--2 --2 -- I -1i -1-2- -2

early in the forward selection procedure and I I

therefore is included, but its contribution may -e'-1 -1 -2

become insignificant after a few other variables .[TXT.X ,C + ATXTAX A]-'
have been included. The stepwise regression --
procedure will in this case eliminate this variable, (4.2-28)
while the forward selection procedure will retain it.

In the analysis here, AX_ is used as a candidate
Let the initial model contain r, parameters. The variable instead X.. The reason for this can be
corresponding least squares estimate i . can be ascertained from equation (4.2-28). Since X 1X is
calculated with (4.2-21). The remaining model positive definite, we have:
residuals are:

-- -2 -2<
S - . where e2 denotes the vector of the smaller

- -- -j (4.2-23) residuals:

= - X, [X1T"X1 l X1Tj y A
e = el - AX -a*
-2-

Next, each member of the set of candidate
variables is evaluated with respect to its capability The least squares estimate , is calculated as:
to improve the fit of the model. Let such a variable
be x(i), i=1(1)N. Then a column vector X) can be . (4.2-29)defne as2[=czr.x,.1 2 -21 2i2 .e-4.-9

defined as X_._z=col[xc(1),x,(2),...,xc(N)]. If one uses
X2 as the vector of the independent variables in a The vector c in equation (4.2-27) is equal to:
model for the least squares residual vector =(
according to: c -- x 1T'X 1 x 2 .

_ -a2 -2 ,(4.2-24) This is easily proved by showing that:

the corresponding least squares estimate of a2, T T( _
indicated as a2 , is now x XX -X 1  = .

a2' - [Xf.X ]-1 XTe 1  (4.2-25)
a- - 2 e I The procedure for model development via residual

and the 'new' least squares residuals e2 are equal analysis is to calculate from a given set of
to: candidate variables (stored in the form of column

vectors X2) the orthogonal components with respect
- X (4.2-26) to the columns of X, Next, one of the orthogonal

--1 -2 candidate variables, in general the one which

According to (4.2-20), X2 can always be generates the smallest value of e_2, is included
decomposed into components along and in the model. Then this selection procedure is
perpendicular to the column space of X,: repeated for the set of remaining candidate

variables, where the orthogonal components of the

-2 = X1 + A-2 (4.2-27)
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candidate variables are calculated with respect to Te

the new (extended) matrix of independent variables *2 e _ (4.2-33)
of the form [X1 'AX2 ]. This only requires R -- 1- e

orthogonalization with respect to the new column '-1 f-1

AX2, since all candidate variables were already The relation between the multiple correlation
orthogonal with respect to the columns of X1. coefficients R, and RR. 1 and the partial correlation

coefficient R; is:

The improvement of the goodness of fit in the
subsequent steps of the model development can be R - 1 - (1 - R 2_) .(1 - R,2) . (4.2-34)

described by the multiple correlation coefficient Substitution of (4.2-34) in (4.2-32) results in:
given in equation (4.2-17):

R.2
eT.e F - __R I (N - r1) . (4.2-35)

R 2 = 1 - (4.2-31) 1 - Rj.2

-YT -AY111 -- 111

in which P refers to the V-th step. The null hypothesis Ho:ag=O is rejected at a
chosen confidence level a in favour of the

Each addition of a new candidate variable, results alternative hypothesis Hl:aO if:
in a reduction of the sum of squares of model
residuals eT and a corresponding increase of Fq > F0 (1 N-r,), (4.2-36)
multiple correlation coefficient R,. This makes it in which F,, denotes the value of Fisher's

difficult to decide when to stop the process of distribution function with 1 and N-r, degrees of
adding candidate variables to the model. Therefore, freedom; a=Pr{H 1 JH0}.
we need to define additional statistical criteria to
decide this issue. The combination of equations (4.2-35) and (4.2-36)

allows us to bring the sequential F-test in the
One possibility is to test the statistical significance following form:
of each new parameter estimate by the sequential

F-test and to test the statistical significance of all accept H1 if

model parameters simultaneously by the total .2 k
F-test. The feature of sequential F-test is that it can RI > TTk' (4.2-37)
be used as a criterion for adding or removing terms 1
from the model when it is being 'built'. For where k = IF,(1 N -r,)

application of the sequential F-test one calculates:
This is depicted in fig. 4-1.

eT *e -eT.e
e = -- - (N - r), For application of the total F-test one calculates:

eT e

in which r, denotes the total number of parameters T.0 - ev- (N -re)

in the new model. Fseq can also be written in terms Ftot e ec1 (4.2-38)

of multiple correlation coefficients according to: - f

in which Lo denotes the residuals of the most
R2 2R, simple model with only one parameter a0 and

Fseq - . (N - ri). (4.2-32) independent variable x0(i)=l, i=1(1) N. Ftot can
1 - RD2 also be written as:

At this stage it is convenient to introduce the R,2  (N -(r2)

partial correlation coefficient R* being the simple Ftot--( ) (4.2-39)1 - R0f (e-1
correlation coefficient between e-I and AX. The
partial correlation coefficient can be written as:

The null hypothesis H0 :ai=0, i=l(1)rD is rejected
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and the alternative hypothesis H1 is accepted at a
chosen confidence level cc if: y21(i) = X2(I).a ,

Ftot > F(r- 1 , N- r) (4.2-40) where a is the parameter estimate based on the

where F,, denotes the value of Fisher's distribution first data set and X2 is the data matrix for the
function with r-I and N-r, degrees of freedom; second data set. The first term in equation (4.2-42)
ct=Pr{H11H 0}. is the estimated value of the prediction RSS

calculated from the parameter estimation errors of
Combining equations (4.2-39) and (4.2-40) allows * calculated as V(21())=X2(1)-V * T

us to bring the total F-test in the following form: while the second term is the actual prediction RSS.
When the number of included variables increases

accept H1 if in the aerodynamic model the fit error in the first

k data set will decrease and as a consequence the

1 +k (4.2-41) first term in equation (4.2-42), which is the

r-1 predicted fit error for the second data set, will
where k = F( (r, -1 , N - r,) . decrease as well. As long as variables are added

N -r, which improve the prediction the second term and

the criterion as a whole will decrease as well, but

An important characteristic of a model is its soon variables will be added which happen to
capability to predict aerodynamic force and improve the fit to the first data set, but which
moment coefficients for other data sets then was actually degrade the prediction error for the second
used in the determination procedure itself. The data set. In that case the second term will usually
Prediction Sum of Squares (PRESS) criterion is cause the Predict criterion to increase rapidly and
often used to test for this characteristic, see Allen thus give a good indication of the predictive
[229]. The prediction error for one data point is capability of the model.
calculated by omitting this data point from the
regression and then calculating the difference For more details on statistical tests the reader is
between this data point and the prediction by the referred again to [73,75,228]. In section 4.3 we
model based on the remaining data points. The will discuss the application of sequential and total
PRESS criterion is then calculated by repeating this F-tests and of the Predict criterion while
procedure for all data points and summing the developing longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
squared prediction errors. This criterion is models from dynamic flight test data.
recommended by Klein 1150]. A disadvantage of
this criterion is that if sequential correlation is The final step in the model determination
present in the data, as is often the case with actual procedure is the validation of the model using
flight test data, this criterion will not be effective, independent data sets. It is very important to set

aside extra recordings dedicated for validation
In order to negate the shortcomings of the PRESS during the planning of a flight test program. This
criterion, the Predict criterion was introduced by is of course closely linked to the Predict criterion
Mulder [14]. This criterion uses a second dataset, approach, although strictly speaking the second
which is not used in the parameter estimation at data sets used in this criterion are not independent
all. The model as estimated from the first data set any more.
is used to predict the model output for the second
data set. The Predict criterion is then defined as: 4.2.4 Data Collinearity

N A N A If there is a high correlation between measured
PREDICT - • V(y(i)) + Yj ,(y(i) - y(i)) 2 variables in the data matrix, this condition is called

i1 data collinearity. The matrix [XT-X] in the normal
(4.2-42) equations (4.1-3) or (4.2-10) becomes very ill-

If 921(i) denotes the estimate of Y2 (i) of the second conditioned and as a result some parameters or
data set, then 9 21(i) can be calculated according to: combination of parameters become nearly
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unidentifiable. An example of collinearity is a or from experience. Next, a set of candidate
highly manoeuvrable aircraft whose stability variables is postulated, from which a limited
augmentation system deflects various control number is selected to be included in more refined
surfaces in concert thus causing near linear versions of the aerodynamic model.
dependence among their deflections. One should To begin with, a priori models of the longitudinal
recognise the collinearity problems as a data and lateral aerodynamic force and moment
problem rather than as a statistical problem. coefficients are shown in table 4-1. The

aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are
The condition may even further degrade when initially assumed to depend linearly on the selected
actually computing numerical values due to round- sets of independent variables, except for the terms
off and truncation errors in digital computation, with at.2 in the models of Cx and C,, which were
Conversely, the same type of errors may also make known to be indispensable from earlier flight test
a singular matrix appear to be just ill-conditioned, experience [14,151. In addition, it is initially
This points out the need for accurate numerical assumed that no aerodynamic 'cross coupling'
methods. effects are present. That is to say, the longitudinal

aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are
Some well-known numerical methods which are assumed to depend only on variables related to
successful in dealing with ill-conditioned matrices strictly longitudinal manoeuvres, while the lateral
are Householder's transformation, Given's rotation aerodynamic force and moment coefficients are
and singular value decomposition. For more details assumed to depend only on variables related to
the reader is referred to Lawson and Hanson [721. strictly lateral manoeuvres.

Some of the sources of collinearity problems can The result of the wind tunnel experiments as
result from: presented in fig. 2-1, however, indicate that
a) a flight experiment where certain independent aerodynamic cross coupling effects do exist and in

characteristic modes determined by some of the fact are rather pronounced. The longitudinal
regressors are not excited by the input signals, coefficients C. and C,,, depend on P3 and the lateral

b) over parameterization of the model or coefficients Cy, C, and C,, depend on a- as well as
c) constraints in the data, e.g. due to stability on Apt/½pV2. The cross coupling effects and also

augmentation systems. the relation between C,, and [3 as seen from fig. 2-1
are clearly nonlinear.

The detection of these collinearities can be made In this case it appears that the aerodynamic
by inspecting: coefficients are continuous functions of Apt/2pV 2 ,

a) correlation matrix [XT.X], at and P3. It is possible therefore to approximate
b) eigen system analysis and singular value these functions by means of truncated Taylor series

decomposition or expansions. The models in table 4-1 are in fact
c) parameter variance decomposition. examples of such approximations in which, except
A good theoretical discussion on these topics can for the quadratic terms in at, only terms up to the
be found in [74,75 and 2281. Some very interesting first order are retained. More accurate
discussions with respect to sources of collinearity, approximations will result if terms of higher order
diagnostics and adverse effects in the light of than the first are added to these a priori models.
estimating parameters of modern high performance This leads, therefore, to the so-called candidate
aircraft with high augmentation can be found in variables.
Klein [62,125,156 and 1571.

For example, it is important to notice the form of
4.3 Practical Aerodynamic Model Identification the term (Apt/½ 2f)vZ)i'.[k. In the present section

all these variables, up to the third order, i.e.
In section 4.2, aerodynamic model development i+j+ks3, were included in the set of candidate
from flight test data begins from relatively simple variables. Also included in the set of candidate
a priori models containing only those variables variables, were the control surface deflections o,, 6,
which are known to be indispensable from theory and 6b. as well as products of these control surface
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deflections and first and second order powers of manoeuvres at 3 different values of nominal True
Apt/aopV 2,cc and 3. These latter products were Air Speeds of 35, 45 and 55 m/s respectively, will
included to account for the variation of control be used for this purpose. In such a data set, the

derivatives, as was already indicated by the wind range of variations of variables such as Apt/2pV2,

tunnel experiments (fig. 2-1(c)). The set of cc and f3 is considerably larger than in a single
candidate variables was extended further by adding longitudinal or lateral manoeuvre, as can be seen
the dimensionless body rotation rates pb/2V, q'/V from fig. 4-2. The longitudinal and lateral
and rb/2V and the dimensionless time derivatives manoeuvres lasted 10 and 16 seconds respectively.
&'/V and pb/V. In general, body rotation rates are Combined with a sample rate of 10 Hz, this
included in aerodynamic models to account for the resulted in a joint data set of 786 data points.
effect of curvature of the streamlines on the
aerodynamic force and moment coefficients [10]. Starting from the a priori models above, the models
The body rotation rates in the aerodynamic models are sequentially extended with those candidate
of table 4-1 are used to model the effects of the variables corresponding to the largest value of the
dimensionless body rotation rate qU/V related to partial correlation coefficient R*, which is

longitudinal manoeuvres on the longitudinal force equivalent to minimizing the residual sum of
and moment coefficients, and to model the effects squares eL,-

of the dimensionless body rotation rates pb/2V and
rb/2V related to lateral manoeuvres on the lateral Fig. 4-3 shows two typical examples of the
force and moment coefficients. By including all variation of the different criteria for model
dimensionless body rotation rates in the set of development as a function of the number of
candidate variables, it is possible to account for candidate variables added to the a priori model.
hypothetical aerodynamic cross coupling effects. The criteria shown are the performance index (P.I.)
That is, the effect of qT/V on the lateral, and the e'1, the total F-value tot) the partial correlation
effects of pb/2V and rb/2V on the longitudinal coefficient R* and the PREDICT function. In these
aerodynamic force and moment coefficients. The examples, both the total and the sequential F-tests
dimensionless time derivatives &J-/V and jb/V lead to inclusion of at least 6 additional terms.
were included in the set of candidate variables to Acceptance by the F-tests means that each of these
account for nonstationary aerodynamic effects and terms yielded a significant contribution to the
the effects of the finite time needed for the vertical goodness of fit of the aerodynamic model to the

and lateral air velocity components induced by the actual measurements. The Predict function,
wing and the fuselage to reach the horizontal and however, is shown to be a much more severe
vertical aircraft tail surfaces [101. criterion in this respect. A large increase of the

The nonlinear dependence of the aerodynamic predict function indicates that the larger models are
force and moment coefficients on Ap2/½)V2 , c, and inferior to more simple models in predicting the
P3, the variation of the control derivatives, and the force or moment coefficient using a second,

hypothetical effects of the body rotation rates and independent data set. Compared to the a priori
the time delays as described above, all amounted to models, the models as selected with the predict
a total number of 40 candidate variables, function are shown to contain only conditional

variables.
The above considerations clearly illustrate that the
selection of candidate variables is to a certain For all aerodynamic force and moment coefficients,
extent arbitrary, even if supported by results from the selected candidate variables and corresponding
quite extensive wind tunnel experiments, as in the improvements of the goodness of fit are shown in
present case. table 4-2. Here, the goodness of fit is expressed in

terms of the multiple correlation coefficient R, and

The process of sequential selection of candidate 2sp

variables for improved model fit will be of 1 - R , expressed as a percentage.

demonstrated now. Rather than a single
longitudinal or lateral flight test manoeuvre, a daita With respect to goodness of fit, considerable
set consisting of 3 longitudinal and 3 lateral differences exist particularly between models ofaerodynamic force coefficients and models of
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aerodynamic moment coefficients. Accurate models estimation errors) in the independent variables. In
could be developed for Cx and Cz. The fit of the this case, the application of the Total Least Squares
models of Cn, and in particular C,, however, is technique allows to take account-of these errors in
rather poor. These results are of course not general, the independent variables, see Golub and Van Loan
but rather depend on the aerodynamic [2301 and Huffel [231]. Initial applications of TLS
characteristics of aircraft, on the nominal flight have shown significant improvements over the
condition and on the flight test manoeuvres. A standard regression method [219].
comprehensive presentation of experimental results
related to this aerodynamic model development can
be found in Blok and Mulder [178].

4.4 Conclusions

Several aspects of the regression technique have
been described in this chapter. This technique is
very efficient with respect to computing time and
very convenient to apply when one wants to obtain
the parameters of a given aerodynamic model.
Moreover, it is also a very important tool for the
determination of the structure of model.

In this chapter a number of statistical tests for the
validity of the identification results were discussed.
In addition, the use of a priori information in
support of the model development was
demonstrated. It is very important to stress,
however, that the procedures that we describe here
are certainly not 'black-box' procedures, which will
automatically produce the right answers. The
aerodynamic insight of the analyst is the best
criterion for the validity of the results. In this we
fully agree with the discussion by Maine and Iliff
[1,2].

Linear Regression lends itself well for
implementation in an interactive program package
and quite a number of these packages have been
developed. The essential features of such a package
are complete freedom for the choice of candidate
variables, complete freedom of selections within
datasets and combinations of datasets and extensive
facilities for inspecting the model residuals using a
large variety of statistical tests and graphical
presentations. In this way the analyst is able to
apply his engineering judgement in the best
possible way.

Like any other estimation method regression may
give biased results when the statistical assumptions
on which it is based are violated, see (4.1-2). In
practice there is always measurement noise (or
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Table 4-2: Statistically significant steps in the development of models" of the aerodynamic force
and moment coefficients'. Model development is based on the combined data of longitudinal and
lateral manoeuvres at three different nominal flight conditions' at 6000 ft pressure altitude and

TAS of 35, 45 and 55 m/s respectively. Asterix indicates' the models as selected using the
PREDICT function criterion of section 4.2.
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P.I. F, R; PREDICT
x 10 5 PREDICT

0.5- 0.6- 0.6- 100
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number of additional terms
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Figure 4-3: Different criteria for model development for increasing number of additional terms in a

priori aerodynamic models of Cz and C,. The open arrows indicate the selected number of additional
terms based on the PREDICT function criterion.
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5 OPTIMAL INPUTS FOR AIRCRAFT PARAMETER
ESTIMATION

In the estimation of aerodynamic parameters from known, however, then estimation would obviously
flight tests the form of the flight test manoeuvre is no longer be necessary. This problem has been
vital for the accuracy of the parameter estimates. described as the circularity problem. Necessarily,

This naturally leads to the design of optimal input the design of input signals must be based on a

signals for flight test manoeuvres, which is the priori estimates of the actual system parameter

subject of the present chapter. values. The circularity problem can be addressed
by calculating and implementing a sequence of

Several factors must be taken into account in 'optimal' input signals. Input signal design is then
designing input signals for flight test manoeuvres: seen as an integral part of the identification

procedure as shown in fig. 5-1. Starting from

Model assumptions Input signal design must not windtunnel experiments or other sources, one may
result in violation of the assumptions underlying of develop an aerodynamic model structure and select
the model description. In the case of linearized a set of a priori parameter values. Together with
models the inputs should not cause too large a the estimation objectives and experimental
deviation from the nominal flight condition. conditions, one has the basic presumptions for the

design of input signals. Next actual identification

Flight test instrumentation The input signals must results may be used to 'refine' the preliminary
reflect the characteristics of the flight test input signal design. Now, optimal input design and
transducers and data logging system such as parameter identification can be used in an iterative
dynamic range, measurement accuracy and sample manner until the desired objectives are met. Such

rate. an iterative procedure raises the interesting and yet
unsolved question whether, and if so under which

Accuracies of parameter estimates The optimization conditions, it will converge.
of input signals should lead to maximum 'quality'
of the data acquired during a flight test manoeuvre. Historical background

In this section, we give a brief trace of the
Length of individual flight test manoeuvres The evolution of the theory of optimal input design.
flight test time should be kept as short as possible. Starting with the work of Nahi et al., [159,160],
This not only saves expensive flight testing time the problem of deriving optimal input signals for

but also limits the volume of data storage and data the estimation of parameters in dynamical system
processing. models from response measurements has been

studied intensively by several researchers. A

Pilot acceptability The dynamic range and detailed survey has been conducted by Goodwin

maximum amplitude of control input signals should and Payne [161] and Kalaba and Spingran [162]. In

be acceptable to the pilot. Only very 'simple' input the field of dynamic flight testing, Gerlach [3]
signals are suitable for manual implementation. appears to be the first to explicitly recognize the
Input signals should, of course, never manoeuvre influence of the form of input signals on the

the aircraft outside of its flight envelope, accuracy of estimated aerodynamic model
derivatives. He proposed a qualitative method for

Aircraft structural constraints Input signals for the determination of 'optimal' frequencies in scalar
flight test manoeuvres should not lead to larger input signals to linear second order systems [5].

than the design structural loads. The significance of the work of Nahi stems from
the idea to use a norm of Fisher's Information

A fundamental problem in the design of input Matrix (M) as a criterion for the optimization of
signals for system parameter estimation is that the input signals. The inverse of Fisher's information
design itself depends on the system parameters. matrix yields a universal lower bound on parameter

Consequently, these parameters must be known estimation accuracies, called the Cramer Rao

before the actual flight tests are made. If they were Lower Bound (CRLB); see appendix A. The idea to
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base the optimization of input signals on a norm of property, as it implies just one global extreme
the information matrix results in input signals rather than multiple local extremes. The result of
which have a general significance, in the sense of the optimization is in the form of line spectra
being independent of the type of estimation consisting of a finite number of frequencies, see
algorithm applied, also [161].

Another approach in the frequency domain is by
Important contributions to the theory and practice localizing 'identifiability' (in fact 'sensitivity')
of the calculation of optimal aircraft input signals regions of individual parameters on the frequency
have been made subsequently by Mehra [164 to axes of Bode diagrams. The diagrams indicate how
166]. Based on the work of Kiefer and Wolfowitz 'identifiability' of different parameters depends on
[167], and Kiefer [168], Mehra proposes algorithms frequency and which frequency regions should thus
for the design of scalar and multi-dimensional be represented in the input signals. A procedure
input signals in the frequency domain as well as in that optimized a sequence of step functions was
the time domain. developed by Koehler [20, 65]. The aim of the

optimization was to find a signal with a shape as
The time domain optimization problem can be simple as possible and power distributed uniformly
formulated in terms of a Nonlinear Control over a wide range of frequencies. This resulted in
Problem with fixed end time 1161 and 166]. These the now popular 3211 signal, see also chapter 6.
problems are notoriously difficult to solve [169]. A
disadvantage of generating a solution in the time A different form of broad band test signals which
domain is that in practical applications constraints have been used in recent years are the 'frequency
on the frequency contents of input signals may be sweeps' as proposed by Tischler [139, 140]. Such
important. A typical example are the constraints signals are initiated by applying two sinusoidal
imposed by the finite bandwidths of anti-aliasing cycles with a frequency corresponding to the lower
filters. It is not clear how such constraints can be end of the frequency range required. The frequency
taken account of in time domain optimizations. is then increased gradually while reducing the input

signal amplitude. Next the input signal is returned
As an alternative to the above formulation of a to trim. The overall length of the test sequence is
fixed-time control problem, one can specify the chosen ideally to allow good identification of the
desired parameter accuracies and find those input low frequency modes as well as to give a proper
signals which attain this goal in the shortest time. excitation of the vehicle over the frequency range
This time-optimal control problem has been studied of interest. These sweep signals were also applied
by Chen [114] and more recently by Morelli [123]. by Sridhar and Wulff [232] in the evaluation of
The resulting input signals are of the bang-bang some of the lateral handling qualities of the
type. Chen is using combinations of Walsh BO-105 helicopter.
functions, while Morelli adopts dynamic
programming techniques to determine the optimal DUT Approaches
switching times. Morelli's technique was recently In this section we introduce two approaches
applied by Cobleigh [179] and the resulting input developed at the Delft University of Technology
signals were applied by Noderer [147] for (DUT) for the design of aircraft optimal input
validation using actual flight test data from an signals. Both approaches use a scalar norm of
X-31 drop model. Fisher's information matrix as design criterion and

exploit the advantages of parameter estimation via
Optimization of input signals in the frequency the two-step method, see chapter 4.
domain is advocated by Mehra 1165]. The resulting The first approach is based on the representation of
algorithms are very efficient with respect to input signals by means of finite sets of
computation time. Furthermore, the underlying orthonormal functions in the time domain. This
optimization problem can be shown to be convex, leads to a conceptually simple method in which the
In this context, convexity refers to the form of the input signal design problem is converted into a
object function or criterion for which the extreme nonlinear optimization problem. The method
must be located. Convexity is an attractive applies to linear as well as nonlinear systems. If
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harmonic functions are used in the optimization elements of the Cramer Rao Lower Bound. It is
there is a (loose) relation with the frequency possible to give priority to estimation errors of
domain. By excluding harmonics above a certain some parameters by multiplying M-1 with a
frequency it is possible to limit the frequency weighting matrix and taking the trace of the matrix
contents of the resulting input signals. product.

The second approach is a derivative of Mehra's X'Iiax of M-1

method in the frequency domain [215, 216]. Its Input signals are based on the minimization of the
efficiency is enhanced by exploiting the two-step largest eigenvalue , of M-. This cost function
method for parameter estimation to reduce the is related to the maximum radius of the uncertainty
information matrix to a block diagonal structure. ellipsoid.
Convex analysis is applied to minimize the number
of harmonic signals in the input design. The Fig. 5-2 shows the relationship between J and the
optimization results in the optimal amplitude ratios one-sigma ellipsoid of the Gaussian probability
and the frequencies of the harmonic signals density function of the estimates of a two-
selected by the algorithm, dimensional parameter vector 0. It can be seen that

for strongly correlated parameter estimates, the
Optimization criteria maximization of tr M does not necessarily shrink
Both DUT approaches use a scalar norm (J) of the the ellipsoid to a point.
information matrix M as the optimization criterion.
Different norms can be used in the optimization, Fisher's information matrix is not only influenced
however, the following norms are frequently by the input signals, but also by the number of
mentioned in the literature [158,161]: samples N, see appendix A. In order to eliminate

this (trivial) effect on J, it is recommended to use
tr M M=M/N rather than M in the matrix norms defined
Maximization of the trace of the information above.
matrix indeed maximizes in a certain sense the The last three cost functions require M to be of full
amount of information present in the measured rank. Only if M is of full rank it is possible to
responses, but does not take any account of the compute estimates of all parameters from the
condition of M. This means that the optimized measured system responses to the applied input
input signals will not necessarily lead to acceptable signals. In this case the parameters are called
parameter estimation accuracies, since the latter are identifiable. It follows from appendix A that the
related to the inverse of M, i.e. the Cramer Rao condition of M is influenced by the form of the
Lower Bound. In spite of this rather unfavourable (multi-dimensional) input signal. If M's rank is not
characteristic, the criterion has been used by some full, and cannot be improved by manipulating the
authors mainly on account of computational form of the input signals then one or more of the
efficiency of the resulting algorithms [159 and parameters are structurally unidentifiable. In that
163]. case one should omit as many rows and columns

(corresponding to the unidentifiable parameters) as
In det M needed to make M's rank full.
It can be shown that the determinant of M is
inversely proportional to the volume of the one- Constraints on input signals
sigma ellipsoid of the Gaussian multi-dimensional In practice it will hardly ever be possible to apply
probability density function of parameter estimation input signals with maximum amplitudes
errors. Input signals which maximize In det M are corresponding to full deflections of control surfaces
called D-optimal [161]. without exceeding the limits of the permissable

flight envelope. Another restriction on the
tr W amplitude of input signals and responses is
The resulting input signals are called A-optimal imposed by the calibrated measurement input
[164], and minimize the sum of the variances of ranges of the transducers in the measurement
the parameter estimation errors, i.e. the diagonal system. However, perhaps the most important
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reason to restrict input signal amplitudes is to stay role in the attainable accuracies of the parameter
within that 'small' part of the flight envelope for estimates as expressed by the inverse of Fisher's
which it may be assumed that the model structure information matrix. For optimization of input
as used for the optimization of the input signals is signals in the time domain, one may specify a
'valid'. Since the present state of the art of input fixed total interval time and sampling rate. As
signal design is based on linearized models it mentioned before sample rate as a design variable
follows immediately that only 'small' perturbations may be eliminated by using an average Fisher
from a nominal flight condition are allowed, information matrix defined as M=M/N. The same
If input signals of given form are scaled up each of average information matrix is also used for the
the design criteria above will improve. The optimization of input signals in the frequency
physical reason for this is that the signal to noise domain.
ratio improves with higher input signal amplitudes
and so it is possible to arrive at better parameter Organization of the chapter
estimates. So, also for the sake of a meaningful chapter 5 is organized as follows. In section 5.1 the
optimization of input signals (i.e. not leading to a time domain approach for the calculation of
trivial result of input signals with infinite optimal input signals composed of orthonormal
amplitudes) the input signal amplitudes must be functions is described. It is shown, that the optimal
restricted, input signals may be derived from the solution of

a nonlinear parameter optimization problem.
While from the above it will be clear that Starting with the general case of nonlinear systems,
constraints on input signal amplitudes are essential, it is shown that for the case of linear systems, the
a still open question is how these constraints must necessary calculations turns out to be remarkably
be imposed. Constraints can be imposed directly on simple and computationally efficient. In section
the input signals themselves, but indirect 5.2, the method is applied to system and
constraints on one or more components of the state observation models which allow a decomposition
vector are feasible as well. Also, constraints can of the parameter-state estimation problem as
take the form of hard boundaries or may be described in chapter 3 and 4.
specified in terms of input signal power or energy. The frequency domain approach is discussed in
The approach taken in the remainder of the present section 5.3 to 5.5. First, Fisher's information
chapter is as follows: matrix is derived in the frequency domain, using

Hard constraints are not very relevant in input the model for the decomposed parameter-state
signal design for flight tests. The reason is that estimation problem. It is also shown that the
hard constraints either on input signals or state information matrix can be represented as a simple
components are much less severe (except in the convex combination of a limited number of point-
rather hypothetical case of a flight test input information matrices which each correspond
manoeuvre planned on the very edge of the to a single harmonic in the input design. Finally,
permissable flight envelope) than the the reconstruction of the optimal input signal is
constraints resulting from the use of a performed from the harmonic signals.
linearized system model.
A power or energy constraint is applied to the 5.1 Optimization of Multi-dimensional Input
components of the (multi-dimensional) input Signals for Parameter Estimation of Nonlinear
signal. The resulting optimized input signals and Linear Systems
can subsequently be scaled-up or down as a
compromise between large signal to noise The present section describes in detail a method for
ratios (input signal scaled up) and small system the optimization of multi-dimensional input signals
model errors (input signal scaled down). Input for parameter estimation of nonlinear and linear
signals for flight tests should be designed for systems. The method is based on the representation
optimal shape. of the components of multi-dimensional input

signals by means of weighted sums of orthonormal
The total measurement interval time as well as the functions [section 5.1.1]. In general, the numerical
total number of discrete sample times play a major value of the criterion for optimality, i.e. a norm of
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Fisher's information matrix or of the Cramer Rao where NOk, k=1(1)p, denote a set of weighting
Lower Bound, depends on the energy and form of factors. The functions VPk(t) are assumed to be
the input signals. Therefore it is a function of the orthonormal on [t0,tl], as defined by:
weighting factors of these orthonormal functions.
This allows the formulation of the problem of input ,
signal optimization in terms of a nonlinear fVk(t) ipj(t) dt = 6kn

parameter optimization problem, in which the 0
parameters are the weighting factors. This is where 6 kn denotes the Kronecker delta. The shape
discussed in section 5.1.2. In section 5.1.3 it is of the orthonormal functions 'Wk(t) has still to be
shown that in the case of linear systems, it is defined in more detail later on.
possible to apply the concept of so called The energy of the different components u,(t) of
elementary information matrices. It is argued that u(t) in the time interval [t0 ,t1 ] is constrained to a
this results in significant savings of computation set of fixed and a priori selected values. The
time. energy E, of the component u,(t) in [t0,tlJ can be

written as:
Initially, Powell's direct search method [1701, was
used to solve the nonlinear parameter optimization E ",i2(p '1
problems of section 5.1.2 and 5.1.3. The resulting E [u2(t) = k( dt
algorithm was employed for the optimization of the 0 0
Delft University of Technology (DUT) control (5
input signals of the flight test program described in Y E Pk ,[1k(t) V.(t) dt
chapter 6. After completion of the flight test k=l n=
program, however, a new and faster version of the p
algorithm was developed in which the Newton- E (p3k)2

Raphson method was used. This version of the k=l

algorithm is described in section 5.1.4. Equation (5.1-3) is in fact, a particular form of
Parseval's theorem [171]. It follows from here that

5.1.1 Representation of Multi-dimensional Input for given energy E, in the time interval [t0 ,tl], the
Signals component u,(t) can be represented by a point P,

on a hypersphere with radius R,=v/E, in p-
In the following, u(t) denotes an s-dimensional dimensional Euclidian space. The position of P,
input signal with components u,(t), V=1(1)s: on the sphere can be expressed not only in

cartesian or rectangular, but also in spherical
u(t) I col(uI(t),.ui(t) .u(t)) . (5.1-1) coordinates. The rationale behind the introduction

here of spherical coordinates will become clear in
1 1 [othe next section 5.1.2. The relations between the

The crux of the present method for the rectangular coordinates P3ko and the corresponding
optimization of input signals lies in the spherical coordinates ý.i4 of P, can be written as:
introduction of certain constraints on form and
energy of each of the components of the multi- (Ili R,'sin~l, ,
dimensional input signal u in the time interval k-I
[t0 ,tl]. In section 5.1.2, it is shown how these 1PkI RJ'I- cOSIjisinokj , (5.1-4)
constraints lead to the formulation of the parameter j=l
optimization problem mentioned above. p-1

3pp, - R 'cosoji
j=I

The constraints on the form are the consequence of

an approximation of the components u, of u by for k=2(1)(p-1), as depicted in fig. 5-3 for the case
means of a weighted sum of a finite number of p p=3.
orthonormal functions tPk(t), k=1(1)p, according to:

It will be convenient to define the vectors:
p

uPt) = X1 I3k, 1k(t) (5.1-2)
k~l
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as defined in equation (5.1-5).

In principle, any set of functions orthonormal on
for f=1(1)s in which p is the number of individual [t0,tj] could be used in equation (5.1-2). If the set
orthogonal functions in u,(t) and s denotes the is 'complete' then any continuous function on
dimension of u(t). [t0,tl] can be approximated 'to any desired degree

of accuracy' by increasing the total number p of
Next, the elements of all the vectors & are orthonormal functions [171]. This means that for
arranged in one column, in the form of a new p - -, optimized input signals of the form (5.1-2)
vector fi with elements j as: will be independent of which class of orthonormal

functions is used. In practice, for reasons discussed
in the following sections, p is limited to finite and
relatively small values. In that case, it must be

(5.1-5) expected that the form of the optimized input
S-- --_ (5.1-5) signals will show which set of orthonormal

functions is used in equation (5.1-2). For example,
in Swick 1172] a set of orthonormal functions is

(_ ldescribed which consists of positive and negative
If q denotes the dimension of ft then q=s'p. steps to +1 and -1 respectively. Application of

these so called Walsh functions, [fig. 5-5], would
Next, a set of q so called elementary input signals result in input signals consisting of a finite number
is introduced. An elementary input signal is an s- of positive and negative steps of varying
dimensional vector e,(t) defined as follows: magnitudes. Input signals of this kind are

considered to be less suitable for actual
Vp1(t), 'p(t), implementation in flight, see also section 6.

0 0 However, for excitation of other types of systems,
as for instance the pharmaco-kinetic system

t -... , e(t) described in [173], such input signals would be

very practical.
0 0

(5.1-6) An attractive property of sinusoidal functions is
that their energy is 'concentrated' around discrete

o0 0 frequencies. This property can be exploited to
'influence' the frequency contents of the optimized

0 input signals by simply omitting functions outside
- -.() a certain frequency range. The following two sets

_ 41k(t) . of sinusoidal functions were employed for the input

:0 signal optimizations as described in chapter 6:

set 1:
where k=1(1)p.

r2
The set of elementary input signals can be T )-(5.1-8)
interpreted as the columns of a matrix D(t), as Co (51-W 21
shown in fig. 5-4 for the case s=2 and p=4. - k- 1 , 01 --

The input signal u(t) can now be written in the set 2:
following compact form:

q ,k(t) 2 sokt

u(t) = D(t) "fh - C P "e(t) (5.1-7) T (5.1-9)
i=1 w k J

in which [i denotes the vector of weighting factors k 0) , o2 `-
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in which k=1(1)p, tE[t0 ,t1], and T=tl-t0, see figs. Another possibility is to design input signals such
5-6 and 5-7. It is noted that any input signal which that undesirable characteristic modes of the
is composed of set 1 or set 2 functions will be zero dynamic system are not excited. A typical example
at the start and end times. This is another of such characteristic modes are the high frequency
advantage of sine functions as there will be no structural modes of flexible aircraft.
discontinuities when input signals are superimposed
on the steady state or trim deflections of control 5.1.2 Input Signal Optimization for Nonlinear
surfaces in the nominal flight condition. System Parameter Estimation

The sine functions in both set 1 and set 2 are In the present section it is shown that the design of
readily shown to be orthonormal over the time multi-dimensional input signals for nonlinear
interval [t0,tj]. Set 1 consists of functions having k system parameter estimation may be formulated in
periods in [t0,tlJ, set 2 consists of functions having terms of a nonlinear parameter optimization
k-half periods in [t0,tlj. Sets of only sine functions problem. The nonlinear systems considered are of
are not complete. It is possible to define a the following form:
complete set of orthonormal functions by adding a
constant and cosine functions to the sine functions Y = -- f )u(t))(5.1-11)
of set 1. The resulting set of functions is indicated
as set 3, see fig. 5-8: in which x(t) denotes an n-dimensional state vector,

u(t) an s-dimensional input signal and 0 a vector of
set 3: r system parameters for which it is assumed that a

set of approximate a priori values is known.
00 1 Furthermore, f denotes a real valued vector

function of dimension n. Each of its components is
2 r_2 assumed to be continuous, such that its partial

= T (5.1-10) derivatives with respect to 0,% x(t) and u(t) exist.
2 The system is observed at discrete instants of time

142k(t) =-" COS(lI, tiEt0,tjl, i=l(1)N, according to the following
2k - nonlinear observation model:

(k -- 0 ' 0= T y1(i) = h(0,x(i),u(i)) (5.1-12)

in which z(i) denotes an m-dimensional vector of
in which again k=1(1)p, tE[t 0,tj] and T=tl-t0 . observations at t=ti. The usual assumption is made,

that observation measurement errors are adequately
In the present context, functions of set 3 are of represented by additive stationary Gaussian
theoretical interest only. Input signals based on sequences of stochastic variables, which are
these functions will lead to discontinuities and assumed to have zero mean values and to be
consequently, are not be suitable for actual uncorrelated in time. However, measurement errors
implementation in flight, pertaining to the same instant of time are not

assumed to be uncorrelated. This leads to the
As mentioned above, Wk in equations (5.1-8), following measurement model:
(5.1-9) and (5.1-10) is loosely related to the
frequency contents of the particular function. As k Y-(i) =-"(i) + v(i)
becomes larger, the power of the corresponding (5.1-13)
sine or cosine function in a power spectral density E{v(i)} -- 0
plot is concentrated more closely around Wk. This Efv(i)vT 0m = V
fact may be used by the designer to limit the E v ii'

frequency contents of input signals. In this way it for i,j=l(1)N.
is possible, for instance, to avoid measurement
errors due to the finite bandwidth of the pre- The input signal u(t) is also sampled at discrete
sampling filters in the measurement system. instants of time. The corresponding measurement
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errors are assumed to be small enough to be parameter estimation errors. First we gather all
negligible. This situation is considered to be quite parameters in 0_, & and a in one augmented
representative for the case of dynamic flight tests, parameter vector 0 of dimension r+n+l2m(m+l):
where control surface deflections can indeed be
measured with high accuracy. 0

The system model (5.1-11) is restricted to be
deterministic. In the present context, this implies 0 - X

that the actual measurements are made in a stable
atmosphere, where turbulence is negligible.
Furthermore, stochastic contributions to the. A
aerodynamic forces and aerodynamic moments, as In correspondence with this partitioning, it is now
generated for instance in the (turbulent) boundary possible to partition the 'augmented' covariance
layer, are also neglected. In general these stochastic matrix V0,6 , of the estimated parameters, A, in the
contributions are very small, except in those flight following manner:
regimes where appreciable flow separation occurs.

With the assumptions made above, the solution of V00 Vax0  OV6

the system differential equations may, for given ...... . ......

values of the initial state vector 2=x(to) and the V _ V. V V (5.1-15)
vecto 0 be, 0ac'0~te Va" 0parameter vector.0, be calculated according to: 4. -.. 4.

t V1o i n0 ;V V~

x(t) = o + ff(0, x(t) , u(t) dt . (5.1-14) The important role of Fisher's information matrix
r in ML estimation theory stems from the fact that

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of 0 its inverse, C6 ,0, called the Cramer-Rao lower
corresponds to the global maximum of the bound (CRLB)) constitutes an asymptotic limit for
logarithm of the likelihood function In L of the V 60 a as N goes to infinity [53]:
observation measurements, see appendix A. For a
given input signal time history u(t) in the time lini V6  = M = Co 6N~ o

interval [to,tl], this likelihood function depends not N a a I a a

only on the parameter vector 0 but also on L and The information matrix M6 6 is a positive, semi-
on the elements of the covariance matrix of definite and symmetrical matrix which can be
measurement errors V,. The dimensions of the partitioned as:
parameter vector 0 and the initial vector & are r
and n respectively. In the most general case, the Moo M .0
total number of nonidentical elements in the M
symmetrical covariance matrix V, of observation 4. -. i .......
measurement errors is ½m(m+l), if this matrix is Mo Mx Mxo

assumed to be nondiagonal. In cases where -4o and ...... ....... ......
V, are unknown, they must be estimated in M M M
addition to 0. The solution of the ML estimation ML° aI Mx " 7 M

problem then involves locating the global According to appendix A the blocks Moq, Mqo,
maximum in the r+n+½/2m(m+1)-dimensional space M.o, and M are empty:
of _, X and the upper triangular elements of Vw.
For convenience the elements of V,-1 rather than Mo 0 M O 0
of V, are chosen as the unknowns to be estimated,
see appendix A. The upper triangular elements of
V,1 can be arranged in a new parameter vector n Moo = Mo : 0 . (5.1-16)

of dimension ½2m(m+ 1)....... -.. i.
Next we compute the covariance matrix of 0 M0 0 Mn
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Now, Ceaea the CRLB, can be written as:
a) J -trMoo =trM +trM

M -M 0 b) J = lndetMo0 -= ln(detM • detM,)

C ...... 4 . .. ..... = IndetM + lndetM nn
a a M.0 .. JMr 0 ' 0I

M0 o o xo O c) J trMaa = trM + trMn
0 .; 0 . M 

0Ma a1

It is shown in appendix A that the elements of M

From (A.2-8) and (5.1-15) it follows that: depend on u(t), tE[to,tl]. The elements of M n,
however, are shown to be fully independent of u(t).

VOO - VOx 0  Moo Mo ' If we omit the terms containing M,, the following

lim ...... . ...... . ...... j . ...... sim plified criteria result:

V. Vx Mx 0 Mx a) J-=trM,

b) J = lndetM
tim V = M-M 1

N Vn n ''1m' c) J = trM -1

lim V0 71 = lir Vo '10  0 J may now be written as a nonlinear scalar
N - o N - - function of q=s'p weighting factors N3kP:

lira V = lin V =0.
N - x N J = J(- = 0 (5.1-20)

The upperdiagonal block of Me e in equation where:
(5.1-16) represents the combined information
matrix on the parameter vector 0 and the vector of =ol(PIP, 29...,I PI)

initial conditions &. For convenience this matrix is
written below as:

According to section 5.1.1, the components of the
Moo- MoXo s-dimensional input signal with prescribed energies

M . .. ....... (5.1-17) E,, Q=1(1)s, can also be represented as s points
:M P, on hyperspheres in a p-dimensional space with

.x0 0M 0 . radii r,=v'E, Let (ý, denote the vector of

With (5.1-17), it is now possible to write Mo 0 in spherical coordinates of one of these points P,, as

(5.1-16) and C10 as follows: defined in (5.1-4) and fig. 5-3, then J in (5.1-20)
can be written in an alternate form with a smaller

M 1 0 1 number, viz. s(p-1), of spherical coordinates as

me = • ... (5.1-18) arguments:
0 M 1=1(..., c,.,• ) (5.1-21)

where

C 0  . ...... (5.1-19) _ -
a a

0 M M'- With (5.1-20) or (5.1-21) it is possible to formulate
the input signal design problem in terms of a

Three matrix norms for the optimization of input parameter optimization problem. The
signals, as defined earlier, may now be applied to correspondence between (5.1-20) and (5.1-21) is
equations (5.1-18) and (5.1-19). The resulting that J in both expressions depends on a finite
criteria can be written as follows: number of arguments or parameters. There is,

however, an important difference when applying
(5.1-20) and (5.1-21). Equation (5.1-20) needs an
additional set of constraints on input signal
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energies in order to obtain a meaningful
optimization problem. However, optimization of J y(i) = H(.0)(i) + J(_)1u(i) ,
in (5.1-21) directly leads to optimal input signal Yx(i) =--(i) + v(i) (
components u,(t) of prescribed energy E,.
Therefore, optimization of (5.1-21) rather than in which y denotes an m-dimensional observation
(5.1-20) allows us to solve an unconstrained vector, H(9) and J(_) denote constant matrices of
optimization problem, which is much easier to appropriate dimensions, and ym denotes the
solve than an optimization problem with measurement of y. The measurement noise v(i) is
constraints, assumed to be zero mean, uncorrelated in time and
In principle, a variety of algorithms may be applied Gaussian as in equation (5.1-13). It is assumed
to solve such optimization problems [174]. If again, that u(t) is known exactly and that equation
partial derivatives of J with respect to its (5.1-22) is deterministic, i.e. the system (5.1-22) is
arguments •,...,-, are not available, it may be not subjected to unmeasurable stochastic inputs.
appropriate to apply one of the direct search types The performance criterion for input signals is again
of optimization methods, which depend only on the a scalar norm J of M, the joint information matrix
feasibility to calculate the value of the function J of 0 and x:
for given values of the arguments in (5.1-21), e.g.
Powell's algorithm [170]. [M0 M0x
It is noted here, that each evaluation of the M = ..- ...... (5.1-24)
function J in (5.1-21), requires the numerical M M
solution of the system differential equations in [Mx0° x0x0.
(5.1-11), and the solution of a set of sensitivity The general expression for M, as derived for the
differential equations for the calculation of the case of nonlinear systems, is still valid in the
information matrix. Therefore, the optimization of present case of linear systems [29]. In this
input signals as described above, must be expected expression, M is described in terms of sensitivity
to be rather time consuming. In the next section, it matrices S(t). The elements of these sensitivity
is shown that in the case of linear system and matrices are partial derivatives, representing the
observation models, the repeated solution of system sensitivity of the components of the observation
and sensitivity equations for every function vector y with respect to the components of the
evaluation can be avoided, parameter vector 0 and the vector of initial

conditions &. The information matrix M for
5.1.3 Input Signal Optimization for Linear observation measurements at discrete instants of
System Parameter Estimation time ti can be written as:

N
The method, described in the previous section 5.1.2 M S Ti - .S(i) (5.1-25)
for the calculation of optimal input signals for V=

nonlinear system parameter estimation, is now in which the index i refers to the discrete time
applied to the more restricted case of linear system instant ti and V, represents the not necessarily
parameter estimation. The systems considered are diagonal covariance matrix of the vector v(i) of
of the following form: observation measurement errors. The matrix S(i) in

equation (5.1-25) represents the sensitivity matrix

_x(t) = F(_)x(t) + G(_) u(t) (5.1-22) S at the discrete sampling time ti. The sensitivity
matrix S(t) can be partitioned as follows:

in which as before x denotes an n-dimensional
state vector, u an s-dimensional input signal and 0 S(t) -So(t) Sx 0(t) (5.1-26)

a vector of the r parameters which are to be The partial derivatives of the components y with
estimated. F(O and G(. denote constant matrices respect to the components of r are contained in the
of appropriate dimensions. At N discrete instants of matrix S0(t), while the partial derivatives of the
time tiE[t0,tl], i=1(1)N, the system is observed components of y with respect to the components of
according to the following model: x0 are contained in the matrix S0(t).
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First the matrix So(t) is partitioned in terms of differentiation of both sides of equation (5.1-23)
column vectors as follows: with respect to 0j:

So(t) -- [_.1(t) Y_(t) ... 4,y(t) , Y-0j (i) = H(-9))ol (i) + He (-l)x(i) + J0oj(-u(i)
(5.1-28)

where the j-th column vector Y.0i(t) is defined as where j=1(1)r, and the index i refers to the discrete
0y_/oj. sample times tiE[tot].
Next, the partial derivatives of the matrices of the
system and observation model in equations (5.1-22) The second matrix of partial derivatives in S(t) is
and (5.1-23) respectively, with respect to the Sx0(t). In a similar way to S6(t) above, Sxo(t) may
component 0, of 0, are defined as: also be partitioned in terms of column vectors

according to:

F 0F(O) 0Go D =G(9)_

F 00j aO.j Sxo(t) Y xol (t) Yxo2(t) ..-

H = , J0j0) -- 00, Next, analogous to xo. above, the partial derivatives
a 0j a 0* of the state vecto7r x with respect to the

where j=1(1)r. components x(j of the initial state x,,, j=1(1)n, are
It is to be noted that these matrix partial defined as:
derivatives are constant for a given parameter
vector 0_ i.e. independent of the state vector x(t) x (t) - 0x(t)
and the input signal u(t). -0j N
In a similar way, the partial derivatives of the state The vectors of partial derivatives x may also be
vector x with respect to the components 0. of 0 are calculated with a set of sensitiV, differential
defined as: equations, in a similar way as the vectors &.

above. These sensitivity equations are derived by3
x 0(t) partially differentiating both sides of equation

.o0 (5.1-22) with respect to x0., and subsequently
These vectors of partial derivatives vary as a changing the order of differendiation with respect to
function of time depending on & and u. This x0. and with respect to time of the term in the left
follows directly from the particular form of the hand side. The resulting sensitivity equations of
sensitivity differential equations used to calculate ix o are of the following form [461:
these vectors of partial derivatives [531.
The sensitivity equations are readily derived from x (t) = F(0)Xx (t) (5.1-29)
equation (5.1-22) by partially differentiating both -X02xjo
sides of this equation with respect to 0j, and with initial conditions:
subsequently changing the order of the
differentiation with respect to O and t, for which it _0 -- I,
must be assumed that x is analytic [171]. The
resulting sensitivity equations of & are constant, where j=1(1)n.
linear and of the following form: It is noted that these sensitivity equations are

constant and linear similar to the sensitivity

x(t) = F(9) x (t) + F60X 0(.(t) + Goj(_)6 u(t) equations in (5.1-27).
Finally, partial differentiation of both sides of

(5.1-27) equation (5.1-23) with respect to x0 . results in the
with initial conditions: following relation for the vectors of partial

derivatives y.y_( :

where j=1(1)r. y xoj(i) - HOx x0(i) (5.1-30)

The vectors of partial derivatives y. are calculated where j=1(1)n, and the index i refers again to the
with the following relation, resulting from partial discrete sample times tiE[t0,t].
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By solving the sensitivity differential equations in condition x_0 and given input signal u(t), tE[t0,t1].
(5.1-27) and (5.1-29), and subsequently applying It is readily ascertained that the relations (5.1-22)
the relations (5.1-28) and (5.1-30), it is now and (5.1-27) represent a set of nonhomogeneous
possible to compute the vectors of partial linear ordinary differential equations. This means
derivatives in the matrices S0(i) and S X (i), that the solution of these differential equations is in
i=1(1)N. Subsequently, these matrices are useA to fact a superposition of the response of the
compose the sensitivity matrices S(i) according to homogeneous equations to the initial condition &,
equation (5.1-26). Finally, the information matrix and the response of the nonhomogeneous equations
M of 0 and .O is computed with equation (5.1-25). to the forcing function u with zero initial condition.

It is noted that the solution of the system According to equation (5.1-7), the forcing function
differential equations (5.1-22) is needed for the or input signal u is composed of linear
solution of the sensitivity differential equations combinations of elementary input signals e.:
(5.1-27) in which x appears as a forcing function.

q
In a manner, completely analogous to the nonlinear E(t) = "e(t)•

case discussed in section 5.1.2, we may now Due to the linearity of the nonhomogeneous
formulate the problem of optimizing input signals differential equations (5.1-22) and (5.1-27), the
u,(t), P=1(1)s of given energy E, in [t0,tl] in response to u is in fact identical to a superposition
terms of an unconstrained nonlinear parameter of elementary responses to elementary input signals
optimization problem. The problem is to calculate e,. This allows the total sensitivity matrix S0(t) to
the global extreme of the criterion J with respect to be written as follows:
its arguments, the elements of the vectors of
spherical coordinates, S q(t) (5.1-31)

SOt Pi -SO(t, i)
i=1

j- - • . in which index i refers to the elementary input

As mentioned before, application of direct search signal e.. The matrices S6(t,i) are, for obvious
methods will be time consuming since every reasons, called here elementary sensitivity matrices.
function evaluation requires the solution of the Turning now to the sensitivity matrix S(t) in
system and sensitivity differential equation, equation (5.1-26) it should be remarked that 20,
(5.1-22), (5.1-27) and (5.1-29). In the present case although assumed zero in the manoeuvre
of linear system models, however, the repeated optimization process, has still to be estimated from
integration of differential equations for every the actual flight test data. Keeping this in mind,
function evaluation can be avoided. To this end a S(t) may be written as:
set of so called elementary information matrices is
calculated instead. Each of these matrices S(t) ] - . (5.1-32)

corresponds to particular elementary input signals S(t)l
defined by equation (5.1-6). 1

This expression for the sensitivity matrix may be
Now it is shown that M can be determined directly substituted in Equation (5.1-25) for the information
from these elementary information matrices. As matrix M of the parameter vector 0 and the vector
discussed above, the information matrix M is of initial conditions .0.
computed from the sensitivity matrix S, which is
composed of the sensitivity matrices S. and Sx0 for The result is that the information matrix M can be
the parameter vector 0 and the initial condition _4) expressed as:
respectively. The sensitivity matrices S0(i) at the
discrete sample times tiE[t 0,t ] are derived from the
solution of the system differential equations
(5.1-22) and the sensitivity differential equations
(5.1-27). The solution of these differential
equations is the response to a given initial
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Accordingly, the elementary information matrices
q q q are computed only once for a given set of
1: 13i Pj M00(i,j) E P -.M0 0(i) elementary input signals e.
i=1 j=0 i= 0 In cases where direct search methods are applied

M ..-........ -.. .......... for the optimization of the object function, it is not
q uncommon that the function has to be evaluated in

i "IM 00(i) M ° a very large number of points in the space of its
i=1 arguments. In those cases, the calculation of M

(5.1-33) with relation (5.1-33) instead from relation
where the following so called elementary (5.1-25), will result in a considerable reduction of
information matrices are introduced: computation of time needed for the optimization of

J.
N

M00(i,j) - SaT(k,i) .Vv- .S0(k,j)
k=I 5.1.4 Application of the Method of Newton and

N Raphson
M 0xoi -- So s (k, i)-V,,-v"S,,0(k) , (5.1-34)

k=1 Experience gained in the course of the work with
N Powell's direct search method [170], showed that

0() Y S(k).0 v convergence became progressively slower as the0 k=1 total number of spherical coordinates in equation
and where: (5.1-21) increased. This limited the number of

N arguments for practical purposes to approximately
Mx0 S. V.1-35) 20.

o k 0 0 A very attractive characteristic of Newton-Raphson

methods, [174], is that the sequence of steps to a
It is noted that the elementary information matrices local extreme may be given a simple geometrical
introduced in equation (5.1-34) are not information interpretation. Furthermore, the original method
matrices in the sense of Fisher because, in general, may readily be modified in order to assure
they are not symmetrical. It follows from equation convergence in cases of large numbers of
(5.1-34) that: arguments [130 and 173].

The slightly disappointing performance of Powell's
M0(i ,j) _ M0'•(i0,j) (5136) direct search method and the attractive properties

and: of Newton-Raphson methods led to the application
of these latter methods to the present problem of

Mo0 (i) =M 0(i) . (5.1-37) input signal optimization.

For the computation of the elementary information For application of Newton-Raphson methods it is
matrices in equation (5.1-34), the input signal u convenient to introduce a new vector J of spherical
that is the values of the parameters Pi in equation coordinates which contains all vectors ±,, P=1(1)s,
(5.1-7), may be yet unknown. This means that, in (5.1-21), s denoting again the dimension of the
these elementary information matrices may be input signal u. As explained earlier in section 5.1.2,
computed prior to the actual optimization of the each vector 1, is of the same dimension (p-1).
object function given by the criterion in (5.1-21). This means that the new vector P is of dimension
It should be noted that the asymmetrical relations s.(p-1). I can be defined similarly to jý, as:
(5.1-36) and (5.1-37) may be employed to reduce
the total number of different elementary
information matrices to be computed.
The information matrix M in relation (5.1-33) can
be calculated from these elementary information • - (5.1-38)
matrices for any set of values of the parameters P31,
that is any input signal u of the form (5.1-7).
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Starting from a given approximation J(i) of stat at tact that the parameter vector 0 as well as the
which J attains a stationary and therefore extreme initial state vector A0, are to be estimated
value, the Newton-Raphson method of calculating simultaneously from given sets of observation
a closer approximation J(i+1) is: measurements of the response of the system to a

given input signal u and initial condition x.

JJ + (5.1-39) Therefore, it would perhaps be appropriate to call
M as defined in equation (5.1-17), the joint
information matrix of 0 and &. Correspondingly,

assuming, that the Hessian matrix ¢2J/(d00d T) is the estimates 0 and a arise as the solution of what
either positive or negative definite, is called a joint parameter-state estimation
The Newton-Raphson method requires calculation problem.
of the first and second order partial derivatives of
J, with respect to its arguments, the elements of J. In the present section, a particular class of
It is possible to derive analytical expressions for deterministic, linear system and observation models
these derivatives in terms of the elementary is described, which allows decomposition of the
information matrices M00(ij), Mexo(i) and Mxo0(i). joint parameter-state estimation problem into two
This leads to significant savings in computing time, other estimation problems i.e. a state reconstruction
as the elementary information matrices are problem and a parameter estimation problem.
calculated only once for a given set of elementary These two estimation problems are independent in
input signals. the sense that the joint information matrix has the
The Newton-Raphson method itself is discussed in following form:
more detail by Schmidt [1741. The original method
was modified, in order to assure convergence in moo 0
cases where the Hessian matrix was ill-conditioned M =.... . . (5.2-1)
[173]. 0 . M

0

The Newton-Raphson method was applied to the This class of system- and observation models
optimization of rudder and aileron input signals for allows application of the two-step method for
the aircraft and flight conditions in chapter 6. dynamic flight test data analysis as discussed in
Present experience is that the algorithm quickly chapter 4. If the parameter-state estimation problem
converges even in cases with up to 62 arguments can be decomposed, it is possible to compute the
(s=2, p=32) [29]. elementary information matrices as defined in

section 5.1.3 much more efficiently.
5.2 Effect of Decomposition of System
Parameter-State Estimation Problems It can be seen that in correspondence with the

results of section 5.1.2, the class of deterministic,
The subject of section 5.1 was the optimization of linear system and observation models considered
input signals for nonlinear and linear deterministic here, the parameters to be estimated are absent in
systems with respect to different scalar norms of the system matrices F and G [equation (5.1-22)]
Fisher's information matrix M. According to but present only in the~matrices H and J of the
equation (5.1-17), the information matrix could be observation model [equation (5.1-23)].
partitioned as: Interestingly, these parameters appear only in some

part of the total number of rows of these
'MOO Mo-0] observation matrices. This permits the separation of

M ...... .the elements of the observation vector y into two
different groups, as elements of the vectors y, and

0 00. y2. The elements of y, correspond to the rows in H
in which the subscripts 0 and -O refer to the r- and J containing no parameters to be estimated,
dimensional parameter vector 0 and the n- while the elements of y 2 correspond to the rows of
dimensional vector & of initial conditions matrices H and J which contain one or more of
respectively. The particular form of M reflects the those parameters. The corresponding system and
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observation models may now be written as:

Y1(i)vf) T 1 ivj V T

x(t) Fx(t) + Gu(t) , E{v(i)v T(j)} = E .......... . .....

yl(i) = H1x(i) + J1u(i) (5.2-2) TO)2(i)-7() ")

y2(i) = H2(0)x(i) + J2 .0)u(i)

in which the index i refers to discrete instants of 11

time tie[t0,tl], i=1(1)N, x again denotes the n- -- .ij = WvvV j

dimensional state vector and u the s-dimensional 0 Vv2 v2 .-

input signal. yl and Y2 denote the components of
the observation vector y of dimension m1 and m2  (5.2-5)
respectively. The separation of the elements of y for i,j=1(1)N.
into two groups corresponds, of course, to the
following partitioning of the original observation Now we compute the joint information matrix M in
matrices H and J in as: equation (5.2-1) for the system and observation

models in equations (5.2-2) and (5.2-4) respectively
[H and the measurement statistics in (5.2-5) as:

H(•) = ,- NH -1
M S T(i).v -. S(i)

i=l

(5.2-3) where the sensitivity matrix S(t) can be partitioned

-J . as:

J(-) S(t) = So(t) Sxo(t) .

Each of the sensitivity matrices So(t) and Sxo(t) can

It is assumed that the components yi and y, of the be partitioned next according to the partitioning of
observation vector LK are corrupted by additive y(t) in Xl(t) and y2(t):
measurement errors according to:

Y (i) = Yx(i) + v1(i) '(5.2-4) S(t) ....... i...... (5.2-6)
Y-2m(i) = Y-2(i) + 12(i) ,S0():So(t/

smfanm S02(t) S0 (t)
where vl(i) and v2(i) are components of an m-
dimensional vector v(i) with dimensions ml and Finally, the matrices S01(t) and S02(t) may be
M2 . These measurement errors are represented by partitioned into column vectors for each of the
stationary Gaussian sequences of stochastic elements 0j of the parameter vector 0. In similar
variables with zero mean and uncorrelated in time. way, the matrices S (t) and Sx o(t) may be
In addition, it is also assumed that the elements of partitioned in column vectors for each of the
vL(i) are not correlated with the elements of y2(i). elements x0* of the initial state vector x_0. The
The above assumptions correspond to: constituting column vectors of partial derivatives

obey the following relations which are readily seen

( i) to be equivalent to relations in (5.1-28) and
(5.1-30):

E(i)I = E 0 0,
2(i)) Y- oj (i) = H l1 o i + (i) +H 1  x! i) +JlojU(i) ,

Y2o (i) = H2(,_)o j(i) + H2oj(Q)2Y) + I, (1)

(5.2-7)
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Y1  (i) = Hi2 .0 (i) (5.2-8) x lj(') = 0 (5.2-13)

Y-2-Xo(i) = I2(.)Xxoj 0) Y20j(i) = H20 j (.)x(i) + J20 (.O)u(i) •

The matrices H1 and J1 do not contain any It is not possible, to simplify the relations in
elements of the parameter vector 0. This means (5.2-8) for the partial derivatives of y1 (i) and y2 (i)
that the partial derivatives of H, and J1 with with respect to the elements x0* of the initial state
respect to O0 are zero: vector 20. Substituting F(Q)J=F, the sensitivity

differential equations (5.1-29) as derived in section
H 0j - 0, J10j = 0, 5.1.3 can be written as:

which simplifies the first of two relations in (5.2-7) xo (t) = Fx _×(t) (5.2-14)

to: ixo -x
with initial conditions:

Y1 (i) = Hlxj (i) (5.2-9)
J x (to) -- I ,

The partial derivatives of the state vector x with
respect to Oj obey the sensitivity differential for j=1(1)n.
equation (5.1-27) derived in section 5.1.3 for the
case of linear system models. In the present case, It may be concluded from the above that, for the
the partial derivatives of F and G with respect to Oj present class of system and observation models, the
are equal to zero: calculation of the sensitivity matrices S(i) as

defined in (5.2-6) is significantly simplified. This
F6 0j -- , G0 . (5.2-10) is due to the fact, that the sensitivity matrix S0.()

Now the simplified sensitivity equations are: is equal to zero and that for the calculation of the
sensitivity matrix So (i) it is no longer necessary to• ~2 .

x 0(t) - Fx j(t) (5.2-11) solve the corresponding sets of sensitivity
differential equations (5.1-27).

with initial conditions: It is possible, however, to simplify the calculation
of the joint information matrix M in (5.1-17) still

•(t 0 ) O further. This next simplification exploits the
for j=1(1)r. decomposition of the joint parameter-state

estimation problem into independent state and
It can be seen that these simplified sensitivity parameter estimation problems. The feasibility of
equations are homogeneous, as the two forcing such a decomposition arises when the system
terms containing the state vector x and the input model and the first part of the observation model
signal u have disappeared. For the given set of' presented in equation (5.2-2), viz:
initial conditions the solution of these sensitivity
equations is readily seen to be: _x(t) = Fx_(t) + Gu(t)

4 0j(t) = 0 , (5.2-12) x1(i) = Hlx(i) + Ju(i)

for tut 0 and j=1(1)r. result in a reconstructible state vector 170]. This
implies that the following information matrix:

Substitution of equation (5.2-9) and (5.2-12) in
(5.2-7) results in the following simplified M = Sx T(i)'v V -" S (i) (5.2-15)
expression for the partial derivatives of y1(i) and M 1 °o1  i i 01

y2(i) with respect to 9.:
is of full rank n, and that all components ofx2o can
be estimated from the set of N observation
measurements yi(i). Neglecting the information
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contained in the observation measurements y2 (i) It may be concluded that for the present class of
concerning the initial state vector _0 is equivalent system and observation models, the optimization of
to substituting: input signals requires computation of only one of

the matrices in the partitioned joint information
S02 (i) = 0 (5.2-16) matrix M in (5.1-17), i.e. M.., the information

matrix for the parameter vector 0.
in the partitioned sensitivity matrix S(i), as defined
in (5.2-6). If in addition, Analogous to section 5.1.3, the information matrix

Moo above can be computed from a set of
S01(i) 0 0 (5.2-17) elementary information matrices M60 (ij).

is substituted in (5.2-6), the result is: According to (5.1-33), Moo can be written as:

[0 S 01(i) q q (5.2-21)Moo -- Pi P][i [3 Moo(i1j) (.-1

S(i) (5.2-18)i=1 j=lin which f3i denotes again a weighting factor in the

0S02(i) 0 s-dimensional input signal u and q=s'p, p denoting
Using relations (5.2-181 and (5.2-5) in (5.1-25) the selected number of orthonormal functions in
leads to the following form for the joint matrix M: (5.1-7). The general form of the elementary

information matrix M0o(ij) is given by:
N

M (5.2-19) Mee(i,j) N • SoT(k,i)-v-,So(k,j) , (5.2-22)

0 k~lM=X 0'0. where the index k refers to the discrete sample

where: time tkE[to,tl], and So(k,i) denotes an elementary
sensitivity matrix for the elementary input signal e..

N
M = SO ( S0(k,i) is the result of the response of the system to

M0° Sev(i) 02 (5.2 ) this elementary input signal e-, starting from the

N (5.2-20) initial condition .=_ at time to.
Mxo = S. T(i) ).V, ' . (i) The elementary information matrices may be

0 X01  VV 0] written as:
When the three criteria J for the optimization of
input signals are applied to M, they can be written Me(ij) = N

Mooij = ESo"r(k, ) V.1V -2 .So (k,j). (5.2-23)

as: k=1 - -

a) J = trM = trMoo + trMxo×0  where the sensitivity matrices S 2(k,i) are

b) J = lndetM = IndetMoo + lndetMxox , independent of the solutions of sensitivity
differential equations, just as S02(k). The onlyc) J rM-1--1

0 trMee ÷ trMx0x difference is in the input signal and the initial
condition, i.e. e, and &=O for So (k,i) rather than u

The matrix Mxoxo cannot be influenced by form or and an arbitrary & for So(k'. No sensitivity
energy of the system input signals [29]. This means differential equations need to be solved when
that in the expressions for the three criteria above, computing the elementary information matrices
the terms containing Mxoxo are constant. M00(ij) in equation (5.2-23). This leads to
Consequently, the optimization of input signals considerable savings in computing time.
may be based on one of the following simplified
criteria: The results of the present section were applied to

the optimization of the longitudinal and lateral
a) J = trMoo , control input signals for the dynamic flight test

b) J = lndetM 0 , manoeuvres as described in chapter 6.

c) J = trMO1 . In section 5.1.3 the optimization of input signals is
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based on scalar norms of the information matrix M and u(t) the s-dimensional input signal of either the
in (5.1-33). In the present section it was shown that longitudinal or the lateral-directional linearized
for the system and observation models given in equations of motion, see chapter 2. The M2-

equation (5.2-2), simplified criteria can be used dimensional observation vector y2(t) belongs to the
based on the information matrix Moo given in second part of the observation model which
equation (5.2-21). contains all parameters to be estimated. These

parameters are collected in the r-dimensional
5.3 Input Signal Optimization for Linear parameter vector 0. The observations of y1
Systems in Frequency Domain belonging to the first part of the observation model

are only used in the state estimation problem.
The present section describes a method for the These latter observations do not contribute to the
optimization in the frequency domain of multi- information matrix of 0 if state estimation errors
dimensional input signals for parameter estimation are small enough to be negligible. Additive
of linear systems [215,216]. The method was measurement and/or model errors are assumed with
initially developed by Mehra [164,165] and is also a Gaussian distribution:
discussed by Goodwin and Payne [161]. It can be
shown that in the frequency domain each Fisher E{v 2(i)} -

information matrix is an element of a convex set of E{v2(i)vT0j) I Vv ij (5.3-2)
point-input information matrices which encloses all -2-2 V2v(

realizable input power constrained information .diag(z, (I), 2

matrices. With this property, the optimal
information matrix and the optimal input signal can The average information matrix* per sample
be expressed as a linear combination of point-input M=M/N may now be written as, see also (5.2-20):
information matrices and harmonic input signals
respectively. The efficiency of the method is Y1 -M 1- I
enhanced by taking account of the application of N N i( 3 V 2 v2

the two-step method for parameter estimation, see N - (5.33)

chapter 4. This leads to a reduction of the E_ 1 (i) V 1

minimum number of harmonic signals in the =1 0 V2v2 *"S 020

optimized input signal. Convex analysis is used For what follows it will be convenient to write
later on to prove the global optimality of the input (5.3-3) in continuous, rather than in discrete time.
design. The resulting expression for M is:

5.3.1 Fisher's Information Matrix in the M - T 0y2r(t) V -_2(t)
Frequency Domain t --o

T (5.3-4)

In the present section, Fisher's information matrix _l s0T (t) "V, 12S 02(t) dt
is derived for the class of linear system- and t 2-2

observation models as defined in section 5.2, which The frequency domain representation of M is
allows decomposition of the joint parameter-state obtained by applying Parseval's theorem:
estimation problem. For input optimization it is I • IY2. a2(_m)

sufficient to consider only the following system M l 1 I v - _ dw
and observation model: T 271 J. _ V 2 2v2

1 +1. rSoT(o)).Vvlv .S(-w0)d\

x(t) = F(.) x(t) + G(.) u(t) T 2Tt J " 2- V12 02(o dw

y2(t) = H2() _x(t) + J2( 0-) u(t) (5.3-1)

Yx2(i) = 1 2 (i) + 1 2 (i) (5.3-5)

i = I(1)N
where x(t) denotes the n-dimensional state vector The matrix M denotes the information matrix

Moo for the parameter vector 0 in the remaining.
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In the frequency domain Y_2(o) can be obtained

from Fourier transforming the system equations UT(W)T T(0)) UT((o) 0
(5.3-1): -=

Y2(w) = H2(@NX(0) + J2("g)U((o) (5.3-6) 0 U T((o))T T(wO) U(0)
= [H 2(DT(Qo,_) + J2 ®] U(Do) (5.3-10)

Noting that V,2v2 is a diagonal matrix, one can

where: easily verify by substituting (5.3-10) in (5.3-5) that
the average information matrix takes a block

T(,_) = [jIwl - FV ]-' G(9) (5.3-7) diagonal structure:

The columns of the sensitivity matrix So (w) follow 'i 1
from partial differentiation of Y-(w) witg respect to
individual elements of 0: M *I (5.3-11)

O Y2(co) _ [H 2@ (o _)[O®l

__ _- I •T(o),D + H2A (5.-) Each individual block in (5.3-11) can be written as:a~k [aok a Ok (5.3-8)

a J2(9) 1A
+ k 24 U(w) j 2 -1 f M(w) tr { Su(Jw) } dw

The above expressions implicitly assume a steady (5.3-12)

state response of the system, so the system should j = 1(1)m 2

be stable and the observation time interval T large where:
enough for the effect of transients to be negligible.
From (5.3-7) it follows that the frequency response F) 1
matrix T(w,) depends on the parameter vector 0. A (io) [ An((O)

In the two-step method, however, the state is MR
reconstructed in the first step using a kinematical A (5.3H13]
model, see chapter 3, while the second step in S"(@o) - 1 SýJ(w)
which the parameters are estimated has no tr{S u(WP)}
influence on the first step. In the present context 1 =)1
this means that the dependence of T(co,0) on the STu(m) -- -T
parameter vector 0 should be disregarded. This is
expressed in what follows by writing T(w) rather and the subscript H denotes the conjugate transpose.
than T(w,0). Substituting oT(w,0)/a0k=O in (5.3-8) If the parameters in each output equation are with
results in: respect to the same state variables and inputs, then

the blocks Mj in (5.3-11) are identical except for a
a.Y2(0)) a H2(0) a J? 1 scalar factor 1/cT . Otherwise, each block Mj can be

-- _ -- ___.2__Yo) + - U(rn) derived from the matrix M(w) by omitting rowsO kOk Ok an^oum s fr
and columns form M(to) corresponding to the

(5.3-9) excluded derivatives in the j-th output equation.
Each of the elements of the matrices H2(_) and
J2(0 corresponds to one of the stability and control M(wo) in (5.3-12) may be expressed as a function
derivatives in the parameter vector 0. If no of numerator and denominator polynomials in the
derivatives would be excluded from 0 (i.e. 0 frequency response matrix T(w) and the power
contains m2(n+s) derivatives) then by substituting spectral density matrix Suu(w) of the input signal
the partial derivatives of the matrices H2 ®(,) and u(t). By representing each element of the frequency
J2(Q) into equation (5.3-9) it is readily seen that the response matrix [T(w)]kU as a rational function
senstivity matrix S2o6 (w) can be written as: with varying polynomials n(kO)(W) in the numerator

and a common polynomial d(w) in the denominator
according to:
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[T(o))lk• = nk)() +M A

d(o)) (5.3-14) b"f o)tr{ fSo))}I d ()(kký T.-nIto- •

0~• + b~k)0 + ... + bOn-I UO))

= o + a j , - (5.3-18)
a0 + aljo) + ... + a 1 _~)ll))- + (jw))n A2.(o)) -- col(IM2 (w))i,IMwh+ o w ' 1 ( )) C 1( m o ll IM (o))1 12

k---(1)n , P=l(1)s A

one obtains:
where lj follows from:

A A

M(WO) 1 Re { N(o) Su(u(o) N H(o))}

Id(,)) V2  ...

(5.3-15) 1 1 V2 'Pn..1 (5.3-19)

where: M. .

"(11)((o) .. n(S)(o))" Vn+s ... YV¼(n+s)(n+s+1)

Power constraints on input signals may be written
N(w) -- nl)((o) "" n0()) (5.316) in the frequency domain as:

d(o)) 0

P f tr { Suu(o) } dw (5.3-20)0 d((o)) PU 2 J"...

The geometric interpretation of a power constraint
is a (d-1)-dimensional hyperplane in the d-

5.3.2 Representation of the Information Matrix dimensional information space U. Consider the
in Information Space lower s diagonal elements of M(w), i.e. the

elements [M(W)Ikk, k=(n+ 1)(1)(n+s). By
The average information matrix as defined in substituting (5.3-15) in (5.3-18) it is readily shown
(5.3-11) may be represented by an information that the sum of the corresponding components of _
vector V with components Vi in an information is equal to Pn:
space 9 spanned by basis vectors e:

d

= �-e, (5.3-17) iii=1

The vector representation of M is intelligently
chosen so that the dimension of 9 is as small as =f - P- +V-,/i(i 1)(o)) tr { S (o)) } dwo

possible. As shown in the previous section M may
completely be reconstructed via the block matrices = 1 A- e d
Mj where each block is derived from the matrix f 2- [M((o))k tr{Suu(o) }

M(w). The information vector is therefore compiled ....
from the independent elements of M(W). It follows 1 ftr { SfI(o)) }from equation (5.3-15) that M(w) is a symmetric 2T tr{ Suu(o)}do P
(n+s)x(n+s) matrix. This means that it) may be
composed of just the d=V2(n+s)(n+s+l) upper (5.3-21)
triangular elements in MA(w): Now, M may be represented in terms of (d-1)

basisvectors e and Le--d) in the hyperplane which
is positioned by the vector Pu-1:
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d-1 d-1I% (() X(k) S (k)• P = C Pu d + (e -!! "• ~ '-d) Su(.) C (k (0)

+ k (5.4-2)
i~l i=l

i•I il l c 1(k) 0.(k) > 0

(5.3-22) k
I = {i I i=d+1-½j(j+l) , j=l(1)s} The above equation automatically implies that the

elementary input signals u(k)(t) also have power Pu,
just as the input signal u(t) itself. _

5.4 Calculation of Optimal Input Signals using The maximum number of matrices M(k) to realize
Convex Analysis any M in M follows from the dimension of the

smallest linear variety in which M may be situated.
The criterion for optimal input signals is a scalar As stated by the theorem of Carath6odory, see
norm J of the average information matrix M. From Rockafellar [221], the required number is at most
section 5.3 above it follows that I becomes a that dimension plus one. Locating the set M in a
vector function in the (d-l)-dimensional hyperplane (d-1)-dimensional hyperplane of the information
of 9ZM. The optimal input signal u°(t) consists of a space 9, the number of required elementary
finite number of harmonics and will produce the signals u(k)(t) in the input signal becomes d, i.e. the
optimal average information matrix MO. dimension of Rý.

5.4.1 Application of Convex Analysis 5.4.2 Harmonic Input Signals

The actual optimization is performed by applying Now that the information matrix M is obtained in
convex analysis. If one defines the set M of all terms of information matrices M(k) from the signals
average information matrices corresponding to u(k)(t), the problem is to find u(k)(t). In principle,
power constrained input designs, then M is a the signals u(k)(t) should make the whole set M
convex set. Convexity means that for two elements realizable so that the matrices M(k) constitute the
belonging to a set, any element on the line segment convex hull of M. The set M is specified by all
between those elements also belongs to the set. The information vectors 12 which satisfy the integral
property of convexity thus implies that any equation (5.3-18) and the power constraint
information matrix in M, including the optimal (5.3-20):
information matrix Mo, can be obtained from other
information matrices in Mf. We will use this
property by composing the input signal u(t) of 1 r )
elementary signals u(k)(t) in such a way that the 2 f" '((o) tr{Suu}(4d

W=-. (5.4-3)
information matrix M from u(t) is a convex
combination of information matrices M(k) from P - f trJ.{Su(w)}do
u(k)(t). M or its representation as information vector 27n- J=-.
v can thus be written as: It can be shown that the whole convex set M is

realizable by the choice of single harmonics with
M =: a) p1ý(k) Rpower P., for the elementary signals u(k)(t). These

k single harmonics have a power spectral density

= E ((k) Z(k) (5.4-1) matrix Su•(k)((O) whose trace is a Dirac pulse with
k magnitude nP, at their frequencies womk. The

1 E a(k) , U() > 0 information matrices M(k) become point-input
k information matrices and they are represented by

A necessary condition for this composition is that the information vectors Pu(-V ). The s-
the power spectral density matrix Su•(w) is a dimensional elementary input signal u(k)(t) is now
convex combination of the power spectral density defined by:
matrices Suu(k)w() of U_(k)(t):
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another (local) minimum for J, then there must
u(k)(t) - col(ukl(t).ukS(t)) exist a line segment from M' which has negative

gradients.
Consider an arbitrary information matrix M* in Mk.

/=P4Sin(Ikt+%p) ,0k;0 (5.4-4) The complete line segment between M_1 and M*
U 1/,t) = {½/4p- =0 lies in M due to_ the convexity of M. Any

information matrix M on the line segment is given

p=l(1)s , tE[0,T] , (okT/2jtEN, E/zu=2P, by:
p=

1

where Mkp and (kp are the amplitude and the phase 1M4 = (1 - a)M 0 + 1•Mt , 05c(_5 1 (5.4-8)

of the p-th component of u(k)(t). The power specral The gradient of J along the line segment is given
denstiy matrix of u(k)(t) is given as: by:

Uk)( - Skb( ') k) + Sk6(co-%'k) _- a 1 am _ t aJ[ [ -1
__-t -try....M j}

[Sk]pq = (5.4-5) am aua

(5.4-9)
(COS(W~kP-Ykq) -isin(q 'vPqdkq)) The matrix NMJ/dM can be obtained from

If the harmonics are combined into the input signal differentiating the optimization criteria as defined

u(t), then the resulting input signal u(t) is given by: earlier with respect to M. With M being a non-

d negative symmetric matrix, it follows that aj/aM is
u(t) E & u1k)(t) (5.4-6) a non-positive symmetric matrix and thus has non-k=] positive real eigenvalues. Let now D represent the

The average information matrix can be derived diagonal matrix with eigenvalues_ of J/M, and

from (5.4-1) via substitution of the above S,,(w) in let P denote the unitary matrix with the
equation (5.3-12) for M and subsequently in corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors p as
(5.3-11) for M and in (5.3-18) for tp. For input columns. Then the gradient satisfies:
signals formulated in the above way, the average
information matrix and information vector become: -tr{PDP H [M°-M-1]

-A 0r

-- M(k) 0 - k [P - P (5.4-10)dl k=1

M = P u E a (k ) A " 'U m ax H [ ! _ -O ]k=l1 -m tr{P M M_•*p
0 - WOOk -

.- 2max tr{IM -M}

d A The above expression comprises the complete line
p E C.® k1(0) (5.4-7) segment including M'. Since M' is the optimal

k=1 information matrix, the gradient for M=M' is non-
d negative. This implies that tr{M°-M*} is non-

I= E > 0 negative, so that aJ/acc is non-negative along the
k=1

complete line segment. Therefore, for all line
segments in Mk starting from M0, the gradients are
non-negative anywhere and M' is the only

5.4.3 Global Optimality of Input Design minimum and thus the global minimum.

The global optimality of the optimal average 5.5 Optimization of Harmonic Input Signals
information matrix M' is examined by verifying
whether the gradient of the optimization criterion The optimization of the input signal corresponds to
J along a line segment in Mk starting from M' in the search of the optimal coefficients ct(k) and the
any direction is positive anywhere. If there is power spectral density matrices Su,(k)()) of the
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elementary signals u(k)(t). By restricting the u(k)(t)
to single harmonics with power Pu, the variables to dJ(M*) 1- _2 tr{ dJ(M) I•i} +

be optimized are the frequencies Wk in u(k)(t), and (53(k) E 0) /

the amplitudes ,Ukp and phase shifts Pk, p=l(1)S, (5.5-3)
between the components of u)(t). For single-input 112 aJ(m*)
designs, /Akl follows directly from Pu while TkI is + am. i )}
cancelled out by the Fourier transformation. It is j
possible to specify additional constraints on the where 8J/3M1 , j=1(1)m 2 , are the block matrices on
frequencies of the harmonics, for instance by the diagonal of the matrix derivative OJ/OM. The
choosing allowable discrete frequencies or a first term on the right hand side is a constant
frequency range in the input design. which is determined by the present iteration point.

The second term is influenced by the additional
5.5.1 Application of the Gradient Method harmonic input signal and it has to be minimized.

The matrix multiplications of oJ/0Mj and Mi are
As algorithm for the optimization, the gradient now expressed as a function of the power spectral
method is most attractive due to the formulation of density matrix Suu(k)(W)_by subsequently using the
M as convex combination. The optimization of equations (5.3-12) for M and (5.3-15) for M(o).
each harmonic input signal corresponds to the This leads to:
search of the minimal gradient of the optimization
criterion J. This leads to the frequency Wk and the
power spectral density matrix Su,(k)((w) of an tr { OI) m } =

additional elementary signal. The matrix S..(k)(W) a1OM
is later on converted to the amplitudes Akp and 1 1 .•*
phases WPkp for the signal components. - tr{2 21t f
For finding the minimal gradient from the present Oaj . M
iteration point, let the average information matrix 1 ( k) kT H

M be positioned on a 'line segment' between the Id(a) 2 Re{NS()o) N. (o) ) }

present iterated M* and the point-input information 1dW) I

matrix M(k). Because of the convexity, M always tr {S ((o) } dto (5.5-4)
belongs to the set of information matrices M Th The

A
gradient for the criterion function J for M* along = f.2.. Re tr{Qj() S(k)TU x
the line segment 2t ....

= (1 _ct(k)) M* + (Q(k) M(k) (5.5-1) S (

is given by: where:

OJ(M *) -aJ(M) 0j(m) = 1 1 N H(w)J- N(wo)

(kk) () 0 2 Id(o)12  aM. (5.5-5)

tr{ OJ() Om (5.5-2) The matrix Qj(w) is a hermitian matrix which
Om a ct(k) ,,kO)=0 follows from the symmetric property of J/WdM and

aJ(M*) M,•(k) the properties of the polynomials in N(wo), see
r I M J equation (5.3-16).

aM Now, the minimal gradient can be found by

Because of the application of the two-step method, substituting the functions for the power spectral
the matrices M* and M' have a block diagonal density matrices of the harmonic signals. With the
structure, see equation (5.3-11). With this property, hermitian property of Qj(w) one gets with equation
the above equation can be rewritten as: (5.4-5):
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5.5.2 Combination of Harmonic Input Signals

tr{ J•) " i(.k)} = __Re tr{Qf(mk)S }tr{Sk} To determine the optimal ratio between an input
am. 3T signal u *(t) resulting from the optimization in

1(A section 5.5.1 above and an additional harmonic
tr ) M - _Retr{Q(wk))S }tr{Sk} input signal u(k)(t), a standard one-dimensional

am Mr search method is again applied. Along the line

m2  segment between M* and M(k) this leads to a

Q(w) E Q' Q(((o) coefficient cfk) for which the optimization criterion
j=l iis minimal. This coefficient can now be applied for

Since the matrices Q(w) and Sk are hermitian, their the new iterated input signal, see equations (5.4-6).
eigenvalues are real. Furthermore, Sk is non- If u(k)(t) comprises a new frequency, then its power
negative definite. Let now D(o) represent the spectral density matrix Suu(k)(w) can directly be
diagonal matrix with eigenvalues (mw) of Q(w), joined with the other power spectral density
and let P(w) denote the unitary matrix with the matrices in S,,*(w). As they also consist of Dirac
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors p.(w) as pulses. This leads to:
columns. Then: (k) (k) S(k)

st(°,) = (1 -(1sk) k- ( 1) + ( s( o,)S~(O)

k k-Itr aJ(M ) i~(k)} -_ (1 _,cP()) •j *() + ((jks (I

Re tr{ P(k) D(k)P rl((k) S } tr{ Sk} k X') S

*}=1

. 1 (%)[p H(% STkPI tr {Sk}

Y0 F:)u 1 Ct(k) u*(t) + cx(k) u(k)(t)

2- iYfn(@ok) tr { Sk } -- mn('(Ok) P u k (5.5-9)

(5.5-7)
The equality occurs for S Pk'=RnPu,h,(Wk) ifl(wk), where:
where Znin(wk) is the normalized eigenvector
associated with the minimal eigenvalue llJin(w0k) of -(()= (1 X(k))t*(I) , S(• () = SJu()(w) , k
Q(wk). This eigenvector is directly related to a
harmonic signal as can be seen from (5.4-5): -,• %u() ( ( V)

(5.5-10)
T H If the frequency in the addtional u(k)(t) is alreadyS k = Tp u k)i( k) H o

(5.5-8) present in u*(t), say in u0 )(t), then u(k)(t) and

Jq1k) Jqo(1 e Suu(k)((w) have to be linked with u0 )(t) and SuuW)(w)
2P1 col (/,Ie .... ke5  respectively. This now leads to:

It is to be noted that the above specified S uo(w) = (I - (k))Suu(w) + X(k) S u(k)

eigenvalues and eigenvectors are functions of k-1
frequency. One therefore needs to search for those = (1 _(X(k)) • (X.()Su (0) +(k)Suu

frequencies Wk which result in matrices Q(wk) for
which the smallest eigenvalue amtnin(Cok) is minimal k-i
for all frequencies. This search is conducted by a = E (O) c01
standard one-dimensional search method. 0=1

where:
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- (( ' - S ) ' Ju_(t) ( y c(k) 1u(k)(t) - Q#• ) u(k)(t)

k=1 k=1

C ()S ()0 ) = (1 -Ct(k))ct*CJ)Su*(J)(o) + 
k.j

+ () ) #(k) ,- (k) _ Yk (j) (A(j) C(Zk) (5.5-14)

(5.5-12) O_1
The coefficient (P and harmonic signal u0)(t) can E Yk(__P) -(k)) = O , p s d
be found by representing the power spectral density k=1

matrices of the harmonics as a multiplication of The upper bound on psd is specified by the
normalized vectors, see equation (5.5-8). In this dimension d of the information space 9ZM. At this
way one obtains: stage, one can see how a reduction of d,

jT established by applying the two-step method in
(J)sU (0)) = (X(J)nP _()(0 ) combination with convex analysis, leads to a

(k+* k () Treduction of the number of elementary input
( X - & ))• JS )( (() (X ) U ((0) signals.

(5.5-13)

(Ji) 3P "p(J)((rj) - [(I -o.(k))(QX*(i)S '(j)I ((u) + 5.6 Conclusions

+ I S(k) T] In this section we have explained that input design

U(k)U J IPJJ is essential for accurate estimation of parameters.

Hence, the addtional harmonic input signal is A brief survey of different approaches available has
included in an already existing harmonic input been given. We have described in more detail two
signal which is modified by solving an eigenvalue approaches developed at the Delft University of
problem. The eigenvalue results in the modified Technology. In the time domain approach, we have
coefficient ati) and the eigenvector is used for the shown that multi-dimensional input signals for
determination of SuuO)(6 o) and u6)(t) according to parameter estimation of nonlinear and linear
equation (5.5-8). dynamical systems can be represented in terms of

sets of orthonormal functions or elementary
5.5.3 Elimination of Superfluous Harmonic signals. Input signals described in this way may be
Input Signal optimized with respect to one of several

optimization criteria based on Fisher's information
Each iteration step is concluded with a check if matrix, by solving a nonlinear optimization
one harmonic input signal can be expressed in problem. Linear dynamical systems allow a more
terms of other harmonic input signals so that it efficient computation of the information matrix if
may be eliminated. With the above procedure, the a set of elementary information matrices is
input signal is extended with an addtional harmonic computed and stored beforehand. A special class of
resulting in an additional point-input information linear systems was introduced allowing a
matrix M(k) with vector representation 2 (k). After a decomposition of the joint parameter-state
number of iteration steps, the number of harmonic estimation problem. For this class of systems, the
signals may become larger than the dimension of elementary information matrices take a remarkably
the hyperplane of k in which the average simple form.
information matrices are situated. This means that In the frequency domain approach, we have shown
the vectors Idk) become dependent and that one that convex analysis leads to computational
vector can be expressed as a linear combination of efficiency in the design of input signals, in
the other vectors. The procedure results in: particular for the case of parameter-state estimation

problems which allow decomposition. We have
also shown that such estimation problems lead to
more simple input signals consisting of a fewer
number of harmonic signals.
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EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS
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Figure 5-1: Optimal input design within identification procedure.
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Figure 5-4: Definition of matrix D(t) of a two-dimensional input signal (s=2) consisting
of four orthonormal functions (p=4). Shaded areas denote nonzero elements;
i refers to a particular column of D(t), Le. the elementary input signal e(t).
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Figure 5-6: Orthonormal functions of set 1, Eq. (5.1-8), in the time interval [0,T].
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6 DESIGN AND EVALUATION OF OPTIMAL INPUT
SIGNALS

In earlier chapters, we have discussed the 6.1 Input Design in Time Domain
theoretical aspects of Flight Path Reconstruction,
Aerodynamic Model Identification and Optimal For the design of the longitudinal and lateral DUT

Input Design. In this chapter we lay emphasis on: input signals, use was made of the method

* Optimization of Longitudinal and Lateral Input developed in section 5.1 and in particular, the
signals. version for linear system and observation models

* Evaluation of different types of input signals as described in section 5.1.3 based on the concept
with respect to parameter estimation accuracy. of elementary information matrices. As discussed

We discuss DUT approaches in the time and earlier, the two step method was applied to the
-frequency domain, analysis of the actual flight measurements. This

means that the reconstruction of the state is

The DUT approach in the time domain considers separated from, and independent of the estimation
the results of the flight test program with the De of the aerodynamic model parameters. According
Havilland DHC-2 Beaver experimental aircraft. We to section 5.2, this leads to significant savings in
focus our attention on the design of longitudinal the computation time for the elementary
and lateral input signals using the theory developed information matrices. The actual optimization of
in section 5.1. We also briefly describe other well- the input signals was initially performed by
known signals for the purpose of comparison. The applying Powell's algorithm and later by a more
main basis for the comparison of results from flight powerful Newton-Raphson algorithm.
tests will be centred around the sample covariance
matrices of estimated parameters corresponding to The input designs depend on a priori values of the
the different types of longitudinal and lateral input parameters. These values were determined from
signals. results of earlier measurements in strictly

longitudinal dynamic flight test manoeuvres [4].
The DUT approach in the frequency domain The a priori values of the lateral stability and
considers the results of simulated experiments only. control derivatives were obtained from the results
The optimal input signals are obtained by the of wind tunnel experiments, see fig. 2-1. The
method developed in section 5.3 to 5.5. The results derivatives with respect to pb/2V and rb/2V were
are presented for a case study of designing elevator determined from measurements in stationary
control input for estimating short period parameters horizontal turns. The derivatives with respect to
of the C-8 Buffalo aircraft. The performance [3b/V were set equal to zero. For a condition of
evaluation of the derived optimal signal is done nominally steady rectilinear flight at a TAS of 45
against the results of Mehra [1651. Some results are m/s and altitude of 6000 ft, the resulting set of
also presented for designing simultaneous optimal values has been listed in table 6-1. The flight tests
rudder and aileron inputs. In this case the Beaver reported here were the result of a cooperation of
example is chosen for the purpose of comparison three organisations namely DLR Braunschweig,
with well-known Doublet and 3211 signals. The Delft TU and NLR Amsterdam.
basis for the comparisons in both the case studies The comparison of the performance of the different

are in terms of standard deviations of the parameter types of input signals, was agreed to be based on

estimates. Additionally, some useful quantities of the traces of the covariance matrices of the
interest like norms of Fisher's information matrix estimated parameters. The corresponding criterion
and aircraft response to the optimal signals are for the optimization of the input signals is:
presented. J = trM-a

in which M denotes the information matrix.
The longitudinal manoeuvres were assumed to be
flown via the elevator control only, while the
lateral manoeuvres were assumed to be flown via
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both the aileron and rudder controls which are strongly related to the short period
simultaneously. characteristic motion. As a consequence, the

estimation accuracies of the derivatives with

6.1.1 Design ofDUTLongitudinal Input Signals respect to airspeed should not be taken into
account in the design of such short dynamic

The longitudinal input signals were designed to manoeuvres. Eliminating the corresponding rows
minimize the trace of the covariance matrix of the and columns in the information matrix, all
estimated longitudinal stability and control longitudinal dynamic manoeuvres were 'assigned'
derivatives in the linear equations of motion. In the a relatively short time interval of 10 seconds which
body-fixed reference frame FB, these linear should be long enough for a proper excitation of
derivatives are, see (2.2-4): the short period characteristic motion having a

characteristic period of only 1.7 seconds. It should

Cx Cxa Cx q cx, cb be quite feasible to combine the information
a 'matrices of manoeuvres at different airspeeds. In

CZ ,q CzC (6.1-1) practice, however, it would introduce additional

data management problems. In addition, differences
Cmu i cilia ' Cq' C111, C111 in centre of gravity locations during the various

manoeuvres must be carefully corrected for. In
The dimension of the information matrix order to avoid such complications, it was decided
corresponding to these 15 derivatives is 15x15. In to base the comparison of the longitudinal input
section 4.1 it is shown, that in the case of signals on single longitudinal manoeuvres, at
nominally horizontal flight, which is considered in nominally constant airspeeds. The corresponding
the present section, this information matrix is never results are presented in section 6.2. As a
of full rank due to the presence of the derivatives consequence, all longitudinal manoeuvres should be
with respect to E/V0. These derivatives could be expected to be sub optimal compared to longer
eliminated by rewriting the linearized equations of manoeuvres, optimized for the estimation of all
motion in an appropriate form. With respect to the longitudinal stability and control derivatives,
information matrix this means that the including those with respect to airspeed.
corresponding rows and columns must be omitted. Finally, the derivatives C, and Cx , wereq C 6 e~

The resulting reduced information matrix is of considered of minor importance only. They also
dimension 12x12 and is, in general, of full rank. were not taken into account in the design of the
The dimension of the information matrix was longitudinal manoeuvre. This was accomplished by
further reduced, on the basis of the sufficiently eliminating again the corresponding rows and
wide separation of the two characteristic columns in the information matrix. It is noted that
longitudinal motions. The weakly damped low this may have produced another contribution to the
frequency motion or phugoid had a period of sub optimality of the longitudinal input signals, as
approximately 25 seconds. The period of the in the actual analysis of the flight tests these two
heavily damped short period motion was derivatives were found to be of some importance
approximately 1.7 seconds. The wide separation for a proper model fit.
between the two characteristic motions allowed the The remaining information matrix is of dimension
omission of the rows and columns in the 7x7. The corresponding 7 stability derivatives are:
information matrix of the derivatives with respect
to airspeed. An explanation for this is that airspeed Cx,
variations are significant only in the phugoid. The (6.1-2)
input signal optimizations in the present section CZ 'zq ' ze

were based on the idea to combine the information c ia , cmi I Cmib
matrices obtained in relatively short dynamic
manoeuvres, at different values of the nominal According to section 5.1, multi-dimensional input
airspeed. These latter, short manoeuvres may then signals are represented in terms of finite series of
be optimized with respect to estimation accuracies orthonormal functions. They are written as:
of only those stability and control derivatives
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optimized input signal consisting of 2 orthonormalp

u1(t) ( I k0.)k(t) 6.1-3) functions of set 1. In a similar way, the relative

k=1 standard deviation o, of an estimated parameter is
in which V refers to the Q-th component of the s- defined as:
dimensional input signal u(t) and tPk(t) is a member
of a set of p orthonormal functions in the interval oreI -
[to,tl]. Different kinds of orthonormal functions o
were discussed in section 5.1. The performance in which c% denotes the standard deviation of an
index J depends on the coefficients PkH Input estimated parameter resulting from the
signal optimization is equivalent to minimization of implementation of an input signal consisting of 2
J with respect to the coefficients PkU, see section orthonormal functions of set 1.
5.1. The relative performance index and the relative

standard deviations appear to depend strongly on
In the present section, Q=1 since only elevator input signal 'bandwidth' fp=wV/2Jt, where fp
inputs are considered. The length of the input denotes the highest frequency of any of the
signal was selected to be T=t1 -t0=10 sec. For this orthonormal sine functions in set 1 or set 2. In
value of T, the elevator input signals may now be particular as long as fp is below the short period
optimized for different values of p and different characteristic frequency J,, decreases markedly
sets of orthonormal functions Vk(t). Two different with increasing f . Fig. 6-1(a) shows that J,1
sets of orthonormal functions were used. They decreases monotonically with increasing values of
were indicated as set I and set 2 in section 5.1.1. p. This holds true for input signals consisting of set
Both sets of functions consist of sine functions of 1 functions as well as for input signals consisting
the form: of set 2 functions. Figs. 6-1(b) and (c) show that

the relative standard deviations of the estimated
VPk(t) =-sinkt derivatives with respect to ot depend in a quite

in which k=1(1)p and t belonging to the interval different way on p. The standard deviation of Cx,
[t0,tl], see equations (5.1-8) and (5.1-9) and figs. increases with increasing values of p, while the
5-6 and 5-7. The frequencies Wk of the first set of standard deviations of Cz,, and Cm,, decrease with
functions correspond to those in a Fourier series: increasing values of p only for fp below the

characteristic frequency of the short period
2k = k oscillation. The standard deviations of C,
T Cz6 , and C,, in fig. 6-1(a) behave similarly to Jl

In the second set of functions the frequencies are in fig. 6-1(a), i.e. a monotonic decrease with
chosen to be: increasing values of p.

Furthermore, for a given value of fp, input signals

(Ok = k . consisting of functions of set 2 prove to be
T superior to input signals of functions of set 1 with

The functions of both set 1 and set 2 are respect to the performance index as well as with
orthogonal in the interval [to, tL], as can easily be respect to each of the standard deviations of the
shown; see also section 5.1.1. estimated parameters.

Results for p>20 are not shown since for these
Fig. 6-1 shows the relative performance index and high values of p the convergence of Powell's
the relative standard deviations of the estimated algorithm was very slow.
parameters of optimal input signals consisting of Plots as shown in fig. 6-1 allow a deliberate
varying numbers p of set 1 or set 2 orthonormal selection of the number and type of orthogonal
functions. The relative performance index JrI is functions from which to compose the input signal.
defined as: For the actual flight tests the input signals were

prerecorded on an FM tape recorder connected to
-re the electro-hydraulic control system. These input

-n 'signals had to be generated, therefore, in real time
in which J, denotes the performance index of an on a digital computer. The software was designed
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such that three input signals, for the aileron, flight, is shown in fig. 6-3(e).
elevator and rudder channel respectively were
simultaneously generated. In the case of a 6.1.2 Design of DUT Lateral Input Signals

longitudinal manoeuvre, the coefficients PkI of the

aileron and rudder input signals were set equal to The design of the DUT lateral input signals was

zero and conversely, in the case of a lateral also based on linear equations of motion and

manoeuvre the coefficients P3ký of the elevator minimization of the trace of the covariance matrix
input signal were set equal to zero. The input of the estimates of the lateral stability and control
signal values were calculated at a rate of 20 times derivatives. In the body-fixed reference frame FB
per second. The maximum number of sine these derivatives are, according to (2.2-9):
functions which could be calculated simultaneously

in real time turned out to be equal to 24. Therefore CYP , , c , C
each of the 3 input signals could maximally consist C3 ar , , a

of only 8 sin functions. C1 ip CP C , C Clba Cl6r (6.1-5)

Fig. 6-1 indicates that the potential improvement of
input signal performance resulting from selecting fp clip C, P, Cn, CI p Cnb , 6

in excess of about 0.8 Hz is only marginal. This
corresponds to 8 functions in set 1 or 16 functions The dimension of the corresponding information
in set 2. Considering the limitation on p mentioned matrix is 18x18.
above, the best input signal for implementation in
the present flight tests can be seen to consist of 8 Before the actual flight tests were performed, the
functions of set 1. stability derivatives with respect to [b/V were

expected to be of minor importance only. These

From the viewpoint of safety and economy, it is derivatives were therefore not taken into account in
essential in the design of input signals for dynamic the input signal optimization. This was

flight tests to take into account the aircraft's accomplished by omitting the corresponding rows
terminal flight condition at t=tf. It should not be and columns in the information matrix, reducing its
'too far' from the original, nominal flight dimension to 15x15.
condition. The deviation of the terminal from the The lateral motions are dominated by the Dutch

nominal flight condition can explicitly be taken roll periodic motion and the roll aperiodic motion.
account by adding a penalty function to the The Dutch roll motion had a period of
performance index, according to: approximately 5 seconds. The time constant of the

roll motion was approximately 1.4 seconds. As a
Jp + xT(tf).W.x(tf) , (6.1-4) consequence, the length of the lateral input signal

in which x(tr) denotes the linearized state vector at was chosen to be 16 seconds which is about 3

time t=tf and W denotes a positive semi-definite times the period of the Dutch roll characteristic
weighting matrix. It is understood that x(t0)=_. motion. Such fairly long input signals compared to

Minimization of Jp rather than of J leads in general the period of the Dutch roll motion were
to a different input signal and therefore to a higher considered to guarantee a proper excitation of the

value of J. The input signals calculated in fig. 6-1 dominant characteristic lateral motions.
turned out to result in rather large deviations from
the nominal flight condition. The input signal Fig. 6-2 presents the results of the optimization of

selected for implementation in the flight tests was, the lateral input signals. Two sets of orthogonal
therefore, slightly adapted, by adding a penalty functions as mentioned in the previous section
function as in equation (6.1-4). It was found that at were used to calculate the optimal performance

the cost of a relatively minor increase of J, in the index and corresponding square roots of the

order of 15%, the terminal flight condition at t=tf diagonal elements of the covariance matrix for

could be moved closely to the original, nominal increasing values of p.
flight condition. Analogous to the longitudinal case, Powell's

algorithm was found to converge more slowly if p

The resulting input signal as actually measured in was larger. This prevented in fact the optimization
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of input signals consisting of more than 10 small, this would in the case of Doublet signals
orthogonal functions per input signal component. have resulted in rather large amplitudes. It was
All curves of fig. 6-2 clearly suggest that an decided, therefore, to implement the Doublet
additional increase of p and therefore higher signals twice during each observation time interval.
'bandwidth' fp would probably have resulted in Actually measured time histories are shown in fig.
slightly better input signals. 6-3(a).
As mentioned earlier, in the practical
implementation, each input signal component could 3211
consist of maximally 8 functions of set 1 or set 2. The 3211 input signal is also of the 'bang-bang'
Given this restriction on p, the best practical input type. Let the signal length be 7At. The switching
signals consisted of the maximum number of 8 times are then at t=3At, t=5At and t=6At. The
functions of set 1. signal can be optimized with respect to parameter
The resulting optimized input signals were slightly estimation accuracies by searching for the best
adapted again, by adding a penalty function to the value of At. Marchand [1801 has shown that a
original performance index J, as in (6.1-4). The deliberate choice of At can be made through
adapted input signals were found to result in a qualitative considerations in the frequency domain.
terminal flight condition at t=tf which was very In order to avoid too large amplitudes, the 3211
close to the original, nominal flight condition at the signals were also implemented twice during each
cost of only a negligible increase of J. observation time interval. Actually measured time

histories are shown in fig. 6-3(b).
The resulting aileron and rudder input signals, as
actually measured in flight, are shown in fig. Mehra
6-3(e). Mehra and Gupta [164] propose the use of

frequency domain techniques for the design of
6.1.3 Doublet, 3211, Mehra and Schulz Input input signals, see also chapter 5. The result of an
Signals optimization in the frequency domain is a line

spectrum which is subsequently approximated by a
The Doublet, 3211, Mehra and Schulz longitudinal set of weighted sine functions in a finite
and lateral input signals are shown in fig. 6-3. The observation time interval. Since the more general
rationale behind these signals is given below. For algorithm for multidimensional input signals was
a more detailed description,the reader is referred to not available when the flight test program started,
reference [20]. the aileron and rudder input signals had to be

calculated separately, i.e. as in the case of scalar
Doublet input signals. The resulting signals were
The Doublet input signals are of the 'bang-bang' nevertheless implemented simultaneously in each
type, switching between plus or minus the signal lateral manoeuvre. Furthermore, the criterion used
amplitude Aa. For a signal length of 2At, the for the design of the Mehra input signals was the
instant to switch from +Aa to -Aa is at time t=At. determinant of the information matrix, rather than
This type of input signal has been, and probably the trace of the covariance matrix. Actually
still is, widely used for excitation of aircraft measured time histories are shown in fig. 6-3(c).
longitudinal and lateral characteristic motions. In
the present case, different t-values were used for Schulz
the elevator, aileron and rudder input signals. Schulz [1631 formulates the problem of designing
These At-values were selected to result in a proper an input signal as an optimal control problem in
excitation of the short period, roll and Dutch roll the time domain. In order to simplify the
characteristic motions respectively. calculations, the criterion used is the trace of the
As mentioned before, all 5 types of elevator input information matrix, see chapter 5. In the lateral
signals as well as all 5 types of aileron and rudder case, the aileron and rudder signals were calculated
input signals were scaled to have the same energy separately, as one-dimensional input signals.
in the longitudinal and lateral time intervals of 10 Analogous to the lateral Mehra input signals, they
and 16 seconds respectively. Since At is rather were nevertheless implemented simultaneously in
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each lateral manoeuvre. Actually measured time implementations of the algorithms described in
histories are shown in fig. 6-3(d). section 3.3 and 4.3. However, rather than applying

the model development procedure of section 4.3,
All longitudinal and lateral input signals were low- fixed and a priori specified longitudinal and lateral
pass filtered, before being recorded on tape for use aerodynamic models had to be used for the
with the electro-hydraulic control system. The filter estimation of the aerodynamic derivatives. The
used consisted of two identical second-order filter reason for this was that different flight test
with undamped natural frequencies of 19 rad/s manoeuvres usually led to the selection of slightly
(corresponding to approximately 3 Hz) and different sets of candidate variables. This prevents
damping ratios of 0.691. The filtering caused some the calculation of sample statistics of the estimated
significant distortions, in particular of the block parameters.
type Doublet and 3211 input signals, see fig. 6-3. The specified longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
The distortion of the input signals of the Mehra, models are shown in table 4-1. It is noticed that, in
Schulz and DUT type proved to be negligible, accordance with the identifiability analysis in

section 4.1.1, the variable &C/V is not present in
Even after filtering, significant differences the model. On the other hand, a nonlinear variable")
remained in the frequency contents of the different c- in the models of Cx and Cm, was found to be
types of input signals. This is illustrated by the indispensable for an acceptable model fit. This is in
power spectral densities of the elevator input agreement with the nonlinearity of the Cx-at and
signals of the longitudinal and the aileron and Cm-a relationships as manifested in the wind
rudder input signals of the lateral manoeuvres in tunnel results of fig. 2-1. Inclusion, however, of
fig. 6.4. It follows that only the Doublet and 3211 derivatives with respect to ct2 affects the estimation
input signals contain a significant amount of power accuracies of the derivatives with respect to ca. The
above 1 Hz. A considerable difference in estimated derivatives with respect to at and ca2

bandwidth appears to exist between these two input were, therefore, 'combined' into one 'linearized
signal types. Compared to the Doublet signals, the derivative' according to:
3211 signals contain much higher frequencies. A

Compared to the two block type input signals, the - A A

remaining input signals may be classified as low- Cx- = Cx, + 2"i'Cx&, (6.2-1)
frequency-type input signals. Of these input A A A

signals, the Schulz input signals appear to contain Cx, = Cili + 2"x'C,,
the lowest frequencies. in which a denoted the mean value of ca during the

flight test manoeuvre.
6.2 Performance Evaluation of Longitudinal The estimates were obtained by the two step
and Lateral Input Signals method and subsequently used to calculate sample

standard deviations.
In the present section a comparison is made of the One set of derivatives relating to the Cz- and Cr-
performance of the different types of longitudinal equations are plotted in fig. 6-5. In figs. 6-6 and
and lateral input signals. The calculation of sample 6-7 the sample standard deviations of the Doublet,
statistics of the estimated parameters is discussed 3211, Mehra and Schulz manoeuvres are plotted,
in section 6.2.1. The actual comparison of input relative to the standard deviations of the DUT
signal performance is made in section 6.2.2. manoeuvres in order to expose more clearly the

existing differences. For comparison, the same is
6.2.1 Sample Statistics of the Estimated done with respect to the theoretical standard
Parameters deviations, as derived from the theoretical

covariance matrix VOW):
One set of computer programs was used for the
calculation of all longitudinal and lateral parameter A T T 1"X

estimates from the 47 flight test manoeuvres at the V(,) = V" X] X

nominal steady rectilinear flight condition of 45
m/s TAS and 6000 ft SA. The programs were
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6.2.2 Comparison of Input Signal Performance flight condition. A measure for these deviations, as
occurring in the course of a flight test manoeuvre,

The results of fig. 6-5 allow a comparison of the is the root mean square deviation:
different manoeuvre types with respect to sample
means and sample standard deviations of estimated (6.2-3)
aerodynamic derivatives. d tr[X'X] / N

in which XI=X1-X1 . In the present flight test
The large differences between corresponding program it was found that different types of input
sample means, show that most of the estimated signals resulted in different values of d. This is
aerodynamic derivatives are strongly biased. clearly shown in table 6-2. It follows, that in
Furthermore, biases prove to depend on manoeuvre particular the longitudinal and lateral Schulz input
type. The expected value of an estimated parameter signals produce large values of d. This is not
in simplified models is given by equation (4.2-22): surprising, as these input signals were designed to

maximize the trace of the information matrix, see
E -section 6.1.3. It is noted that 3211 manoeuvres on

(a4 the other hand, result in rather small values of d.
where

Fig. 6-5 shows striking differences between sample
C = [xT.X,1 ]-l XTX2  (6.2-2) standard deviations of the estimated parameters of

different types of input signals. This holds true for
The phenomenon of estimation bias in regression the longitudinal as well as the lateral input signals.
analysis is often connected with the existence of Since the present work is focused on the design of
additive measurement errors in the independent DUT input signals, the sample standard deviations
variables [1821. In the present work, the of the 3211, Doublet, Mehra and Schulz input
independent variables are either measured directly signals were expressed in terms of the
or derived from a flight path reconstruction and corresponding sample standard deviations of the
thus corrupted with measurement or reconstruction DUT input signals in figs. 6-6 and 6-7, see also
errors respectively. These errors, however, are section 6.2.1.
much too small to be held responsible for the In tables 6-3 and 6-4 the observed differences of
observed differences between samples means. A sample standard deviations were tested for
more plausible model for the observed estimation statistical significance. The results indicate that,
biases is given in section 4.2.2. Aerodynamic even for a fairly high value of ca=Pr{H 1lH0}=5%,
models, as defined in table 4-1 comprising a relatively few statistically significant differences
limited number of independent variables, will only exist. This is a direct consequence of the fact that
approximate the underlying much more complex the sample sizes are relatively small. Even less
aerodynamic mechanisms. These models are statistically significant differences would have
therefore always simplified versions of hypothetical resulted, if the actually observed differences in
'perfect models'. sample standard deviations were identical to the

differences as predicted by theory in figs. 6-6 and
Following chapter 2, aerodynamic models are 6-7. These predicted statistically significant
represented here as Taylor series expansions of a differences are also shown in tables 6-3 and 6-4.
given set of variables and their first and higher The sample standard deviations of the 3211,
order time derivatives. Simplified models contain Doublet, Mehra and Schulz manoeuvres relative to
finite subsets of these variables. The simplified the corresponding DUT values were subsequently
models used in the present section are linear with tested for statistically significant deviations from
the exception of ot2 terms in the models of Cx and the corresponding theoretical results, see again
Cm; see section 4.2. The variables in X, include, tables 6-3 and 6-4. The tests show that statistically
therefore, nonlinear products of the variables in X. significant deviations from theory do indeed exist.
This means, that those elements in C which are It is noted that, with only one exception, all these
related to these nonlinear products will depend on deviations resulting from Doublet, Mehra and
the magnitude of the deviations from the nominal Schulz manoeuvres are positive, i.e. the relative
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sample standard deviations are larger than it follows from the above, that due to the smaller
predicted by theory. On the other hand, also with pilot implemented control inputs, 3211 manoeuvres
only one exception, all statistically significant can, compared again to the other manoeuvres
deviations resulting from the 3211 manoeuvres turn types, be reproduced more accurately.

out to be negative.
The above reasoning may now serve to explain,

The results for the experimental and theoretical although rather tentatively the results of the
sample relative standard deviations can be statistical tests in tables 6-3 and 6-4. For example,
explained as follows. The theoretical covariance the negative deviations of relative sample standard
matrix V(!) for biased estimates in simplified deviations of the 3211 manoeuvres may be
models is based on the assumption that C in (6.2-2) attributed to the parameter biases being smaller and
is deterministic. For the calculation of a sample the flight test manoeuvre reproducibility being
variance matrix of 5, C must, therefore, be higher than the DUT manoeuvres.
constant. From (6.2-2) it follows that C depends on
the form of the flight test manoeuvre, i.e. the time For a comparison of only the input signal
histories of the independent variables in X1 and X2 . performance, in terms of variances of parameter
The use of an electro-hydraulic control system for estimates, perhaps a clearer picture results if the
the implementation of pre-recorded input signals, parasitic effects of parameter bias and manoeuvre

as in the present work, results in highly reproducibility are ignored. This would indeed
reproducible flight test manoeuvres. Yet, two flight indicate that the comparison should be based on
test manoeuvres of the same type will never be the theoretical, rather than on the sample relative
exactly identical, due to for instance small standard deviations. These theoretical standard
deviations from the initial nominal flight condition, deviations, in relative rather than in absolute form,
differences in aircraft weight and centre of gravity were presented in figs. 6-6 and 6-7.
location and non-reproducible components in the
control system outputs. Furthermore, during the The relative theoretical standard deviations of the
execution of the longitudinal manoeuvres, the pilot estimated longitudinal parameters are shown in fig.
would manually add small lateral control inputs to 6-6. Perhaps the most remarkable result is the
keep the wings level. During the lateral relatively poor performance of Schulz manoeuvres,

manoeuvres the pilot would add small longitudinal in particular with respect to the qE/V and 6,
control inputs, in order to prevent too large pitch derivatives. The differences between the remaining
and airspeed variations. These additional control types of input signals seem to be less marked in
inputs generated by the pilot were non-reproducible the sense of one type of input signal being
and turned out to be largest in the case of the markedly superior to the others. This does not
Schulz manoeuvres, while virtually nonexistent in imply, however, that variations in parameter
the case of the 3211 manoeuvres. estimation accuracies would exist. The theoretical

It follows from equation (6.2-2), that differences standard deviation of, for example, the 6,
between longitudinal or lateral manoeuvres of the derivatives of the Doublet manoeuvres prove to be
same type will result in C being not exactly more than 135% of the corresponding results of the
constant. The matrix rather depends on the DUT manoeuvres, while the theoretical standard
particular realization of the manoeuvre. Different deviations of Ap /2[/)V2 derivatives of the 3211
biases may, therefore, be expected to exist in the manoeuvres are found to be less than 70% of the
estimated parameters al, as calculated from a set of corresponding results of DUT manoeuvres.
realizations of a particular type of flight test
manoeuvre. The effect of this is an increase of The relative theoretical standard deviations of the
sample variance. estimated lateral parameters are shown in fig. 6-7.
The root mean square deviations d in table 6-2 are Remarkable is again the poor performance of the
loosely connected to the magnitude of the Schulz manoeuvres. Also the Mehra manoeuvres
parameter bias in simplified models. There exists a can, however, for all derivatives be seen to result
marked difference in this respect between for in relatively large standard deviations. Only small
instance 3211 and other manoeuvres. Furthermore, differences prove to exist between the standard
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deviations of the remaining Doublet, 3211 and frequencies on the estimation accuracies of control
DUTmanoeuvres, although the Doublet manoeuvre derivatives is also evident in figs. 6-1 and 6-2. In
is seen to be slightly superior, the lateral case, the Doublet manoeuvre results in

slightly higher estimation accuracies of all
In the comparison made above, the Schulz derivatives compared to the DUT manoeuvre. The
manoeuvres shown were optimized with respect to 3211 manoeuvre results in higher estimation
the trace of Fisher's information matrix. The accuracies of the control derivatives, but in lower
relatively poor performance of these manoeuvres estimation accuracies of the derivatives with
indicates that this criterion does not guarantee good respect to the side slip angle P3 and the
performance in terms of standard deviations of the (dimensionless) rotation rates p and r. In the
estimated parameters. longitudinal case, it is the 3211 manoeuvre which
In the longitudinal case, the performance of the results in the higher estimation accuracies
Mehra manoeuvres is of approximately the same compared to the DUT manoeuvre. The Doublet
level as the performance of DUT manoeuvres, manoeuvre results in higher estimation accuracies
although both manoeuvres types were optimized of the derivatives with respect to Apt/'/2pV 2 and
with respect to different criteria, see section 6.1.1 angle of attack at, but in lower estimation
and section 6.1.4. However, as mentioned above, in accuracies of the derivatives with respect to the
the lateral case the performance of the Mehra input (dimensionless) rotation rate q and the control
manoeuvres is considerably lower. Since the angle 6e.
longitudinal Mehra input signal performed quite
well, the cause of the relatively low performance in 6.3 Input Design in Frequency Domain
the lateral case is thought to be the separate
optimization of the aileron and rudder input This section illustrates the results of the input
signals. Compared to the corresponding DUT input design technique in the frequency domain
signals, this resulted in a relatively low frequency described in section 5.3 to 5.5. The input design
aileron signal for proper excitation of the Dutch for the estimation of parameters in the model of
roll characteristic motion. Simultaneous the short period mode of the C-8 Buffalo aircraft is
optimization would probably have 'assigned' discussed in section 6.3.1. Section 6.3.2 presents
excitation of the Dutch roll motion to the rudder the simulation results for the designed input signal.
control, which is in this respect much more Input signals of Mehra discussed in Gupta and Hall
efficient. The multidimensional version of Mehra's [158], Chen [114] and Morelli [123] are also
algorithm might, therefore, be expected to result in briefly discussed. Section 6.3.3 illustrates the
improved input signals, see [1651. design technique for the estimation of the
The differences with respect to theoretical standard parameters in the lateral model of the DHC-2
deviations between the remaining types of input Beaver aircraft. In section 6.3.4, the evaluation of
signals, i.e. the Doublet, 3211 and DUT signals the results of the designed aileron and rudder
appear to be less pronounced although significant inputs is discussed.
differences exist for individual derivatives.
The Doublet and 3211 manoeuvres appear to result 6.3.1 Design of Longitudinal Input Signal
in relatively high estimation accuracies of the
control derivatives with respect to 6a and 6r in the The input design for the estimation of the short
lateral case. In the longitudinal case, the 3211 period mode parameters is previously investigated
signal results in a higher estimation accuracy of the by Mehra, Chen and Morelli. The applied model is
control derivative with respect to oe compared to given by Gupta and Hall [1581:
the DUT signal. The Doublet signal, however,
results in a lower estimation accuracy. In fig. 6-4
it may be seen that estimation accuracies of control
derivatives in general appear to depend on the
bandwidth of the input signal, in the sense that a
higher bandwidth results in a higher estimation
accuracy. This beneficial effect of higher
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elements can be restricted to (n+1) for single input
systems, see [216], where n is the number of

[ [ ]]independent state variables. The elements of M(w)

are hereto expanded as a power series ofq M Mq q [Mbe (6.3-1) W2(i-')/ Id(o) 12, i=1(1)(n+l). The term
W 2n/ Jd(w) 12, however; only appears in the bottom

diagonal element of M(wo) which is equal to unity

q -- by the imposed power constraint; see equation
Y2 X(5.3-21). This now puts the set M in a n-

where cc is angle of attack, q is pitch rate and 6e is dimensional linear variety P. As the system
elevator deflection. The parameters are specified in (6.3-2) has only one input and two state variables
table 6-5. The output signals consist of cc and q M can be situated in a two-dimensional plane. M
which are measured at a sampling rate of 25 Hz. can thus be represented by the information vector
The measurement errors are zero mean and iii with two independent components V, and Vy2
uncorrelated. Their standard deviations are given in and the scalar norms J, defined earlier as
table 6-6. optimization criteria, become two-dimensional
With respect to the application of the two-step vector functions. The two- and three-dimensional
method, the system is replaced by views of the matrix norms are shown in fig. 6-8

and fig. 6-9. In fig. 6-8, the contours represent
constant values of the norms, while the depths in

Z,_ I Zb fig. 6-9 correspond to the values of the norms.
M. MJ qJ [Mb The location 1C° of M', i.e. the location with

(6.3-2) minimal value of the norm, can be seen in these
figures. The different norms locate M' more or less

[yiy [! [iM, 1 [] [ ]Zl in the same position. This may lead to the

= - + 6 conclusion that one may expect similar
2 Z Mq [Mbýj performances for the input designs optimized to

different criteria.
where the parameters in the differential equations
are not treated as parameters any more. The The elevator control is optimized for the criterion
differential equations are only used for generating J=tr M'1 as used by other investigators. Let the
the state trajectory. The standard deviations of the elevator control be composed of harmonic signals
Imeasured' time derivatives can be constructed via whose power is set to P,=16.667 deg 2 for the

five-point Taylor polynomials of ca and q. The purpose of comparison. The frequencies of the sine
values are also listed in table 6-6. functions are set to specified values woE[0, 1.5, 4.5]
The replaced model is only used for the rad/s and they are optimized within the range 0 to
optimization of the input signals. For the 4.5 rad/s. The first iterations of the optimization
evaluation of the optimal input signal and for process with optimizing frequencies are shown in
uniform comparison with other optimization fig. 6-10.
techniques, the derived input signal is submitted to The average information matrix is represented in a
the original system. two-dimensional plane in the information space !R

as described above. The point-information matrices
The optimal elevator control is derived via a search M(k) are first calculated from the harmonic signals
of the optimal information matrix M' in the convex u(k)(t) of which the input signal u(t) is composed.
set M of information matrices M with power It follows from equations (5.3-18) and (5.4-5) that

constrained inputs. As explained in section 5.3, M the set of M(k), represented by a(k) in x, is a
has a block diagonal structure structure where each curve depicted by the dash-dot arc in fig. 6-10.
matrix block is constructed from the matri~x M(wo). This curve determines the convex hull of M. Each
Via the independent elements of M(w), M can be point on the curve corresponds to a single
represented by the information vector 1) in the frequency in the input signal. By composing !(t)

information space Rw. The number of independent from u(k)(t) the information matrix M becomes a
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convex combination of M(k) fbr power constrained a limited frequency range, which corresponds to a
input designs. In vector representation, the restricted segment of the hull, the optimal M' may
information vector Ap is situated in a polyhedron not be attainable. Furthermore, in order to keep the
where the vertices are specified by ýj(k). By highest input frequency limited, the input signal
connecting all vertices one may find the sufficient must be allowed to have very low frequencies.
L(k) to attain v. The sufficient number of
harmonics is three, since the set M1( lies in a two- The time history of the DUT elevator inputs with
dimenional plane. fixed and optimized frequencies are shown in fig.
The initial harmonics u(k)(t) are chosen so that the 6-12 for a time length of T=6 sec, together with
evaluated information matrix is nonsingular. At their power spectral densities. The corresponding
each iteration, the minimal gradient of J with frequencies, amplitudes and powers of the
respect to the power ratio of any harmonic signal elementary signals are presented in table 6-7.
is searched. This results in a direction indicated by The optimal input with optimized frequencies does
the dashed line in fig. 6-10. The crossing of this not differ much from the input with specified
line with the curve for tIL(k) now represents a new frequencies. Both input signals contain one high
harmonic in the input signal. If the frequencies are frequency, and two low frequencies. One frequency
fixed, then the resulting harmonic is one of the is close to the natural frequency of the short period
specified harmonic signals. If the frequencies are mode (w,0=1.32 rad/sec). This is logical since
optimized, the resulting harmonic is an additive around this frequency the input is generally
harmonic signal. The amplitude of the new amplified most, which results in higher signal/noise
harmonic is calculated by a direct search of the ratios for the outputs. The other two frequencies
minimal value of J along the direction of the make the regression equations from which the
minimal gradient. The location of the minimal parameters can be identified in the frequency
value represents the power ration between the domain less dependent on each other, see Gerlach
previous iterated input signal and the new [3].
harmonic. It can be seen that after some iterations, The optimal input time histories according to fig.
this leads to superfluous usage of harmonic signals. 6-12 are not unique because of the phase shifts in
Therefore, by applying Caratheodory's theorem, the the elementary signals. These phase shifts do not
new iterated input signal can still be represented by follow from the synthesis in the frequency domain.
three harmonic signals, dispensing one of the In order to avoid disturbancies at t=t0 , the phases
harmonics when the new information matrix is are set to zero.
found. The iterations are continued until the
gradient becomes larger than -0.1%, indicating a 6.3.2 Evaluation ot Longitudinal Input Signal
flat surface and small changes in estimation errors
for successive input designs, or until the shift of IL For the evaluation of the DUT signal, the original
becomes smaller than 0.1%, indicating a small system (6.3-1) is driven with the DUT elevator
change only in M and a small contribution of new input for specified frequencies. The generated angle
harmonics in the input design. of attack and pitch response are given in fig. 6-13.
The schematic sketch of the optimal harmonic The original system is also driven with the DUT
signals for the optimal elevator control is shown in signal to evaluate the average Fisher's information
fig. 6-11 for both specified and optimized matrix M for each of the scalar norms J mentioned
frequencies. One can see that the frequencies do earlier. The average information matrix M=M/N is
not differ much for both cases and result in close computed as a function of the measuring time
approximations for the location of the optimal interval T with a constant sampling interval set to
information matrix. The derived optimal signals, At=0.04 sec. The resulting criteria J are plotted in
however, are not unique. Several other fig. 6-14.
combinations of harmonic signals are possible. For It can be seen that around T=4 sec the criteria
the present case, even an optimal signal consisting J=tr M-1, J=-ln det M and J=1/(eig M)1 ,in become
of only two harmonic signals is possible. This is stable. This means that larger measuring time
caused by allowing an arbitrary choice of input intervals yield little or no gain in accuracy.
frequencies. It also follows from the figure that for
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The present short period mode is also investigated performance is evaluated via the criterion J=tr M-1

by Mehra, presented in Gupta and Hall [158], Chen and the parameter standard deviations 0e. The
[114] and Morelli [123]. These optimal inputs are results are presented in table 6-8 and fig. 6-16. It
shown in fig. 6-15. can be seen that the DUT input signals perform
The optimal elevator input derived by Mehra in the well.
time domain technique started from a doublet
input. The applied optimization criterion is J=tr M-1 6.3.3 Design of Lateral Input Signal
at a measuring time interval T=6 sec. Maintaining
the same energy over the measuring time interval, The input design for the estimation of the lateral
the doublet input is optimized by adding new control and stability derivatives is based on the
elementary signals which are eigen functions of a same model and flight conditions as in section
matrix function of Fisher's information matrix. 6.1.3 for the time domain approach. The applied
The optimal elevator input derived by Mehra in the model is obtained by merging the kinematic lateral
frequency domain technique started from a signal flight path model (2.1-16) and the lateral
with two frequencies with equal power. The signal aerodynamic model (2.2-9):
is now optimized for the criterion J=tr M'. The
optimization technique is equal to the present YP 0 6 r

technique but with the parameters occurring in the Y0 y y Yr 0Y
differential equations, the model in equation 0 0 0 0 0 V 0 0r-
(6.3-1), and without reducing the number of cosy 0 I0 0

elementary signals. The input signal has a total of 0 0 0 1 tan,0Y 0 q[0r

eight frequencies in the input spectrum. p P 16l
The optimal elevator input by Chen is a member of - 3 0 l Ip ir 0 p
an orthogonal set of Walsh functions with full r n, 0 ny no n, 0
positive and negative amplitude. From functions
with different block lengths, the function which
results in the shortest time to achieve all specified
parameter standard deviations is regarded as pb/2V0

optimal. The optimal input signal thus depends on Y1
the goals for the parameter accuracies. rb/2V0

The optimal elevator input by Morelli also Y2  [Cy"= C, / V° (6.3-3)
minimizes the measuring time interval to attain y3  C (
specified parameter standard deviations. The input 6
may also be optimized for a apecified measuring
time interval by setting the desired parameter 6r
standard deviations to zero. The input consists of where:
a sequence of zero and full positive and negative
amplitudes where the block lengths are optimized
via dynamic programming techniques. This entails CY Cvp CY C b Ca avr

that for regular time instants the input signal is ri * c cp cl i C c (6.3-4)
continued with an amplitude resulting in the lowest 1C,,n] p

optimization criterion at the next time instant. C C C C -C
L enP a nb r

The DUT optimized input signal is compared with and where the matrix elements y,,...,nr are
the optimal input signals from the Mehra functions of the control and stability derivatives.
techniques which are based on the same conditions. The element functions are listed in table 6-9 and
The elevator inputs have input power constraint the derivatives are listed in table 6-1. It should be

Pu=16.667 deg2 and they are submitted to the noted that y1 ,...,n '- are regarded as independent of
original system (6.3-1) with same noise the parameters since the state estimation is
characteristics (table 6-6), sampling rate (25 Hz) decoupled from the parameter estimation.
and measuring time interval (6 sec). The signal The aileron input 6,, and rudder input br are
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simultaneously optimized for the estimation of the lower frequencies. This choice was made because
following parameters: the low frequency Dutch roll is most efficiently

initiated by a rudder input, while the highly
Cy, Cyp, CYr, Cy6,, Cyr damped aperiodic roll is best initiated by an aileron

C1  ,C1  , C1 ~input.
C P C (6.3-5) The optimal inputs are again derived via the

gradient method. At each iteration, the input signal
Cn , Cnp ,) ,n C%,, Cn r is either added with a harmonic incorporating a

The output signals consist of the specific lateral new frequency, or the amplitudes and phases of the
force and moment coefficients which are computed harmonics at the existing frequencies are modified.
from acceleration and body rotation measurements The derived aileron and rudder inputs with
at a sampling rate of 10 Hz. The errors are zero specified and optimized frequencies are shown in
mean and uncorrelated with standard deviations fig. 6-17 by their time histories and power spectral
listed in table 6-10. These standard deviations are densities. The corresponding frequencies,
derived from the standard deviations of the amplitudes and powers of the harmonic signals for
measured specific lateral force and constructed via both cases are presented in table 6-11.
five point Taylor polynomials of the roll and yaw It can be seen that the power is almost entirely
rates. The output signals become mutually concentrated at the highest frequency for the
uncorrelated by approximating the product of aileron input. Furthermore, the rudder input
inertia Iz,=0, see equation (4.1-15). The criterion remains concentrated at the low frequencies around
for the optimization is specified as J=tr M-1. the natural frequency of the Dutch roll motion

(w,0=1.22 rad/s). If the frequencies are optimized,
The optimal aileron and rudder inputs are again the rudder input gets additional frequencies around
derived via a search for the optimal information this natural frequency. It can be seen from the
matrix M'. Because of the zero values of phase shifts that only the harmonics with
derivatives with respect to f and by approximating frequencies around the natural frequency of the
the product of inertia lx=O, the information matrix Dutch roll and at the highest frequency are
M has a block diagonal structure where all blocks modified.
are identical except for a scalar factor 1/(i,
j=1(1)3. The input design can therefore be 6.3.4 Evaluation of Lateral Input Signal
restricted to one block corresponding to the
derivatives in one output equation. The five state The evaluation of the DUT input signal is carried
variables in equation (6.3-3) can be reduced to the out for the aileron and rudder inputs with specified
four independent suite variables P3, -, - and r. With frequencies. The generated state variables are
two input signals 6, and 6 ,r, M can be situated in a shown in fig. 6-18. It can be seen that the yaw
20-dimensional plane 9 where M is represented angle i1) has a strong deviation from the nominal
by the vector ip. The number of sufficient condition. The deviations of the other variables
harmonic signals is thus at most twenty-one. remain limited. Furthermore, the roll rate strictly
However, the optimal inputs may generally be follows the aileron input, where the other output
approximated by fewer harmonic input signals. and state variables contain lower frequencies from

the rudder input.
The aileron and rudder inputs are optimized for a The average Fisher's information matrix and its
total power Pu=18.75 deg 2 as in section 6.1.3. The norms are also calculated for the DUT inputs. The
inputs consist of harmonic signals whose norms J of the matrix M=M/N are shown in fig.
frequencies are set to specified values and are 6-19 as a function of the measuring time interval T
optimized as well. The frequency range of the sine with a sampling rate At=0.1 sec. The norms
functions is restricted from 2 2, to 9 _21 rad/s. The become stable around T=7.5 sec. This is about one

16 16 and half the period of the Dutch roll motion.
initial signal has frequencies at the specified values
w=k 2n. rad/s, k=2(1)9, where the aileron power is

T6 The performance of the DUT input signals is
uniformly distributed over the four upper compared with Doublet and 3211 inputs. These
frequencies and the rudder power over the four
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latter two heuristic input signals are described in presented here, one can feel reassured by the
section 6.1.4. For the purpose of comparison all knowledge that it is difficult to do better than a
inputs have the same total power Pu=18.75 deg2  multi-step input with a well-chosen step length.
and they are submitted to the original system. The This has the added advantage that these inputs are
comparison is made via the criterion J=tr M-1 and easy to fly manually.
via the standard deviations (10 of the parameter
estimates. The results are presented in fig. 6-20 and On the other hand the aircraft to be tested may be
table 6-12. more complicated, for example it may have some
The comparison of the different input signals sow (combination of) parameters in its model
contrasting values for J and (0. The DUT aileron description which are nearly unidentifiable, but
and rudder inputs perform relatively better than which are nevertheless required for a certain
3211 inputs, application. For the Beaver example the &-

derivatives are a case in point, because one may
6.4 Conclusions not be content to remove those parameters from the

model and in that way introduce an error may
When we look at the theoretical results for the become noticeable in certain flight manoeuvres. In
performance of input signals optimized in the time this case it is certainly worthwhile to apply one of
domain, there are no large differences between the the described optimal input signal design methods
results of the different types of input signals and find an input signal that allows the
(except for Schulz). Certainly improvements of 20- identification of all parameters.
50% in the parameter standard deviations hardly
seem to be worth the trouble of optimal input The optimal input signals have the advantage that
design. their frequency contents are much lower than the

multi-step signals and do not contain 'superfluous'
It is even more surprising that in the case of the frequency components. This can be of great
actual flight tests a simple heuristic input signal importance, e.g. to avoid structural modes being
such as a Doublet or a 3211 can perform as well as excited by the input signal or to avoid the
and sometimes even better than one of the optimal influence of the frequency-dependence on the
signals. aerodynamic model. The aerodynamic model

description in terms of Taylor polynomials, as used
For the DUT input design in the frequency domain, in this volume, is really only a low-frequency
the estimation results of the short period and lateral approximation of the (infinite-dimensional)
stability and control derivatives gave a good physical system. Exciting the aircraft with higher
comparison with other input signals. frequencies will therefore yield different parameter

estimates in the approximate model than exciting
Representing the optimal information matrix via a the aircraft with lower frequencies. This effect is
vector in the information space can be used to responsible for some of the systematic differences
evaluate the mutual performance of different input shown in the previous section. Ideally one should
designs and design criteria. If the locations are very identify the aircraft model using the same input
close to each other one may expect equal signal frequency content as in the application for
accuracies of the parameter estimates. The input which it will be used, i.e. with a low frequency
designs from different optimization criteria yields content for a commercial training simulator or with
almost similar locations for the information vector high frequency content for an air-combat simulator.
and provided equivalent input designs and
performances. Some of the practical advantages of using higher

frequencies can also be achieved with the optimal
It must be kept in mind, however, that these input signals by specifying a higher frequency
conclusions hold for the simple aerodynamic model content, for instance by using a weighting function
used in the examples and they may not be true for in the criterion which emphasizes the 'higher-
a more complicated model. In any case, if the frequency' parameters (e.g. the control derivatives)
aircraft to be tested is as simple as the one or by choosing higher frequency elementary signal
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components (sinus or square wave) which can be
done quite easily using the DUT methods.

Even if we intend to apply multi-step input signals,
e.g. because the signals have to be flown manually,
the amplitude, duration and relative phase of the
multi-step input signals can be inspired by the
optimal design. The analysis will also show how
much you may be losing in theory by applying a
multi-step input signal. Furthermore, the extra
effort spent on optimal input design yields
important extra information for the planning of the
flight tests, such as safe input amplitudes,
minimum required manoeuvre times, etc.

Finally, it must be said that the instrumentation and
the algorithms to accomplish the parameter
identification task have now advanced to the point
where the choice of optimal control inputs may be
the only and ultimate limiting factor in the
attainable accuracy of these stability and control
parameters.
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=x~ -. 01 Cz- -0.9019
CUS -0.3719 Cz = -1.7203 C -lu 0.0413

CXx, - -0.53715 =z -5.817 C ' 1.5466

C q -0.0795 C4  = -0.5705 C S -2.19CX6  06 84 CZ65 -383 C = -18

=YS --. 64CP -0.0759 C11'P - 0.0419
CYS - 0 C1PS - -0.6312 C IN 0.0496

=yS -0.145 CIPS = 0.0842 C -N -0.0693

=YS 0 =IS 0 C"S

C6 - 0 C 6  = -0.115 Cn6 0.008
=~a 0.61CS = -0.0026 Ca = -0.0622

V0  = 45 rn/s & = 58.656 =x 0.1058

=X 0.1385 rad /tb = 6.365 =y 1.0832
P0 1.024 kg.m 3KZ = 0.1438
mo 2215 kg KXZ -0.0021

Table 6-1: Nominal flight condition and a priori values of Ion gin tudinal and lateral stability and
control derivatives as used for the design of longitudinal and lateral input signals.
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:iparamneter 1f paraie'ter patramveter paraDiete
Va u ......

V = 41.2 rn/sec
h = Sea Level

Table 6-5: Parameter values and flight condition for short period mode
of C-8 Buffalo aircraft.

oltplit, original miodel inodified model

signal jf or two-step mnethodI

X.na signal

ci 1.00 deg & 23.75 deg/sec

q 0.70 deg 4 16.62 deg/sec 2

Table 6-6: Standard deviations of measurement errors for short period
mode models of C-8 Buffalo aircraft.
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..........freq t* Power aileron in Puti rudder input.
(rad/s) ratio

Power all)PL Ph1ase Powel- anipt .. pha~s4e'
.. .... (deg4) (d e g (rind) (degl) (e) rd

2 0.785 0.048 0 0 0 0.896 1.339 0

3 1.178 0.052 0.966 1.390 0 0.000 0.008 0.070

4 1.571 0.064 1.201 1.550 0 0.000 0.016 -1.125

5 1.964 0.048 0 0 0 1 0.896 1.339 0

6 2.356 0.024 0.448 0.946 0 0 0 0

7 2.749 0.024 0.448 0.946 0 000

8 3.142 0.024 0.448 0.946 0 0 0 0

9 3.534 0.717 13.435 5.184 0 0.013 0.159 0.195

DUT signals with specified frequencies

-req. power -oeo iptrdder input
(radls,) ratio

power .1mp1i. Phase power amlpi. Phks.
(deg) (deg) (lad) (dg 2 egg (1a)

2 0.785 0.048 00 0 0.899 1.341 0

3 1.178 0.048 0) 0 0 0.899 1.341 0

1.341 0.016 0.008 0.127 -2.569 0. 28 5 0.754 0.000

1.492 0.001 0.000 0.022 -2,001 0.011 0.146 0.000

4 1.571 0.048 00 0 0.899 1.341 0

5 1.964 0.048 0 0 0 0.899 1.341 0

6 2.356 0.024 0.449 0.948 0 00 0

7 2.749 0.024 0.449 0.948 0 00 0

8 3.142 0.024 0.449 0.948 0 00 0

19 3.534 0.710 113.489 5.194 0 0.013 0.162 0.1951

DUT signals with optimized frequencies

Table 6-11: Optimal aileron and rudder inputs- with harmonic, input signals for lateral
mode parameters of DHC-2 Beaver aircraft.
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:::Parameter Paramet er Paramjeteir Standard devA40iat io ci ,X 104

double 3211DUT signals

C6-0.684 3.42 3.26 3.40

CyV0 24.82 22.32 18.36

C -0.145 42.14 26.89 24.58

C60 18.38 12.89 13.44

CY"0 3.86 2.89 2.99

Cybr 0.061 2.08 1.89 5.29

CO-0.0759 0.22 0.21 0.21

4,-0.6312 1.57 1.41 1.16

4,5.0842 2.66 1.70 1.55

kB0 1.16 0.81 0.85

C18a -0.115 0.24 0.18 0.19

Cr-0.0026 0.13 0.12 0.33

C. 0.0419 0.39 0.38 0.39

C,0.0496 2.86 2.57 2.12

C 0.0693 4.86 3.10) 2.83

C6 0 2.12 1.49 1.55

n,0.008 0.44 0.33 0.34

C1ir_ -0.0622 0.24 0.22 0.611

J=tr M-1 4.521 10-3 2.309 10-' 1.917 10-3

aieo .75.77 9.70
Ma.-5.77 -5.77 -9.70

amplitude
(deg) rudder 3.20 3.77 0.45

-7.20 -7.77 -4.45

Table 6-12: Comparison of Cramer-Rao lower bounds for T= 16 sec (N= 161) for
heuristic and optimal aileron and rudder inputs with design criteria J=tr AT'

for lateral mnode parameters of DHC-2 Beaver aircraft.
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20 A
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4 8 12 16 20 4 8 12 16 20
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(a) The relative performance index (b) The relative standard deviation
as a function of p of Cx as a function ofp

Sfpl~l •- * fpIHz)

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 A 20 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 -...... 2.0
80/ 801 ' 0

lre short period oscillation short period oscillation
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1I 8 12 16 20 -,.pI--I

(c) The relative standard deviation (d) The relative standard deviation of
of Cza and Cma as a function of p Cz, Cmq, CZ and C.,e as a function of p

Figure 6-1: The relative performance index Jre and relative standard deviations crel
of the estimated longitudinal parameters as a function of the total number of

orthonormal functions p in set I (-) and set 2 (- -).
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as a function of p Cyo, C6, and 6,, as a function of p
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as a tunction of p

Figure,6-2: The relative performance index -ra and relative standard deviations creI
of the estimated longitudinal parameters as a function of the total number of

orthonormal functions p in set I (-) and set 2 (- -).
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Figure 6-7: Relative (with respect to corresponding results from DUT manoeuvres,) theoretical and
sample standard deviations of estimated lateral aerodynamic derivatives of 5 different types of lateral

dynamic flight test manoeuvres; sample results are shown immediately above each aerodynamic
derivative, corresponding theoretical results are presented as the left most group of bars.
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Figure 6-8: 2D view of attainable optimization cri .teria.

tr(inv[M/N]) /ieg[N]

-In(det[M/N])

Figure 6-9: 3D view of attainable optimization criteria.
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*1 *

specified fr-equencies optimized fr-equencies

Figure 6-11: Reconstruction of optimal information matrix from elementamy signals and as a
function of 2p () for elevator input for criterion J= tr M-1.
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Figure 6-12: Time history and normalized power spectral density of DUT elevator input with
specified and optimized fr-equencies for criterion J = r M-1.
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Figure 6-13: Time history of angle of attack and pitch response from DUT elevator input with
specified frequencies.
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Figure 6-14: Optimization criteria as Juinction of measuring time interval (AI=O.O4 sec).
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7 PRACTICAL ASPECTS OF FLIGHT TESTS

In this chapter the instrumentation, flight test usually refers to a system with transducers
design and execution, the data processing and the mounted on a stabilized gimballed platform, while
data quality evaluation are discussed. All of these the term IRS always refers to a system with
topics are present in all flight tests, but parameter transducers rigidly mounted to the case. In civil
identification tests add special requirements. aircraft these systems are likely to be already
In addition the software development will be available onboard. Although these systems are
briefly described, because this is an area that can more expensive than separate transducers or a
be very expensive both during development and simple inertial sensor package, their superior
during use, especially when the software fails to accuracy, stability and reliability imply that they
perform according to specifications. are much cheaper to operate, because calibrations

or repairs will be very infrequent.

7.1 Flight Test Instrumentation
On the other hand, a gimballed platform INS is not

For the purpose of parameter identification flight very suitable for parameter identification flight
tests, the inertial transducers, the pressure tests, because there are no body referenced specific
transducers and the angular position transducers are forces or angular rates directly available. In
the most important. Other transducers such as addition the resolution of the attitude angles is
temperature and outputs from navigation systems usually poor and the accuracy is further degraded
will also be discussed. Some aspects of signal by the internal shock mounting that is used to
conditioning will be covered. Finally the protect the sensitive transducers.
characterization of measurement channel will be
described. A strap down IRS is much better in this respect.

All IRS's built today use laser gyroscopes. The
7.1.1 Inertial Transducers advantage of the laser gyroscope is the excellent

stability of bias, scale factor and alignment and the
As discussed in chapter 3 the accurate inherently small time delays. The main
measurement of specific forces and angular rates is disadvantage is the amount of noise in the outputs,
very important for an accurate flight path which is caused by the need for dithering to
reconstruction, because these measurements form prevent lock-in (see Aronowitz [224]). In
the components of the input vector to the system commercially available IRS's the signal outputs are
model describing the aircraft's flight path. In heavily filtered, which leads to signal distortion
particular it is important that the bias, scale factor and time delay. Furthermore the lack of adequate
and alignment do not change. For instance a bias anti-aliasing filtering combined with low sampling
variation over the range of operational conditions rate lead to problems with aliasing, especially in a
should be in the order of 0.001 m/s 2 for the high-vibration environment, in practice the
specific forces and 0.001 deg/s for the angular sampling rates used in commercial IRS's are about
rates. This level of accuracy leads to the use of 50 Hz. Most of the above-mentioned problems can
'inertial grade' transducers. It is possible to build be eliminated by having the manufacturer modify
an inertial sensor package of this accuracy from the IRS specifically for flight test. NLR has
components, as described by van Woerkom [161 or operated modified IRS's successfully during the
Breeman [22]. However, it may be preferable to last eight years for a number of flight test
buy an existing inertial sensor package of the shelf, applications.
Such packages are produced for missile guidance
and often include gyroscope drive electronics, The mounting of inertial transducers requires
signal conditioning and accurate A/D converters, special care. The sensors should be accurately

aligned with respect to the aircraft body axes or,
Another possibility is the use of a commercially equivalently, the misalignments should be
available Inertial Navigation System (INS) or measured very accurately. This also means that the
Inertial Reference System (IRS). The term INS mounting of the sensors in the box as well as the
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mounting of the box to the airframe should be very the delays are dependent on the pressure in the
rigid and stable. tubing, so that the ground measurement has to be

performed for several static pressure levels.
7.1.2 Pressure Transducers

7.1.3 Angular Position Transducers
As discussed in chapter 3 the accurate
measurement of static and dynamic pressure is very Angular position transducers are needed to measure
important for an accurate flight path reconstruction, the air flow angles and the control surface
because these measurements form the primary deflections. For the air flow angle transducer (ct
components of the observation vector of the system and 03) an accuracy of about 0.02 deg is required.
model describing the flight path. The stability of the alignment of the air flow vanes

with respect to the body axes is more important

The required absolute accuracy is about 20 Pa, but than the absolute accuracy, because the angle of
a differential accuracy of better than 5 Pa is very attack and angle of sideslip resulting from the
desirable. This last number translates to about 0.5 flight path reconstruction can be used to obtain an
m accuracy in the change in altitude, which is the accurate calibration of the air flow vanes [208 and
important quantity for the reconstruction of altitude 213]. Ideally, this calibration will take into account
variations. Any errors here will affect the the upwash and sidewash effects discussed in
reconstructed state trajectory directly. chapter 2, as well as the effect of structural

deformation of the boom or the aircraft. It is
This level of accuracy is obtainable by modern important to check the alignment of the vanes with
high quality pressure transducers, but only if the the aircraft on a regular basis, before each flight if
temperature of the transducer is either kept possible. For the control surface deflections the
constant or measured and accounted for in the accuracy requirements are somewhat less, about
calibration. The approach of keeping the transducer 0.02 degree. In this case the correct mounting of
at a constant temperature was applied in the system the deflection transducer to the airframe is very
described in section 7.1.5 below. Modern air data important, because the structure of the aircraft as
computers (ADC) normally measure the transducer well as the control surface will deform significantly
temperature and account for it in an internal under loading. A good design of the mounting will
calibration procedure and in this way can be about minimize this effect [207]. In any case the
as accurate as temperature-stabilized transducers, deflection of the aerodynamic surface itself must
however, without the operational difficulties be measured and not the pilot stick deflection or
associated with temperature stabilization. This the cable displacement.
makes ADC's attractive as flight test transducers
and NLR has applied these transducers successfully The time delay of the control surface deflection
for flight test application for a number of' years. measurements is very important for aerodynamic
Time delays in the pressure measurements are model identification, see Iliff [2]. Especially the
mainly due to the pressure tubing connecting the rate derivatives are very sensitive to this delay. The
sensing port to the transducer. The small internal time delay between the deflection measurements
volume of modern pressure transducers has helped and the inertial measurements can be checked
to reduce this effect, but it still pays to keep the directly by mounting an accelerometer to a control
length of the pressure tubes as small as possible by surface and moving the controls at different
placing the transducers near the sensing ports,. frequencies. If the same data acquisition chain is

used as for the flight tests, this test can readily
The effect of time delays in the pressure exhibit the delay of the deflection measurements
measurements on the flight path reconstruction is relative to the inertial measurements to an accuracy
generally not very large, although they show up of about 1 ms.
very clearly in the residuals. It is in any case a
good idea to measure the time delays on the
ground [208 and 214] and correct the flight data
for the time delays. It must be kept in mind that
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7.1.4 Signal Conditioning Characterization Digital processing The digitized transducer signals
are in many cases not the desired results.

As described in chapter 3, state reconstruction can Therefore, modern sensor systems contain digital
be used to obtain accurate reconstructed variables processing. In simple cases this involves
using the redundancy present in the measurement calibrations, corrections and digital filtering, but it
data set. In order to apply this technique it is can also involve a complex calculation based on a
necessary to formulate a precise and complete number of different transducer signals.
characterization of the measurement system. In the
past a characterization of a measurand could Data transmission The processed digital data must
consist of accuracy and bandwidth of the sensor. be finally transferred to the user equipment, in the
Nowadays most measurands are the result of a present case the flight control computer. This
complex sequence of processing steps in the flight involves formatting the data and transmitting the
hardware. In this subsection a general framework data over a digital data bus.
is proposed for specifying the characteristics of
measurands. This general framework can then be The proposed framework is just a subset of the
filled in for each of the measurands used for state characteristics that come into play in the selection
reconstruction. We will begin by introducing the of transducers. Only the characteristics that are
following definitions: judged relevant for the application must be

included. In figure 7-1 the general structure for a

Definitions measurement channel is shown. It consists of
Translation The desired physical quantity often translation, transducer, analog signal conditioning,
cannot be sensed directly but must first be analog to digital conversion, digital processing and
translated to the transducer. Examples are the pitot data transmission. For each of these elements
probe and the pressure tubing for air data and the characteristics can be specified. Taken all together
mechanical gearing for rotary position, these specifications determine the overall response

of the measurement channel.
Transducer The translated physical quantity is
transformed into a secondary physical quantity (the A complicating factor is that in modern
transducer output) which can be measured more measurement systems the output measurand often
easy or more accurately. Nowadays the secondary depends on more than one sensor. In the simple
physical quantity is usually a voltage, a current or case the output of one sensor is corrected for a
an impedance change. sensitivity for another physical quantity, e.g a

pressure sensor is corrected for temperature. In this

Signal conditioning The transducer output is not case only the remaining sensitivity after
directly suitable for conversion, because the signal compensation is relevant. More complicated is the
level is not compatible with the A/D converter or case where the measurand is derived from a
because the frequency content would cause aliasing number of sensors, e.g. groundspeed from body
errors. Consequently the transducer output must be accelerations and gyroscopes. This can be treated
bias shifted, amplified and filtered. by defining the transfer characteristics from each

sensor to each measurand separately.
A/D converter After signal conditioning the signal
is converted to a digital code. There are two For simplicity the characteristics of the translation
common conversion techniques: successive of the physical quantity to the sensor input might
approximation converters yield a number which be included in the transducer characteristics.
directly represents the signal amplitude at the Examples are the pneumatic tubing between the
sampling instant and integrating converters, which sensing hole and the pressure sensor and the shock
yield a number representing the analog integral of mounting of an inertial sensor. A list of
the signal over the last sampling interval. characteristics is:
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1. Translation form part of a feedback loop.
(a) Transfer function
(b) Time delay In the above list time delays are listed separately

from the transfer functions. This implies that the
2. Transducer transfer functions are defined to have no fixed

(a) Range delay components. An alternative is to list the
(b) Bias complete transfer function and to incorporate the
(c) Scale factor delays in factors like e-jWt or z in the transfer
(d) Resolution (sensitivity) functions.
(e) Sensitivity to temperature, off-axis signals
(f) Hysteresis The next step in this activity is the drawing up of
(g) Transfer function H(wo) a list of physical quantities of measurand transfer
(h) Time delay characteristics that could be of interest to the
(i) Electrical noise spectrum project. Subsequently this list can be filled in with

information obtained from vendor brochures, by
3. Analog signal conditioning questioning vendors or by direct measurements in

(a) Range the laboratory or in flight.
(b) Bias
(c) Scale factor 7.1.5 Example of Flight Test Measurement
(d) Transfer function H(w) System
(e) Time delay
(f) Electrical noise spectrum The general arrangement of the flight test

instrumentation system as used in the flight test
4. Analog to Digital conversion programs with the DHC-2 Beaver aircraft is shown

(a) Range in figure 7-2. A detailed description of the
(b) Accuracy predecessor of this flight test measurement system
(c) Resolution is given in Van Woerkom [161. The present system
(d) Sample rate like its predecessor was designed and built by the
(e) Sample instant jitter Faculty of Aerospace Engineering of the TU Delft.
(f) Digital noise spectrum

The transducers of the instrumentation system are
5. Digital processing listed in table 7-1. The first set of these

(a) Amplitude limitation transducers, mounted in the so-called Inertial
(b) Digital transfer function H(z) Measurement Unit (IMU) are shown in figure 7-3.
(c) Time delay Three accelerometers were positioned such that
(d) Round-off their axes of sensitivity were mutually
(e) Numerical noise spectrum perpendicular inside a temperature-controlled box.

The effect of temperature on the characteristics of
6. Data transmission these accelerometers was eliminated by maintaining

(a) Truncation a fixed temperature inside the box during
(b) Transmission rate instrumentation calibrations as well as in flight.
(c) Transmission delays Three rate gyros were mounted outside on the box.
(d) Transmission delay jitter Their axes of sensitivity were mutually

perpendicular as well.
To reduce the amount of work, characteristics that
are judged less important can be left blank. For The second set of transducers, used to measure
example, the analog signal conditioning may have various total and static pressures, consisted of one
a negligible bias compared to the sensor. In other absolute and four differential pressure transducers
cases it may be impossible to tell whether the error which were also positioned in a temperature
must be attributed to the sensor or to the signal controlled box for the same reasons as stated as
conditioning. This is also true for sensors which above. This can be seen in figure 7.4.
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This box contained in addition a vacuum bottle Electro-hydraulic control system
with which the reference static pressure at the start A diagram of the electro-hydraulic control system
of a flight test manoeuvre could be sampled. It which was used to generate the optimal input
further contained a heater and fan, a set of two- signals is shown in figure 7-6. The system included
way valves and the necessary electronics. More three electro-hydraulic actuators for control of the
details are given in Van Woerkom 1205]. ailerons, rudder and elevator respectively. The
All transducer outputs were converted and scaled actuators were coupled via pilot controllable
to a range from 0 to 10,000 mV dc. Next,these electro-magnetic couplings and safety shear pins to
outputs were filtered by identical 4th order low- the existing manual control system. Hydraulic
pass anti-aliasing filters. Each filter consisted of power was generated by an auxiliary hydraulic
two identical second order filters with undamped pump which was fitted to the engine. In order to
natural frequencies of 19 rad/s and damping ratios eliminate the possibility of hydraulic fluid spillage
of 0.691. These damping ratios were selected so as in flight, the system was designed to have no open
to obtain an approximately constant gain and linear connections with the outside air. Therefore it was
phase characteristics in the region of low not possible to use an open reservoir for hydraulic
frequencies. The only effect on the low frequency fluid storage and a so-called compensator was
components of the transducer output; was, used, this is in essence a cylinder and piston
therefore a common time delay. This in turn led to providing a variable volume. Together with an
considerable simplifications of the computations accumulator, filters and hydraulic valves, the
required for 'elementary data processing' 11761. compensator was mounted in a hydraulic power
The resolution of the analog to digital converter pack installed in the back of the Beaver passenger
was equal to 1 mV or 0.01% of full scale. Each cabin. The electro-hydraulic control system was
channel of the system was scanned at a rate of 10 operated by the pilot via an overhead control panel.
times per second. The multiplexer comprised 40 The actuator servo valves could be commanded by
channels and the system was capable of digitizing means of a three-axes side stick controller, by three
and recording 400 samples per second. The number trim wheels or by input signals recorded on a
of transducers in the instrumentation system (26) multi-channel FM tape recorder.
was smaller than the number of multiplexer
channels (40). The excess channels were used to 7.2 Ground Preparations
sample the accelerometers, rate gyro's and elevator,
aileron and rudder deflection transducers at the Before the actual flight tests a number of activities
double rate of 20 samples per second. have to be performed on the ground. The

instrumentation system must be calibrated and it
The instrumentation system was repeatedly must be installed and aligned with the aircraft axes
calibrated before, during and after the flight test and finally the aircraft's weight, center of gravity
program. These repeated calibrations made it and moments of inertia must be determined.
possible to monitor variations of instrumentation
and transducer characteristics with time, in the 7.2.1 Calibrations
course of the flight test program. The calibrations
comprised the complete measurement channels, Analysis of the calibrations consisted of fitting
from the transducers up to the outputs of the polynomials of degree appropriate to the calibration
analog to digital converter, rather than just the data, using regression analysis. For each channel,
individual components in each channel, because it this appropriate degree of the polynomial for an
was thought that the results of calibrations of adequate fit to the calibration data was determined
complete channels would be the most in a rather qualitative way, based on the root mean
representative for the actual in-flight performance square of the residuals. These rms-values are
of the measurement system. Some typical subsequently taken as a measure of the accuracy of
calibration results are shown in figure 7-5. the channels of the measurement system.
Especially the calibration of the pressure
transducers show bias changes with time. An impression of the accuracy, as defined above,

of some of the transducers (channels) of the
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instrumentation system can be deduced from calibration results of other types of transducers,
figures 7-5(a) through (d). These figures show the such as control surface angle, air flow angle,
residuals resulting from fitting one polynomial to temperature and engine rotation rate transducers are
several sets of calibration data resulted from presented by Kranenburg [1761.
calibrations made at different calender dates. Figure
7-5(a) shows the residuals of four tilting table 7.2.2 Measurement of Moments and Products
calibrations of the longitudinal accelerometer of Inertia
instrumentation channel. The relative rms-values

(rms divided by the calibrated input range) of these The total aerodynamic moments acting on the
particular residuals amounted to 0.0023%, which is aircraft cannot be measured directly in flight. They
equivalent to 0.00046 m/s 2. Still lower relative must be determined indirectly from the equations
rms-values, when the polynomials were fitted to of motion. For the case of a rigid aircraft, this
each of the calibration data sets individually. This leads to a set of relations for L, M and N as given
clearly indicated a change of characteristics from in chapter 2. These relations hold for a symmetrical
the first calibration to the next calibration. Figure aircraft for which the products of inertia Ixy and Iyz
7-5(a) shows that it is in particular the constant are equal to zero. It Ibllows, that the angular
part of the channel outputs which appears to vary accelerations and angular velocities must be
with time. This is quite typical characteristic of measured and that the moments of inertia I, I y and
inertial transducers like accelerometers and rate 1, as well as the product of inertia Ixz must be
gyros. This is the basis for the inclusion of known. This motivated the design of a rig for the
corresponding zero shifts as unknown parameters experimental determination of aircraft moments and
in the flight path reconstruction problem. product of inertia, shown in figure 7-7. A detailed
The residuals of five calibrations of the roll rate description of the rig has been given by
gyro channel are shown in figure 7-5(d). The rms- Kranenburg [1751 and De Jong [223].
value was 0.0035 deg/s. Also in these calibrations, Depending on the configuration of the rig, the
a variation of the constant part of the channel aircraft could be oscillated about either the
output over successive calibrations appeared to longitudinal, lateral or vertical axis. In the case of
exist. When polynomials were fitted to individual oscillations about the longitudinal and lateral axes
calibrations, rms-values of approximately 0.0020 the aircraft mass center was below the axis of
deg/s resulted. The instrumentation system used rotation, while for oscillations about the vertical
high quality differential-pressure transducers. In axes the aircraft was suspended as a bifilar
terms of relative rms-value of calibration residuals, pendulum. All these oscillations are readily
they proved to be of the same level of accuracy as recognized as being inherently stable. This
the high quality accelerometers and rate gyro's eliminated the need for the application of external
discussed above. This is illustrated by figure stabilizing springs. The rig was carefully designed
7-5(c), showing the residuals of two calibrations of such that mechanical friction would be as small as
the Apt differential pressure channel. The rms- possible. This was obtained, among other things,
value of the residuals was 0.6 N/m 2. by the application of high precision knife-edge
Figure 7-5 (d) shows the residuals of four bearings. The damping of the roll, pitch and yaw
calibrations of p,,, the absolute pressure channel, oscillations about the longitudinal, lateral and
The rms-value of the residuals was 81 N/m 2. This vertical axis respectively proved to be very low.
relatively high rms-value was obviously caused by Evidence for the low damping of these oscillations
deterministic differences between successive is provided by table 7-2, showing typical values of
calibrations, due to variations with time of the period and damping of the roll, pitch and yaw
transducer input-output relationship. Figure 7-5(d) oscillations respectively.
clearly demonstrates the advantage of multiple
calibrations in the course of a flight test program. The virtual absence of mechanical friction was
It was possible to fit a calibration polynomial to thought to be essential for accurate moment of
each of the calibrations individually and to inertia measurements, for the following reasons. In
determine for each flight the probably best the first place, weakly damped oscillations allow
polynomial by interpolation in time. Examples of ample opportunity to accurately determine period
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and damping. In the second place, the absence of unmodelled effect of stall. An even worse result
mechanical friction and in particular Coulomb may be that the pilot loses control of the aircraft.
friction, will permit the use of linear equations of

motion for oscillations with sufficiently small The total number of recordings is determined by
amplitudes, the requirements of parameter identification on the

one hand and by budgetary constraints on the other
The moments and products of inertia can be very hand. In the end a compromise between these two
easily calculated from the observed oscillation factors has to be found.
periods, but this can also be formulated in terms of
a system parameter estimation problem. At first 7.3.2 Experimental Design
sight, this might seem to lead to unnecessary
complications, because the application of e.g. The identification of a complete aerodynamic
maximum likelihood estimation as discussed in model often requires more information than is
Appendix A implies solving a nonlinear present in any single manoeuvre. This can be
minimization problem. There arise new solved by combining recordings of different
possibilities, however, when the rig configuration manoeuvre types during the data processing (multi-
is designed to allow more complex oscillations for manoeuvre analysis). The intended use of
instance involving translations as well as rotations combined recordings has to be taken into account
about different axes. during the flight planning. Although it is possible

to correct for the differences in e.g. centre of
7.3 Flight Test Design and Execution gravity or moments of inertias between recordings,

these variations may still introduce a degree of
The design and execution of parameter uncertainty into the analysis. The best approach
identification flight tests require careful planning may be to execute all manoeuvres which are going
and organization. This process has to begin with a to be combined as closely paced in time as
definition of the goals of the flight test program. possible. This does, however, have the operational
These goals can be specified as to the different disadvantage of forcing the pilot to execute all the
topics to be covered (e.g. aerodynamics, engine, different manoeuvres types in sequence, which is
flight control), to the desired coverage of the flight more difficult than executing all recordings of one
envelope and to the desired confidence level of the manoeuvre type before starting the next.
results. Next a detailed flight test plan can be
written, flight test cards can be drawn up and the The results from parameter identification will

flight test program can be executed. always show a certain scatter due to a number of
effects, such as atmospheric disturbances and

7.3.1 Flight Envelope instrumentation errors. The confidence in the
identification results can be improved markedly by

As far as the number of topics and the coverage of repeating individual manoeuvres or sequences of
the flight envelope are concerned, parameter manoeuvres. This allows us to obtain experimental
identification in general places no special standard deviations of parameter estimates which
requirements other than those of other type of may be a much more reliable indication of the
flight tests. Special care is required, however, at accuracy of these estimates than theoretical
the boundaries of the flight envelope. For instance standard deviations as resulting from the Cramer-
during dynamic manoeuvres at low speeds the stall Rao lower bound or the covariance matrix from
boundary may easily be crossed. It is also regression analysis, see also [2]. The number of
necessary to take into account that the dynamic repetitions can be limited to two or three in most
stall boundary usually is at a different angle of cases, but it is necessary to use at least five
attack than the static stall boundary. Also at high repetitions for a few reference conditions and
flight speeds the Mach buffet boundary is usually configurations. The conclusions from the larger
very close to the steady-state flight condition. One number of repetitions can then be extrapolated to
result may be that undesired effects are introduced the other cases. A minimum number of repetitions
into the parameter identification due to the for all other cases will ensure that no unique
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effects will be missed, as for example the crossing excursion limits. It can be very useful to have
of a stall boundary which will show up as an alternate flight test cards on hand, for example in
increase the scatter of the parameter estimates. The the case that the weather or air traffic control
results of parameter identification can also show precludes the execution of the original flight plan.
variations from flight to flight or even between the
beginning and the end of the same flight. This can The execution of the flight test plan requires the
be caused by a number of factors such as: full attention of a flight test engineer. He has to
"* the accuracy of the calculated centre of gravity select the items to be covered during a particular

position, mass or moments of inertia, flight, prepare flight test cards, brief the pilots,
"* changes in the instrumentation (calibration conduct the tests during flight and finally document

shifts, instrument exchange), all the relevant parameters, such as weight, c.g.,
"• changes in the weather conditions at different fuel load, etc. All observations made by the pilot

altitudes or on different days. or by the other members of the crew should be
It is very important to schedule extra repeat recorded, possibly on audio tape.
recordings of a chosen reference configuration and
condition to evaluate these factors. These repeat 7.4 Flight Test Data Processing
recordings should preferably be distributed over the
flights in a quasi-random fashion. The flight test data processing involves more than

just the implementation of the algorithms presented
The task of the pilot can be lightened by utilizing in the earlier chapters. It involves transcription of
a Stability Augmentation System (SAS) if present. flight tapes, data storage and data management,
The SAS can be used to stabilize those axes which calibration, processing, analysis and presentation.
are not excited during the flight tests. One has to All of these steps are not unique to the processing
be very careful, however, that the SAS does not of parameter identification flight tests and normally
contribute an effective input signal to the excited will already be available in your organization, but
axes, because this may introduce correlated inputs the use for parameter identification imposes special
into the system. The result of correlated inputs is requirements with respect to data management,
a significant decrease in identifiability, accuracy and time correlation. This may necessitate

a significant effort to upgrade the existing system

7.3.3 Test Plan or the bold decision to develop a new system from
scratch. In the following subsections the special

The total test plan should be approved by the requirements for parameter identification will be
analysts, the pilots, the flight test engineer and the discussed for each of the data processing steps.
flight instrumentation engineer. Subsequently the
test plan has to be divided in parts which can be 7.4.1 Data Management
executed in one flight. Careful planning can save
flying time by finding the best sequence of Large amounts of data are gathered during
manoeuvres. These savings are often negated by parameter identification flight tests in a variety of
the demands of experimental design, however, conditions and configurations. The subsequent
because this may require either a more random processing of the data involves a large number of
sequencing of recordings or the execution of steps. The data management requirements are
related tests in a prescribed sequence. therefore twofold:

Each of the separate tests should be summarized on The administration of the oricginal measured
a flight test card. This card should contain all recordings This should describe of the purpose and
necessary information to execute the test, but the execution of a recording, together with the
nothing more. It should at least define initial aircraft configuration (flap angle, gear position,
conditions, aircraft configuration and input signal. engine setting) the flight condition (altitude,
For manual test inputs a simplified graph may be airspeed). In addition all the reference data needed
very helpful. The flight test card could also list for the data processing should be included, such as
hints, warnings, desired final conditions or possible aircraft weight and centre of gravity position,
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instrumentation settings, etc. The importance of Very often it is necessary to filter and re sample
this administration lies e.g. in the possibility to the data to reduce high-frequency noise in the data.
select recordings which contain information which The use of nonrecursive filter techniques (see
pertain to a specific condition and use these Oppenheim and Schafer [225] or Rabiner and Gold
recordings in a combined (multi-manoeuvre) [226]) will ensure that no additional time delays
analysis. are introduced. Another aspect is that some

calculations in the processing are actually filter
The administration of intermediate and final results operations (e.g. interpolation, differentiation or
This should describe the precise meaning of each integration). Again it is necessary to use
calculated variable, such as the program which formulations that do not introduce a phase
created the variable, the date and time of the distortion. An example is calculating the numerical
calculation and the unique identification of the data derivative of a signal where the use of a central
sets on which the calculation depended. In difference formula will ensure zero time shift.
particular the ability to identify the source of a
final result is essential. This allows e.g. the 7.4.4 Presentation
reinterpretation of final results in the light of later
changes in data processing parameters or in model A good presentation is very important for the easy
structure used for parameter identification, interpretation of intermediate as well as final

results. Although tables have their place for precise
7.4.2 Accuracy documentation, especially graphical presentation

can give enhanced insight, e.g. to highlight trends
Parameter identification and in particular the Two- in the data. Flexible interactive plotting procedures
Step method places special demands on these are needed here allowing for different plot styles
processing steps in terms of accuracy. As (e.g. X-Y, T-Y, bar charts, box- and-whisker plots),
mentioned earlier it may be necessary to perform line styles and plot symbols. Special care is needed
special calibrations before and after a flight test to label the data clearly and unambiguously and to
program. In addition it may be necessary to use identify the plots with date and time. Easy change
more sophisticated calibration procedures, e.g. to of scaling is also required.
incorporate additional terms in the calibration
formulae. The precise correction for instrument 7.5 Flight Test Data Quality Evaluation
sensitivities also demands extra attention. Examples
are the correction of accelerometers for off-axis The quality of the measurement data is defined
sensitivity or the correction of air data for Pressure here as the degree of absence of all factors that
Error Correction. would detract from its usability for the intended

purpose. It is obvious that this quality will directly
7.4.3 Time Correlation determine the accuracy of the parameter

identification results. Therefore it is of utmost
A time correlation accuracy in the order of importance to ensure the data quality before any
1 millisecond is essential for PI. Numerical attempt at identification is made. In principle the
experiments have shown that a shift of a 10 ms in best time to perform data quality checks is in
dynamic measurands may give errors of 50% in dedicated tests before or during the actual flight
some parameter estimates. In an ideal data tests: in the instrumentation laboratory, on the
acquisition system all measurands are recorded by flight line and during instrumentation check-out
the same measurement chain. In actual practice the flights. Accurate determination of each individual
measurands are derived from different systems with error effect can also be done best in a dedicated
different sample rates, filter characteristics and test. These tests are ideally performed with a
internal delays. Very often a special computer on-line in the aircraft to reduce the loss
synchronization signal (e.g. a Time Code) is of time and the cost of flight tests with inaccurate
recorded by all channels, so that it can be used to measurements.
restore the synchronization. The actual restoration
may require very difficult software algorithms. The evaluation of the data quality from existing
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flight test data, as sometimes the case, is generally such as wrong signs, excessive measurement noise,
much more difficult. But it is still very important data dropouts, spikes and missing (or even
to do this evaluation for the following reasons: exchanged!) data channels.

In addition frequency domain techniques can be
1. A particular measurement channel may very useful for data quality evaluation. Examples

deteriorate or fail during the course of a flight are:
test program.

1. Time shift of a signal can be determined by
2. A specific error effect may only be present examining the slope of the phase response of

during actual flight tests, such as static the signal with respect to a reference. This
pressure distortions in dynamic flight method is very sensitive, but it is most useful
conditions. These effects can only be in ground checks as it may be difficult to find
determined from the flight tests. a suitable reference measurement in flight.

Time domain modelling can also be used to
Another good reason is the fact that the evaluation determine time shift.
of the data quality also gives a good feel for the
data contents. It gives a first indication of the 2. Initial checks of compatibility between
actual accuracy of the measurements and it can variables may be quickly performed in the
clear up misunderstandings in the definition of frequency domain. For instance it can be
measured variables (e.g. sign conventions). Apart verified that q/0 has a 1/s frequency response
from complete failure, which is often (but not characteristic. Sign errors are also easily
always!) easy to spot there are a number of errors detected by inspecting the phase response.
that can occur during all stages of the measurement
channel as described in section 7.1.4. 3. Coherence functions can be used to ensure that
Some examples are: both input and output signals have low noise

contents and are well correlated with each
Sensing The transducer may not sense the desired other.
quantity directly, for example a static pressure may
be distorted by the flow around the aircraft. 4. The noise spectrum can give an indication of

the correct functioning of a transducer
Transducer These could be changes in bias or scale (channel). Excessive noise (perhaps in part of
factor, sensitivity to temperature, vibration or the frequency spectrum) can give an indication
electromagnetic radiation. of malfunction in sensing, transducer or data

acquisition. For exanmple discrete frequencies in
Data acquisition system These could be changes in a gyroscope signal could indicate a bearing
the analog components, such as amplifiers, pre- failure, noise spikes could be a vibration
sample filters and A/D converters, or bit errors in problem or faulty wiring or connectors. Noise
the recording chain (dropouts) or time shifts and analysis also gives vital information for the
other phase errors. design of data processing filters, which remove

the measurement noise and allow the sampling
Because of the large number of possible error rate to be reduced.
sources, an intimate knowledge with the
characteristics of the instrumentation system is This may also be a good place to wam for the
absolutely necessary for successful correction of effect of pre-sample filtering. If a failing transducer
data errors. has high-frequency noise or sudden steps in its

output, the pre-sample filters will transform the
7.5.1 Data Inspection signals in smooth signals, thus masking the

problem. In normal operation pre-sample filters are
Visual inspection of data plots is an important first essential to prevent aliasing errors, but it may be a
step in the evaluation of data quality. The good idea to record the unfiltered signals as an
measurements can be scrutinized for obvious errors instrumentation test. Another important point is the
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negative effect of phase errors in the analogue undesirable error characteristics of one of the
filters on the parameter identification. Some transducers, such as hysteresis, nonlinearities or
authors even recommend dispensing with anti- spurious responses, do not destroy the quality of

aliasing filters altogether. If recording techniques the overall result.
permit it, it is therefore recommended to use the A special case of compatibility checking is

highest possible sampling rates (and pre-sample Kinematic Compatibility checking. Here the

filter bandwidth) and to reduce the sample rate in kinematic relationships that exist between the
the analysis by linear-phase digital filtering in the different measured variables are used. The
ground processing. This has the added advantage of procedure can be applied in many forms: from the
allowing a more considered choice of sampling rate simple comparison between two signals to the
in the data analysis. complete six-degree-of-freedom flight path

reconstruction described in chapter 3. The

7.5.2 Compatibility Checking procedure is also called Kinematic Consistency
checking or Flight Path Reconstruction. The chosen

Any redundancy in the measured variables can be name reflects whether the procedure is seen as an
exploited to verify the data quality. There are a independent check or as an integral part of the
large number of techniques in use for the purpose processing.
of data quality evaluation.

The set of equations describing the six-degree-of-

A simple example is the measurement of a single freedom kinematic equations were given in
variable by two different transducers. If the chapter 2. In practice these equations are extended
transducers are of the same type, then the outputs with terms describing the navigation over a
of the two measurement channels can be directly spherical and rotating earth.
compared to find discrepancies in sensing,
transducer or data acquisition. If the two In principle any measurement which depends on
transducers use a different measurement principle, the state vector defined in chapter 3 can appear in
then the comparison is not so straightforward. the observation equation, for example air speed or
However, the characteristic errors will be different. doppler velocity, pressure or radio altitude, angle
If these differences are taken into account properly, of attack or angle of sideslip, latitude and longitude
comparison of the two transducers can still yield from Inertial Navigation Systems, VOR/DME or
important information, the Global Positioning System. The error in the

measurements, whether in the input or in the

In practice it is rare that two redundant transducers observation vector, can be modelled as bias (k),
are used, but it is not uncommon to have a scale factor error (k), time shift (T) and white,
standard aircraft instrument as well as a flight test Gaussian random noise (n), see for instance
instrumentation sensor. In this case it is strongly Blackwell and Feik 12361. If this random noise is
recommended to record the aircraft instrument not white it may be necessary to augment the state
output as well. The disadvantage is not so much vector with a model of the noise characteristics.
the extra data channel to be wired in the aircraft,
but rather the extra effort needed to calibrate and With modern inertial sensors the measurement
evaluate the aircraft instrument, which is necessary errors are very small. As a consequence the
to allow its use for data quality checks. variations in the wind components during a

recording become the dominant error source. This

Partially redundant measurements can also be used makes it possible as well as desirable to estimate
in a complementary filter approach, thus making these wind variations. The estimation of the
the best use of all available information. Such a absolute wind components requires the presence of
filter can be designed using the Kalman filter absolute position or velocity references of
approach. For example, rate gyro data can be used reasonable accuracy, e.g. from an INS, VOR/DME
for the low frequency range and angular or GPS. However, it should be noted that in
accelerometer data can be used for the higher general only the variations in the wind speed
frequency range. However, it is very important that components are of interest for flight mechanics,
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because constant wind components only affect the Even this simple example already points out a
error in the absolute velocities in earth-fixed common problem, i.e. the bias of the rate
coordinates. This means that absolute position gyroscope has exactly the same effect as the linear
references are not strictly required, although they drift of the attitude gyroscope and the same is true

can be of great use. for time shifts. This means that the errors in the
different measurements must have different

One simple way of modelling the wind variations characteristics in order to be useful for

that works very well in practice describes the wind compatibility checking. If it could be assumed that
variation as a linear trend in time and as the attitude gyroscope has negligible drift and the

proportional to altitude. A more sophisticated rate gyroscope has a negligible (or perhaps known)
description may use a Markov model (see 3.1.4), time shift, then rate gyro bias and the time shift of

but the parameters in such a wind model will the attitude gyro can be put in the error model and
depend on the weather conditions. The estimation values for these parameters can be found. But in

of wind components is an example of the use of general these assumptions are difficult to make and
estimation procedures to reconstruct an unmeasured need the advice of the instrumentation department.

state component. Another practical example is the
estimation of the angle of attack in the case that no The bias in the rate gyro will always have the same

direct measurement is available or the direct effect, a linear increase of the error with time. But
measurement is unusable. a scale factor error, e.g. in the attitude

measurement, will only be noticeable if larger
It is in general not possible to identify the large excursions are present. Even in the case of large

number of parameters in the described error excursions, the estimate of bias and scale factor
models, because the basic observability and may be highly correlated, e.g. when the attitude

identifiability theory is applicable here. If too many angle happens to increases linearly with time. This

error components are included the standard demonstrates the dependence of identifiability on
deviations of the estimates increase rapidly and the the manoeuvre shape.
correlation coefficients approach one. The degree

of correlation is also dependent on the type of and 7.5.3 Use of Error Corrections
shape of the manoeuvre, so it is feasible to perform
specially designed manoeuvres for the purpose of After all error corrections have been determined as

identifying the error components, but these far as possible, the question remains what to do

manoeuvres will not necessarily be optimal for with this information. There are two extreme
parameter identification. It may be more fruitful to philosophies:
combine several different manoeuvres in a multi-

manoeuvre analysis and then estimate an error The identified error components are put in an error

model which is valid for all the recordings (see model, which is added to the aerodynamic model.
section 7.5.3). The parameter identification procedure is then

performed on the combined model, using the

As mentioned above, a simple example of original measured variables as observations.

compatibility checking is the comparison of a rate
gyroscope and an attitude gyroscope. The rate Finally the instrumentation department should

signal can be integrated and compared with the always be asked to verify the estimated instrument

attitude signal. Error models for each of the two errors. It may turn out that an error which seems to
types of gyroscopes can be defined, e.g. bias and have been successfully modelled in one way,

time shift for the rate gyroscope and linear drift should be actually attributed to an entirely different

and time shift for the attitude gyroscope. The error source which happens to have the same
difference between the signals can then be effect.
attributed to various errors sources and the

parameters of the error model can be estimated When a large number of manoeuvres are conducted
using parameter identification. in a particular flight and in one flight condition,

the error model identified for each of the
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manoeuvres should ideally be the same. This System analysis Based on the detailed specification

makes good physical sense since the calibration of the user requirements are analyzed and brought

the instrumentation will change very little during into a structured form. The use of Computer Aided
one particular flight. Failure of a sensor or other Software Engineering (CASE) tools can be of

instrumentation components during the flight benefit here. This stage concentrates on what is
would, of course, be an exception. needed.

This suggests that when a sufficient number of Technical design On the basis of the previous
recordings is available, mean values of the biases analysis, the program is designed. This stage
and scale factors should be used as corrections for concentrates on how the problem is solved.
the whole flight. Simple statistical analysis can be
performed to establish if the sample is large Implementation On the basis of the technical
enough so that statistically significant values can design the computer program is written.
be determined. If only some of the estimated error
components are significant, it may be necessary to Testing Using the test data sets defined during the
reduce the size of the error model until only earlier stages, the program is tested. This stage
significant parameters remain, should benefit the most from the structured

development approach.
7.5.4 Final Remarks

In our opinion the separation between these stages

It can be concluded that data quality evaluation is is a helpful way to keep the development process
a necessary step in the process leading to organized and to prevent mixing solutions into the
successful parameter identification. However, the problem analysis. However, we think that this
final test of the validity of this procedure lies in seperation cannot and should not be rigidly
the quality of the parameter identification results, enforced. For instance, if the person writing the

user requirements is already considering possible

7.6 Computer Software Development design solutions, this may prevent the drafting of
requirements, which are impossible to meet. But

The cost of developing complex software systems then the suggested solutions should not be mixed
has increased, enormously in the last decades. with the requirements, but confined to a final
Moreover, the resulting programs often are full of section with recommendations.
errors and perform miserably. This is the reason
that the discipline of Software Engineering has A disadvantage of the structured techniques is that
generated a tremendous interest. Every few years they are based on generating multitudes of abstract
completely new approaches are proposed, become charts, which are very hard to understand for
popular and are in turn replaced by newer ideas. anybody but the analysts themselves. The newer
Nevertheless a consensus on general principles Object-Oriented Analysis and Design techniques
seems to have arrived, the so-called Structured 1237,238] promise to be much better in this
Analysis [183] and Structured Design [184] respect, among others because they concentrate
approaches. more useful information into fewer charts.

This approach states that the software development In principle flight data processing software has no
process should be divided in a number of strictly special distinguishing characteristics with respect to
separated stages. In each stage only a limited software engineering. Most programs run non real-
number of concerns are addressed: time and in a strict input-processing-output

sequence. This is even true for interactive programs

User requirements In this stage the user where the user interaction is mostly limited to the
requirements are spelt out in detail. The most overall control over complete software modules.
important point here is that this specification However, for Real-Time software implemented in
should be complete, all relevant details should be onboard computers the story is completely
included, different. Here the possibilities for testing under
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realistic circumstances is limited and structured derived from this data. Finally the systematic
approaches, in particular those developed for real- development of the data processing software is
time use [185], should be of benefit. important to insure reliable results.

The development of processing software for
parameter identification demands a considerable
effort. It may be wiser to buy software off the
shelf. Unfortunately not too much is available.
What is available may not run on the available
computer system. Conversion of software from one
computer to another can also be a major effort
depending on the differences between the
computers. The latter situation is mitigated
somewhat by the general trend towards the use of
graphics work stations running UNIX. Another
trend is the use of X-windows [Or user interface
and graphics and the use of graphics standards
such as PHIGS.

Even under UNIX not all problems are solved, the
data management systems, graphical libraries and
user interfaces may vary considerably among
systems. There is also some software developed by
institutes and universities, such as MMLE3 or
pEst/GetData/THPlot (NASA), MANS (RAE) and
FTDA (TUD). One should also look seriously at
commercially available software, because this
software may be better supported.
In the end it may be cost effective to first select
software purely on the basis of requirements and
financial possibilities and then to buy the requisite
hardware to match this software.

7.7 Conclusions

In this chapter several practical aspects of flight
testing were discussed with special emphasis on the
requirements for parameter identification. The
flight test instrumentation was discussed and the
need for a detailed knowledge of each
measurement channel was shown. The ground
preparations involving the transducer calibrations
and the determination of the moments of inertia
were discussed. The flight test design and
execution are very important to the success of a
flight test program. Several aspects of the flight
test data processing were discussed such as data
management and graphical presentation, while
accuracy and time correlation were emphasized.
The evaluation of the quality of the flight test data
is a necessary step to gain confidence in the results
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TypeC, OWL or 11 ]i

about longitudinal axis 3.92 0.0083 52 13

about lateral axis 4.19 0.0040 116 28

about vertical axis 7.51 0.0040 207 28

Table 7-2: Typical values of period (P), damping ratio (g), and time and number of
periods to damp to one half of the initial amplitude (T1, 2 and C1,9 of the three different

types of oscillation of the 'Beaver' DHC-2 experimental aircraft in the rig for the
measurement of aircraft moments and products of inertia.
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Figure 7-3: Inertial measurement system consisting of
three accelerometers and three rate gyros.

• S3 ~mm

Figure 7-4: Temperature controlled box containing
one absolute and four differential pressure transducers.
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Figure 7-5: Calibration residuals of the measurement channels of the instrumentation system.
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Figure 7-7: Rig br the measurement of aircraft moments and products of inertia.
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8 CONCLUDING REMARKS

This volume is brought out as a sequel to the two exploited in a reconstructibility analysis. The
earlier volumes already published in the AGARD results of such an analysis may be used to compare
Flight Test Technique Series, volume 2 on different observation model configurations with
'Identification of Dynamic Systems' and volume 3 respect to the dimension and character of the
on 'Identification of Dynamic Systems - reconstructible subspace of the state space.
Applications to Aircraft Part - 1: The output error
approach' both written by R.E. Maine and K.W. Nonlinear system and observation models are used
Iliff. The present part 2 of volume 3 has examined for actual flight path reconstructions of the
in some detail the practical application of the Two dynamic flight test manoeuvres executed in the
Step Method for estimating aircraft aerodynamic course of a flight test program. Well-known
model parameters from flight test data and has extended Kalman filtering and smoothing
discussed in some detail the practical aspects of algorithms can be successfully applied. The
control input design for estimation of stability and selection of the variables to be reconstructed as
control derivatives. Two different DUTapproaches components of an augmented state vector was
for control input optimization were presented. made using the results of the linear

reconstructibility analysis for the chosen
The identification of aerodynamic models from observation configuration.
measurements of dynamic flight test manoeuvres
requires the solution of a sequence of nonlinear After the flight path reconstruction, it has been
state-parameter estimation problems in which a set shown that the aerodynamic model identification
of aerodynamic model structures is tested with can be formulated in terms of a linear least squares
respect to model fit and parameter identifiability. If problem. This permits the application of powerful
accurate measurements are made of specific numerical techniques for the calculation of
aerodynamic forces (outputs of accelerometers) and parameter estimates. The resulting algorithms turn
angular rates, the parameter-state estimation out to be very computer time efficient, which paves
problem may then be decomposed into two parts the way for the development of an interactive
i.e. a state reconstruction problem, called flight identification computer program. Combined with
path reconstruction and a parameter estimation extensive computer graphics facilities, this program
problem which is linear-in-the-parameters, allows the analyst to rapidly evaluate alternative

model structures on a few selected measurements.
It was noted that since the system and observation Also the possibility exists to combine measurement
models of the flight path reconstruction problem data from several different flight test manoeuvres
are known in much detail, it is not necessary to for the purpose of aerodynamic model
evaluate different model structures, and the flight identification.
path reconstruction problem needs only to be
solved once for each flight test manoeuvre. This Analogous to the reconstructibility analysis of the
means that the identification of aerodynamic flight path reconstruction problem we have
models is considerably simplified because linear in discussed that it is possible to analyze the
the parameter estimation problems are much easier identifiability of the stability and control
to solve than nonlinear state-parameter estimation derivatives, i.e. the parameters in the linearized
problems. aerodynamic models. We have shown that not all

longitudinal stability and control derivatives were
In the linear case the flight path reconstruction identifiable if the nominal flight condition was
problem (a nonlinear state estimation problem if straight horizontal flight. On the other hand, all
based on nonlinear equations of motion) separates lateral stability and control derivatives were shown
into two independent linear state estimation to be identifiable if the flight test manoeuvre is
problems of the longitudinal and lateral executed such that independent roll angle
components of the state vector respectively. The excursions occur.
linearity of these estimation problems can be
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Since the parameter estimation problem of the matrices.
second step of the analysis was linear-in-the- In order to determine sample covariance matrices
parameters it is possible to develop aerodynamic of parameter estimation errors corresponding to
models stepwise via residual analysis. In each step particular types of control input signals, an
the best of a set of candidate model extensions was automatic (open loop) flight control system was
selected. The problem was to decide how many installed in the De Havilland DHC-2 Beaver
model extensions should be included in the model. aircraft to allow precise repetition of control input
To this end a new criterion was proposed based on signal in a series of (almost) identical manoeuvres.
the theoretical accuracy of a predicted model As an important result from the described flight
output and its actual deviations from a second test program it was observed that in relative, rather
independent set of measurements, than in absolute terms, theoretical performance

indices were adequate predictions of sample
We have then turned our attention to a most performance indices. This result is the experimental
important aspect of flight test technique namely, foundation for the application of control input
the optimal input design. We have discussed that signal optimization techniques.
the accuracy of aerodynamic model parameters
estimated from measurements of dynamic flight In the present part 2 of volume 3 of the AGARD
test manoeuvres depends, among other things, on Flight Test Techmiques Series we have also
the control input signals, i.e. the shape of the discussed in some depth, the aspects of
control input time histories. This means that instrumentation, flight test design and execution,
different control input signals result in different the data processing and data quality evaluation
parameter estimation accuracies. In order to express which are all very important, and which will be
the theoretical performance of control input signals present in all nlight test programs for aircraft
with respect to parameter estimation accuracy parameter identification irrespective of which
several performance indices can be based on the methods are to be used for the identification of the
theoretical covariance matrix of parameter aerodynamic model parameters.
estimation errors (the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound).
It follows that control input signals may be
optimized with respect to each one of these
performance indices.

Two new techniques were presented with which
such optimizations may be carried out. The first
technique is based on the representation of multi-
dimensional control input signals in terms of a
finite number of orthonormal functions. The second
technique is based on the application of convex
analysis in frequency domain for the optimization
of input signals. We have shown that when energy
constraints were imposed on the control inputs,
constrained optimization problems which are
generally difficult to solve can be transformed into
an unconstrained optimization problem. This makes
the optimization problem easier to solve.
Next we have pointed out that the optimization of
control input signals is meaningful only if
theoretical performance indices are adequate
predictions of corresponding actual or sample
performance indices. While theoretical performance
indices are based on the CRLB, actual performance
indices must be judged on sample covariance
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APPENDIX A - A BRIEF SUMMARY OF MAXIMUM
LIKELIHOOD ESTIMATION THEORY

In this appendix a brief overview will be presented properties:
of Maximum Likelihood estimation theory and its
application to the solution for the parameter-state i) ML estimates are asymptotically unbiased,
estimation problem of dynamical systems. The
concepts as presented here are referred to in liln E{13M (A.1-3)

chapter 3 to 5. N - MA

A summary of general properties of maximum
likelihood estimates is presented in section A.1; see
Eykhoff [761 or Nahi [53]. In sections A.2 and A.3 ii) ML estimates are asymptotically efficient,
the theory is applied to the solution of the
parameter-state estimation problem of nonlinear A A = Coo (A.1-4)
and linear systems respectively. N -[, .J [0vi1 o1' [_1-_

A.1 General Properties ofMaxiinimn Likelihood in which COO denotes a symmetrical semi
Estimates positive definite matrix. This matrix is called

the Cramer-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB).
The joint conditional probability density function
of a set of N random vectors 1,(i), i = 1(1) N, can iii) ML estimates are consistent; see Eykhoff [76].
be written as:

Eq. (A.1-4) shows that the covariance matrix of a
P(Y( 1), ,( 2 )."'" ,(N) 1) (A.1-) ML estimate is the best of all conceivable estimates

where 9 denotes the parameter vector of the for large sample sizes.
conditional probability density function.

For unbiased estimates the CRLB is:
When sample Values of .y (i), i=l(1)N, are
substituted (A.1-1) is called the likelihood function Coo = MOOA,
L(.). Then a parameter estimate 0 may be where Moo is the Fisher information matrix which
calculated by maximizing (A.1-1) with respect to can be written in two equivalent forms according
0. When the absolute or global maximum of the to:
likelihood function is reached, the resulting
estimate is called the Maximum Likelihood (ML) a/ IL) alI L(O)
estimate &L of -0. Instead of maximizing L(O) it is M oo ý E - . n L(T
common practice to maximize In L(_) instead, I (A. 1v_
usually resulting in an optimization problem which
is easier to solve. Since the logarithm is a a2]In L(O)
monotonic function this leads to the same value of =-E1

.1ML' 0
where the conditional expectation is taken over the

The necessary conditions for a maximum lead to sample space of ym(i), i=1(1) N. Moo is
the following set of so-called likelihood equations: symmetrical and positive semi definite. The

importance of the Fisher-information matrix in
a Iestimation theory stems from the fact that its

alL(O) 0 . (A.I-2) inverse yields a lower bound, i.e. a maximally
- _=ML achievable accuracy for any conceivable type of

estimate of 0.
These equations correspond to the normal
equations of linear regression theory. Maximum In the literature on estimation theory the notion
likelihood estimates have the following attractive 'identifiability' of a parameter vector 0 is defined
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in several ways. Here 'identifiability' is related Because of(A.2-3) the joint probability function of
directly to the rank of the information matrix as y1 1 (l),.,( 2 ),...,y,,(N) is the product of the marginal
follows: probability density functions. The logarithm of the

likelihood function can then be written as:
The parameter vector 0 is identifiable from the set
of measurements y,,(i), I=l(1)N, if and only if Moo InL(,0,VvO) N _1 IN (27t) _ N lndet(V v) _
is positive definite for any 0 in a neighbourhood of - 2 2

OML in parameter space. N N

A.2 Continuous Time Nonlinear Systems [=i
(A.2-4)

Let x(t) be the n dimensional state vector and u(t) For a given set of observation measurements, the
the s dimensional input vector of the following arguments of the likelihood function are the
nonlinear system: elements of 21, x, and V,. It will be convenient to

take the elements of Vvv-1, rather than the elements
x =f(x(t),u(t) ,(A.2-1) of Vv, as arguments of the likelihood function.x =This means that the logarithm of the likelihood

with initial condition: function will be written below as:

where f denotes a nonlinear vector function, and 0
an r dimensional system parameter vector. According to (A.1-2), the necessary condition for

the logarithm of the likelihood function to have a

It is assumed that u(t) is known for tE[t0 ,t1J. At N maximum value is that all first order partial
uniformly spaced time instants ti=1 t0,t1 J, i=1(1)N, derivatives with respect to its arguments are equal
the m-dimensional system output is sampled to zero. Analytical expressions for these derivatives
according to the following model*: of the log likelihood function with respect to its

arguments are equal to zero. Analytical expressions
(i) --h(,xi),u(i)) ,(A.2-2) for these derivatives of the log likelihood function

Ym-, Yxi) + v(i) , with respect to 0, x. and V, can be obtained from
(A.2-4) by applying the rules for differentiation

where v(i) represents an additive gaussian with respect to vectors and matrices as given in
measurement error with the following statistics: Deskins [186]. The results are as follows:

-- (A.2-3) alnL(O, V, v) N ayyT(i) g .

E{v(i)vT(i)} -- V ao , ao Ym(')

for ij =1(1)N and in which V, denotes the (A.2-5a)
covariance matrix of v(i). It is assumed that for any
xLoERn and 0ERrR Eq. (A.2-1) possesses a unique alnL(0,o, V-1 N ayT(i)

solution, indicated as x(t) and y(t), tElt 0,tl]. 0 aYx
At one particular sample time instant ti the

conditional probability density function of _y(i) is: (A.2-5b)

p(y(i) I_0,. 0 , Vvv) = (2jt)-'/yI (det Vw)-/" ,nL(x,.•, Vj)_{1VV VV1 V '
e x p -1 i) v' "V V l y " O wY0 ]a

N N_________________________________________-NV____ .1 i_• [Y~m(i)_-y(i)] [y.(i)_yx(i)] T

Note that x(i), y(i), etc. are simplified notations
for x_(ti), y_(ti). (A.2-5c)
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The so called likelihood equations for 0, & and
Vw-' result when each of these derivatives is set [M•lqIhj - VkV+l V Vk) (A.2-7f)

equal to zero. The maximum likelihood estimates
O ML and, (VQ)Ml. satisfy the likelihood in which VkV,, Vk, en Vhi, denote the elements-ML, -.X.ML andn n nV -dnoeth leeI

equations. [VvlkI,,, [Vwln, [Vvvlkn, and [Vv],,11 respectively of
It is possible to interpret 0, • and the elements of the covariance matrix V, of observation
V,-' as components of an 'augmented' parameter measurement errors.
vector 0.2 according to:

With (A.2-7c) and (A.2-7e) the CRLB can be
0 -- col (oT0T [Vvl ] .1[ , [Vl ny ) written as:

- T o,(0TM
00 

T
0  O)

........ ......

in which TI contains the upper or lower triangular c 0  (A.2-8)
elements of V,"1. The Fisher information matrix as NIX a M MoX .o 0

defined in (A.1-6) may now be partitioned as: O O M-

moo MlAccording to (A. 1-4), the variance matrix of ML

. . ......... estimation errors approaches asymptotically the

Moa = M . M (A.2-6) CRLB. Eq. (A.2-8) shows that in addition to theA Xestimation errors of the elements of Vv,,' are........ .. . ........ asymptotically uncorrelated with the estimation

Mn0 :M,,,. :M,1 errors of 0 and xo. If [(%x(t),u(t)) andh(,x(t),u(t))
are continuously differentiable with respect to 0

Using either the first or the second definition of the and x(t), the partial derivatives Oy(i)/aO' and
information matrix in (A-6) it is possible to show ay(i)/ONx in (A.2-7) can be found by solving the
that the individual blocks in (A-I 2) can be written following set of differential equations, the so-called
as: sensitivity equations; see Nahi [53]:

T N a Y_ _T ( i) V _ a y _i d x t f 0 x ) , t ) x )
Mo = Moo --•7' a~i (A.2-7a) -ii ao ax -+Moo moo VV -T" T' dtOT xT(t) O0T+

=1 ao ax ~ t o

N . a ~~f(_0, x(t) , u(t))(A2 )+,yt (A.2-9)

T N a o(i) aji) aoT
Mox = 0 V- i (A.2-Lb)00 l O axT A7 d ax(t) a af(0, x)(t)tU(W) ax(t)

dt a axTr) a T

m = M,10 = 0, (A.2-7c) with initial conditions:

N yT'(i) y a_(i) 0x(0) == m~r T -_
00× % =• V ax , (A.2-7d) a OT1=1 oX vvo 0g 7oT7

ax(0)-.

M M T 0. (A.2-7e) axoImxoil n1xo --O
The sensitivity equations (A.2-9) can be derived by

Let the elements qi, and -qi of a correspond to the partially differentiating both sides of the system
elements [V-'IkI and [Vvv-'&,1 ,, of Vw-1 differential equation in (A.2-1). Subsequently, the
respectively. The element [M.,,] 1h of MI.u may then order of differentiation in the left hand side of the
be written as: equation with respect to 0 or -o and t respectively,

is reversed, for which it must be assumed that x is
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analytic; see Arfken [171]. systems are identical to the expressions given in
Next, partial differentiation of the observation (A.2-6) and (A.2-8) for the case of nonlinear
equations in (A.2-2) leads to: systems. The sensitivity equations of linear

systems, however, are readily seen to be also
y(i) _ Oh(0, x(i) , u(i)). _x(i) linear. Furthermore, if the system and observation

-TT axT(i) 00v models in (A.3-1) and (A.3-2) are constant, i.e. F,
a uV\ ( G, H and J do not depend on time, then the

+h(0,x(i),u) (A.2-10) sensitivity equations are also constant. The

sensitivity equations may be written as:

y(i) = 0h(O, x(i),u(i)). xi) d 0yx(t) = x(t) a F(O) +

ax"T axT(i) a -jT dr - + 0"" " (t) +

It is noticed here that the partial derivatives aG(O)
Lx(i)/O0T, jx(i)0_, Oy(i)O.T and 0y_(i)0x_ depend + _ l.(t) , (A.3-3)

all on the input signal u(t), tE[t0,tj]. j

d Ox(t) ax(t)
According to (A.2-7), M00, mox° and Mxoxo are dt aT-(

composed of the latter two derivatives at the

sampling times ti. This means that the CRLB for for j=1(1)r and with initial conditions:

&ML and &_ML depends on the system input signal
u(t) in [t0,tj]. On the other hand the CRLB for the 0x(0) -

elements of VQ depends only on the number of
samples taken, and cannot be influenced by u(t). Ox(0)
This property of the CRLB may readily be deduced - =1
from (A.2-8) and (A.2-7t). 0•

The solution of (A.3-3) is used to calculate the

A.3 Continuous Time Linear Systems derivatives of y. with respect to 0 and x.) according
to:

As shown in the previous section, the calculation
of the information matrix of nonlinear systems ay(i) = xH(0).0_x(i) + 0H(2). +
requires the solution of nonlinear sensitivity 00 - a 0- a 0+
equations. In the case of linear systems, these OJ(0)
sensitivity equations reduce to linear equations. + -0.(i) , (A.3-4)
Let the deterministic linear and constant system: o i

-y(i) =x(i)

x(t) = F(O).x(t) + G(O)'.u(t) , (A.3-a) Tx 0 H .O

with initial condition: for j=I(1)r.

xt4) =-o, It is worth noting that in case 0 is known, the

be observed at discrete instants of time according estimation problem reduces to a state estimation
to the following observation model: problem. The corresponding CRLB is:

)(A.3-2) M-

Yx (i) = 0(i) + v(i) C . ........ i .......... (A.3-5)

in which v(i) represents again an additive gaussian O MN4-I
measurement error (A.2-3). The parameter vector
0 contains the unknown elements of the matrices F, According to chapter 3, MxJxo has full rank if and

G, H and J. The Fisher information matrix and only if the system (A.3-1) is reconstructible.

CRLB for 0, x0 and Vw1 of constant linear The information matrix of the state vector x(i) at
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time tiE[to,t1] can be written analogously to
(A. 2-7d):

MN() (i) -V _y(i) (A.3-6)

i X~l axT(i)

It is possible to express the information matrix
MX(i)X(1) in terms of the information matrix of the
initial state x0, Mx0x0.

The matrix of partial derivatives a_y(i)/_xT(i) can be
written as:

a.(i) - ay(i) _ __o - ay(i) [ax(i) ]-1

in which the matrix of partial derivatives jx(i)/LIor
may be computed with the sensitivity equations
(A.3-3). Substitution of _y_(i)/jx above in the
information matrix Mx(i)x(i) results in:

MN a[axT(i)]i ._T(i) Vv y(i) a x(i)]

-_[axT(i> 1

From (A.3-3) and (A.3-4) it follows that partial
derivatives of y(i) with respect to & are
independent of u(t). This means that the ML state
reconstruction accuracy as expressed in terms of
the CRLB Mx(i)X(i1 is also independent of the time
history of the input signal, see (A.3-6).

However, if one or more of the system and
observation model parameters must be estimated
simultaneously with the reconstruction of the state,
the system state reconstruction accuracy is no
longer independent of Li(t). This phenomenon is
caused by the tact that the parameter and initial
state estimation errors are in principle not

uncorrelated i.e.:

N ayT(i) V- ay(i)
iM V (i 0T

-- ao --0
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APPENDIX B - CALCULATION OF RECONSTRUCTIBILITY
MATRICES Qi FOR THE OBSERVATIONS yi OF THE
LONGITUDINAL AND LATERAL LINEAR FLIGHT PATH
RECONSTRUCTION PROBLEM

In this appendix, the reconstructibility matrices Qj of the longitudinal and lateral linear flight path
reconstruction problem will be derived for the case of a non-horizontal stationary rectilinear nominal flight
condition, y0o0.

B.1 Reconstructibility Matrices of the Longitudinal Flight Path Reconstruction Problem

From (4.1-21) and (4.1-22) it follows that the linear system matrix F of the longitudinal flight path
reconstruction model consists of the following elements:

0 0 -g cOSY0  0 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 -__ g±sinyo 0 0 0 1 1 0 0Vo V0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

cOSY0 V0 sinyo -Vosinyo 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

F - -sinyo Vocosyo -Vocosyo 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (B.1-1)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
It is easily verified that:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -gcosy 0  0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -__ g sinlo 0 0
TO

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 -g 0 0 cOSyo sinyo 0 0 0

F 2 _ 0 0 0 0 0 -si0 co cOSY0  0 0 0 (B. 1-2)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and:
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -g 0 0

F3  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (B. 1-3)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

L0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
while fourth and higher powers of F vanish.

The observation matrix H follows from (4.1-23) and (4.1-24) as:

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

H 0 C',1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (.14

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

With (4.1-25) this leads to the reconstructibility matrices (only the non-empty rows are shown):

1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q, - 0 0 -g cosYo 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ,(B. 1-5)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -gcosYo 0 0

0 C,_,1 0 0 0 0 0 00 0

-. __-_g C, sinyo 0 0 0 c1 Ct c. (.16
Q2 Vo _VO IB16

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -...-. C,ý sinyo 0 0
Vo l

S0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q3 cOSYo Vosinyo -Vosinyo 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 (B. 1-7)00000 0 0 0 0 0 0 -g 0 0

and:

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Q4 -sinyo V ocosYo -VocoSYo 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (B. 1-8)

0 0 0 0 0 --sinyo cOSyo 0 0 0
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B.2 Reconstructibility Matrices of the Lateral Flight Path Reconstruction Problem

From (4.1-27) and (4.1-28) it follows that the linear system matrix F of the lateral flight path

reconstruction model consists of the following elements:

0 0 _ cosY0 0 - 0 -1 0 0
Vo Vo

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
cosyo

0 0 0 0 0 1 ta nyo 0 0

F = Vo VocoSY0  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (B.2-1)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

It is easily verified that:

0 0 0 0 0 -g cosy( _-g s sinYo 0 0
Vo Vo

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

F 2  0 0 gcosy 0  0 1 0 0 0 0(B.2-2)
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
and:

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 gcosy0 gsinyo 0 0

F 3= 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (B.2-3)

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

while fourth and higher powers of F vanish.

The observation matrix H follows from (4.1-29) and (4.1-30) as:
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[ 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

H 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 (B.2-4)

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

With (4.1-25) this leads to the reconstructibility matrices (only the non-empty rows are shown):

CP1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
-C 0 0(B5

0 IcosY0 0 .•C[P1 0 -C[PI01 (B.2-5)

00 0 0 0 -C9 CcOsy° C Siny0  0 0

0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Q2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 (B.2-6)

cosyo

and:

0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

Vo VocosY0  0 0 0 0 0 0 1 (B.2-7)

0 0 gcosYo 0 1 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 gcOsY0 gsiny0 0 0

B.3 Reconstructible Subspaces

A (non-unique) basis U,. for the reconstructible subspace corresponding to the observation yj can be

formed out of the independent rows in Qj. The results, in terms of components of x1 i are, For y0=0 listed

in table 3-1 and table 3-3 for the longitudinal and lateral linear flight path problem respectively.
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APPENDIX C - ALGORITHMS FOR FLIGHT PATH
RECONSTRUCTION

In this appendix more details are given on the where Q is chosen to be sufficiently large to
algorithms discussed in chapter 3. In section C.1 guarantee the accuracy of the calculation.
the Kalman filter and smoother is applied to a
system model which is linearized around a nominal Assumptions
steady condition. In section C.2 the Extended 1) The process and measurement noises are zero
Kalman filter and smoother is applied to a mean and white with:
nonlinear system model. Finally in section C.3 the
Maximum Likelihood estimation is applied to a E{w(i)} = , E{ w(i) } w -Vw
deterministic nonlinear system model.
For more details on the algorithms the reader is E{v(i)} = , E{v(i)vT(i)} - vv,
referred to [71 and 761. E{w(i)v'(i)} = 0

C.1 Kalnan Filter/Smoother Applied to a (C. 1-4)
Linear System Model

2) The initial state vector & is a random variable
In this section the kinematical model described by vector and w(i) and v(i) are assumed to be
(3.1-4) and (3.1-5) is linearized around a nominal uncorrelated with &:
steady flight condition. The linearized kinematical
model can be written as: E{w'(i) } E{w(i)xor} O-,

E{J•ov r(i)} E fv(i)x.ý} = O
x(t) = Fx(t) + G u (t) + G w(t)

y(t) Hx(t) + J )u (C.I-1)

xm(i) = Y(i) + v(i) The Kalman filter provides a way of estimating the
state x(i) of the model (C.1-2). The filter has the

In these equations x, y,, and u, are actually following two interpretations.
replaced by their deviations from the constant
nominal values. F, G,, Gw, H and J are the partial 1) If the process and measurement noises are
vector derivatives of f( , and ( with Gaussian, the filter gives the minimum
respect to x, u,n and w. variance estimate of the state. That is, it

evaluates the conditional mean of x(k) given
The system model may next be discretized as: the past measured data {jm(i-1), yjn(i-2),...};

see Sage and Melsa 171].

Ym(i) = Hx(i) + Ju (i) + vi) 2) If the Gaussian assumption is removed, the

filter gives the linear minimum variance

In which the transition matrix (1, the deterministic estimate of the state [71] (i.e., having the
input distribution matrix F,, and the stochastic input smallest unconditional error covariance among
distribution matrix Fw are calculated with: all linear estimates), but this will not, in

general, be the conditional mean.Q

q) = I + F qAt q
Sq. •The Kalman filter has the following results; see

Q 
1711:

Fu = I + 1: F A G At (
q=1 (q+1)!

Fw = I + E F FAt GwAtq=1 (q+ 1)!
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i) The one-stage prediction algorithm: The so-called fixed interval Kalman smoother can
be written in the following form [711:

A A

x(i+l1i) = (bx(iIi) + FUumi) (C.1-6)
A Ksfi) =P(i li)(DTp(i+l li)-1
x(O O) = E{1o} A A A A

_x(iIN) - x(ili) + K (i) [_x(i+ IIN) - x(i+lIi)]

ii) The prediction error covariance matrix P(iIN) -P(iI) + Kfi) [P(i+l IN) - P(i+lli)] K,(i)T

algorithm: (C. 1-11)
V T

P(i+l1i) -- P(i) T + w Aw C.2 Extended Kalman Filter/Smoother Applied

P(O 10) = E{[ý -x(p10)].X -x(0p0)]T} to a Nonlinear System Model

Current practice is to use the complete nonlinear

(C.1-7) kinematical system model of chapter 3 for
nonlinear flight path reconstruction. The model can

iii) The Kalman gain algorithm: be written in the following general form:

K(i+l) = P(i+ ILi)H T [HP(i+1 Ii)H + x] 2(t) = (_x(t) ,u (t) ,w(t))

(C.1-8) Y(t) --h(x(t), (t)) 
(C.2-1)

Y-toi) = Y0) + _(i)
iv) The measurement update algorithm: where x(t) is an augmented state vector with the

A unknown parameters as augmented state variables.

x(i+li+1) = x(i+l i) + K(i+1) x
A The discrete form of the extended Kalman filter is

[Y(i+l) - Hx(i+l Ii) -Ju-(i+l) applied to estimate the state variables of this
nonlinear system with the same assumptions as

(C.1-9) given in section C.1, see also [71].

v) The posteriori covariance matrix algorithm: i) The one-stage prediction algorithm:

P(i+l Ii+1) = [I - K(i+1)H] P(i+11 i)_x(i+lli) - x(ili) + f, t (C.2-2)

[I - K(i+I)H] P(i+l Ii) [I - K(i+1)Hw +A

+ K(i+I)VvK T(i+l) X(0 10) = E{'}
(C.1-10)

The second formula of Eq. (C.1-10) is where u*( () denotes a linear or higher order
considered to be numerically more robust than interpolation between _u (i) and u,,1 (i+l).
the first one as it cannot result in a non-
symmetric covariance matrix; see Bryson and ii) The one-stage prediction covariance matrix
Ho [233]. algorithm:

Once the Kalman filtering is performed, the P(i+lIi) = )(i+1,i)P(i i)q)(i+1,i) +

Kalman smoother may be applied backwards in (C.2-3)
time to smooth the estimated state trajectory and to + Fw(i+l,i)VwF'(i+l,i)
find the initial conditions of the system state P
equation. P(0I0) = - L(0L0)][i - .oio)]'
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in which the linearized transition matrix iv) The measurement update algorithm:
1(i+l,i) is calculated from:

x(i+ IIi+1) = x(i+l i) + K(i+1) x

1(i+l,i) =1 + .F q(i)At q(i+1) - h(x(i+1 ji) U (i+1))
q=1 7q (C.2-4)

F~i) = 0f/x(t)',Um(i)'w(i)) x='ii

F(i) =--) (C.2-8)
ax T

w =0 v) The posteriori covariance matrix algorithm.

and the linearized stochastic input distribution P(i +1 i+) [I - K(i+1)H(i +1)] P(i+11 i)

matrices Fw(i+l,i) and Gw(i) are calculated [I - K(i+l)H(i+l)] P(i+1 i) x
from: [I - K(i+1)H(i+1)]T + K(i+1)V,,K T(i+ 1)

Fw(i+l,i) I + __ F q(i) At q Gw(i)At (C.2-9)
= (q+l)! Again the second formula of Eq. (C.2-9) is

considered to be more robust than the first one.

Gw(i) af(x•t)'U (i)'w(i)) Also for nonlinear system models an extended
ax x =i(ii) Kalman smoother may be applied backwards in

w =time to smooth the estimated trajectory and to find
the initial conditions of the nonlinear system state

(C.2-5) equations.
where Q again is chosen sufficiently large.
It is important to note that F(i) and Gw(i) are The fixed interval extended Kalman smoother is

calculated at x=.(iIi), i.e. at the the last written as, see also 1711:
estimate of x, instead of on some nominal
flight trajectory. This modified form of the K,(i) = P(i i)qjT(i+l,i)P -(i+l i)
Kalman filter is called the Extended Kalnan A A A

Filter. x(iIN) = x(iIi) + K,(i) [x(i+11 N) - x(i+ IIi)]

iii) The Kalman gain algorithm: P(i IN) = P(i Ii) + Kf(i) [P(i+l IN) - P(i+l Ii)] Ks(i)T

(C.2-10)
K(i+l) = P(i+lli)H T(i+l) x

[H(i+1)P(i+1 li)H T(i+l) + Vw]-1 C.3 Maximum Likelihood Estimation Applied

to a Deterministic Nonlinear Model

(C.2-6)
where the linearized observation matrix is If the system noise w(t) is neglected, the flight path
calculated with: reconstruction problem reduces to an output error

problem. This can be solved by a Maximum
Likelihood algorithm as described below.

H(i+l) a hh(x(t) ,, (i +1)) (C.2-7)

x In this algorithm, see also Eykhoff [76], the
-xT x = -I'ji) unknown initial conditions x(t0) of the system and

the measurement noise covariance matrix V, are
also considered to be unknown parameters together
with the set of unknown parameters 0 and the

Maximum Likelihood estimate of these parameters
is computed. The system model to be used in this
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case is written in the following form: function decreases significantly.

xt) -f(x(t),u(t),_) Experience is that from the computational point of
- view the ML algorithm appears to be more
(t) -h(x(t),Um,_ (C.3-1) expensive than the extended Kalman filter. Note

that the ML method will generate estimates of the
Ym(i) y(i) + v(i) measurement error covariance matrix V, in

where the parameter vector 0 consists again of addition to estimates of the transducer biases and
unknown biases and scale factots of the flight test scale factors and the initial state vector. The reader
instrumentation system, but now also includes the is referred to appendix A for more details of this
unknown initial value of x. algorithm.

The system is assumed to be deterministic, i.e. the
assumption is made here of very small
measurement noise from the inertial transducers.
Then the joint state and parameter estimation
problem can be formulated as a nonlinear
optimization problem in which the function to be
minimized with respect to 0, x(t0) and Vv' is the
negative logarithm of the likelihood function:

A A

[x@ji _ I(i, 0 )1]T V V rM(i) - x-(i, 0)] +2 i~

+ N lndetVv, (C.3-2)
2

where the covariance matrix of the measurement
noise V, is estimated using:

A 1 N A A

V -i [Yi - Y(iO)J[Yj(i) - Y(i,o)]T

(C.3-3)
The estimated output in Eq. (C.3-3) is obtained by
integrating a set of deterministic state equations:

A t

x(tl) =- x(t0) + f(x(t),u()O) d (C.3-4)

A A

y(i,. = (xt , 0)
The solution algorithm starts by assuming an initial
value for 0 and using (C.3-4) to calculate a first
estimate of i(t) and j(i,_. Then V, is estimated
using equation (C.3-3) and the log likelihood
function is calculated from (C.3-2). A search
procedure, such as Gauss-Newton, is then applied
to find a better estimate for 0. The above
procedure is iterated as long as the log likelihood
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Annex

AGARD Flight Test Instrumentation and Flight Test Techniques Series

1. Volumes in the AGARD Flight Test Instrumentation Series, AGARDograph 160

Volume Publication
Number Title Date

I. Basic Principles of Flight Test Instrumentation Engineering
Issue 1: edited by A. Pool and D. Bosman 1974
Issue 2: edited by R.W. Borek and A. Pool 1994

2. In-Flight Temperature Measurements 1973
by F. Trenkle and M. Reinhardt

3. The Measurement of Fuel Flow 1972
by J.T. France

4. The Measurement of Engine Rotation Speed 1973
by M. Vedrunes

5. Magnetic Recording of Flight Test Data 1974
by G.E. Bennett

6. Open and Closed Loop Accelerometers 1974
by I. Mclaren

7. Strain Gauge Measurements on Aircraft 1976
by E. Kottkamp, H. Wilhelm and D. Kohl

8. Linear and Angular Position Measurement of Aircraft Components 1977
by J.C. van der Linden and H.A. Mensink

9. Aeroelastic Flight Test Techniques and Instrumentation 1979
by J.W.G. van Nunen and G. Piazzoli

10. Helicopter Flight Test Instrumentation 1980
by K.R. Ferrell

11. Pressure and Flow Measurement 1980
by W. Wuest

12. Aircraft Flight Test Data Processing - A Review of the State of the Art 1980
by L.J. Smith and N.O. Matthews

13. Practical Aspects of Instrumentation System Installation 1981
by R.W. Borek

14. The Analysis of Random Data 1981
by D.A. Williams

15. Gyroscopic Instruments and their Application to Right Testing 1982
by B. Stieler and H. Winter

16. Trajectory Measurements for Take-off and Landing Test and Other Short-Range Applications 1985
by P. de Benque d'Agut, H. Riebeek and A. Pool

17. Analogue Signal Conditioning for Flight Test Instrumentation 1986
by D.W. Veatch and R.K. Bogue

18. Microprocessor Applications in Airborne Flight Test Instrumentation 1987
by M.J. Prickett

19. Digital Signal Conditioning for Flight Test 1991
by G.A. Bever
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2. Volumes in the AGARD Flight Test Techniques Series
Publication

Number Title Date

AG 237 Guide to In-Flight Thrust Measurement of Turbojets and Fan Engines by the MIDAP 1979
Study Group (UK)

The remaining volumes are published as a sequence of Volume Numbers of AGARDograph 300.

Volume Publication
Number Title Date

1. Calibration of Air-Data Systems and Flow Direction Sensors 1983
by J.A. Lawford and K.R. Nippress

2. Identification of Dynamic Systems 1985
by R.E. Maine and K.W. Iliff

3. Identification of Dynamic Systems - Applications to Aircraft
Part 1: The Output Error Approach 1986

by R.E. Maine and K.W. Iliff
Part 2: Nonlinear Model Analysis and Manoeuvre Design 1994

by J.A. Mulder, J.K. Sridhar and J.H. Breeman

4. Determination of Antenna Patterns and Radar Reflection Characteristics of Aircraft 1986
by H. Bothe and D. McDonald

5. Store Separation Flight Testing 1986
by R.J. Arnold and C.S. Epstein

6. Developmental Airdrop Testing Techniques and Devices 1987
by H.J. Hunter

7. Air-to-Air Radar Flight Testing 1988
by R.E. Scott

8. Flight Testing under Extreme Environmental Conditions 1988
by C.L. Henrickson

9. Aircraft Exterior Noise Measurement and Analysis Techniques 1991
by H. Heller

10. Weapon Delivery Analysis and Ballistic Flight Testing 1992
by R.J. Arnold and J.B. Knight

11. The Testing of Fixed Wing Tanker & Receiver Aircraft to Establish their 1992
Air-to-Air Refuelling Capabilities

by J. Bradley and K. Emerson

At the time of publication of the present volume the following volumes were in preparation:

Flight Testing of Digital Flight Control Systems
by T.D. Smith

Flight Testing of Terrain Following Systems
by C. Dallimore and M.K. Foster

Reliability and Maintainability
by J. Howell
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Testing of Flight Critical Control Systems on Helicopters
by J.D.L. Gregory

Introduction to Flight Test Engineering
edited by F. Stoliker

Space System Testing
by A. Wisdom

Flight Testing of Radio Navigation Systems
by H. Bothe and H.J. Hotop

Simulation in Support of Flight Testing
by L. Schilling
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